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Abstract
Organ donation is now part of daily life in the UK. We hear about it frequently in the
press, often see it represented on television and are not surprised when questions about it
appear while applying for a driving license or passport. The benefits of organ donation
are well known and well-publicized.
The current culture in the UK is supportive of organ donation. There remains, however, a
consistently significant proportion of potential donors who refuse corneal donation
despite being willing to donate all other organs (NHSBT 2014). In 2016, 89 per cent of
registered organ donors who had restricted their donation excluded the donation of
corneas. The concern regarding corneal donation for some people is so great that the
social and moral pressure to donate cannot overcome it.
This thesis analyses the findings of a fine art practice-based investigation into the
common refusal to agree to donate corneas in the event of death. The goal of the research
is to investigate through artistic practice the concerns that underpin the unique
relationship with the eyes, to provide a new perspective and understanding of this
logically curious yet emotionally understandable phenomenon of corneal donation
refusal. This practice-based research questions whether it is possible to use art as a
medium to connect with and embody the feelings experienced by people who do not
want to donate their corneas.
Creative practice is used to investigate material from contextual research and from
interviews with people who have specifically decided to refuse to donate their corneas
but are willing to donate all other organs. A semi-structured interview technique,
developed for this research, is used to elicit beliefs and metaphors of interviewees that
underpin their concerns, providing the material to investigate through practice. The
resulting artworks present an alternative language to communicate, express, embody and
explore the concerns.
Further insight into this issue is important. The new knowledge generated in this research
presents an insight into the barriers to corneal donation and considers whether they may
be overcome through education or communication, or whether it may be appropriate to
change the approach to encouraging corneal donation. The insights provide new
information on which further strategies for research can be developed, and require a
greater understanding of the non-religious spiritual and philosophical concerns that
underpin fears to donate, and the requirement for open discussion about the need
for some people to opt-out of donation of certain organs.
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Preface
As a doctor and psychologist, I have worked in the field of transplantation research and
management for many years. It is a rewarding field to work in, with dramatic life-saving
and transforming results. While working on a project to help increase organ donation for
the Department of Health, I was intrigued to notice the high number of people who were
happy to donate all their organs but not the eyes (or more specifically the corneas). When
I queried this with colleagues I was fascinated to hear their acceptance of this as quite
normal ‘because it’s the eyes’. I was surprised by this, but even more surprised that at
some level I understood this reluctance to donate them, though I didn’t understand why.
In the last 50 years, it has become normal to be asked to register as an organ donor, and
society appears to have little sympathy for those who feel reluctant to do so unless there
are clear religious grounds. It seemed to me that there is something at play here that
relates to the eyes, but cannot be attributed to religion, superstition or even
squeamishness, and that finding out more about it would be insightful and possibly
useful.
This research project developed from a fascination with this psychological aspect of
donation and a long-held interest in how art and medicine have informed each other. I
have combined my medical work with artistic practice for many years, through
photography and fine art. As the photographer for the book Thank You for Life and the
Guy’s Hospital exhibition The Emotions of Living Donation, using text from interviews
with people who have experienced organ donation to inspire images and convey their
stories, I began a series of projects that combined my creative practice with the
psychology of medicine. I wrote a play entitled My Heart or Yours, performed at the
Tomorrow’s World Live Exhibition, London in 2001 exploring the experience of having
a heart transplant, and noticed the intrigue that this aspect of such transformational
medicine held with its audience. I was then fortunate to work with artists and scientists as
the Chair of Judges for the Daily Telegraph Visions of Science Photographic Awards
which cemented my interest in using artistic practice to explore the psychological aspects
of medical practice. This led to my MA in Fine Art investigating our perceptions of time
and the effects of medical events on this, then to the development of the idea for this
research project to investigate an intriguing aspect of my work, and of what it is to be
human. Exploring the refusal to donate corneas created a unique opportunity to
understand beliefs about life, death, after-life and the complex meaning of our embodied
existence, and to use my combined experiences in medicine, psychology and art to
achieve this.
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Introduction
Anything but the Eyes*:
A fine-art investigation into the refusal to donate corneas
At the centre of it all
At the centre of it all
….Your eyes
Your eyes
David Bowie, Blackstar, 2016
*Title inspired by and acknowledging the work of Lawlor and Kerridge (2011)
Organ donation is now a well accepted part of daily life in the UK. We hear about it
frequently in the press, often see it on television and other media, and are not surprised
when questions about it appear while applying for a driving license or passport. It is part
of the every-day. The benefits of organ donation are well known and well-publicized
(NHS Blood and Transplant, 2019). Moving documentaries about the benefits of
transplantation and the agonies of waiting for a transplant are often made. (Love on the
Transplant List, 2011; Transplant, 2011; The Gift of Life, 2015; Transplant Tales, 2015)
The current culture in the UK is supportive of organ donation, reflecting high general
regard for altruistic acts of all kinds. This is also reflected in the high number of British
people, 24 million (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2018a), who have registered as being
generally willing to donate organs at the time of death, as well as in the positive media
coverage of acts of donation (Moriarty, 2019; Smith, 2019). The donating of organs after
death is usually regarded as an act of generosity, often referred to as heroism, for the
good of both individuals and the community. Clearly, saving someone’s life, rescuing
them from the misery of life on a kidney dialysis machine or restoring their sight are
amazing achievements and the desire to realise this generally overcomes concerns about
organ retrieval.
There remains, however, a consistent significant proportion of potential donors who
specifically refuse to donate their corneas despite being willing to donate all other organs
(NHS Blood and Transplant, 2014). In 2016, one in eight registered organ donors
8

restricted their organ donation. Of these, 89% excluded the donation of corneas
compared to the next greatest restriction of only 23% who preferred not to donate their
heart (Duncan, 2016). In the USA, consent for organ donation has been recorded at 47%
but for corneas, it was 24%. In Australia, 28% of families who consent to multi-organ
donation specifically refuse to donate corneas (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2010). This curious
phenomenon is well recognised globally.
Corneal donation is the donation of the clear outer layer of the eye, the cornea, to provide
a replacement for someone whose cornea is damaged and is suffering from pain and
blindness. While only the cornea is used for transplant, the entire eye is removed during
the process. The results are very successful, with transplants often lasting for over 10
years. While acknowledging the overwhelming importance of the restoration of sight for
someone who is blind and in need of a cornea (Gaum et al, 2012), the concern regarding
corneal donation for some people is so great that the social and moral pressure to donate
cannot overcome it. The concept of donating corneas creates such a strong and specific
concern for some people that the consequences become irrelevant to them, despite their
general support of the concept of organ donation, desire to help others, and a willingness
to donate all other organs and tissues.
The goal of this research is to investigate, through artistic practice, the concerns and
beliefs that underpin this unique reluctance, to provide a new perspective and
understanding of this logically curious yet emotionally understandable phenomenon of
corneal donation refusal. This research questions whether the concerns of those who
specifically refuse to donate their corneas can be further understood and embodied
through artistic practice.
This thesis analyses the findings of a practice-based investigation into the phenomenon
of specific corneal donation refusal. The research stems from experiences in my career in
British and international transplantation medicine and research, as a doctor and
psychologist, coupled with a long-term interest and practice as an artist at the interface
between art, medicine and psychology. While working on a government project to
explore new measures to increase organ donation, I noticed a constant general acceptance
that the eyes are regarded differently to other organs by potential donors. The reluctance
to donate them was readily accepted by colleagues as understandable or even normal. It
is intriguing that this phenomenon isn’t more surprising and is often dismissed as
understandable because the eyes are somehow well recognised as being different or
9

special compared to other organs. Assumptions are often made about the reasons why but
these are actually poorly understood (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2011). The research described
here developed from a curiosity to understand why this is the case and uses artistic
practice as a tool for investigation that is uniquely placed to explore such a multi-faceted
cultural and yet profoundly individual phenomenon.
The research builds on mainly quantitative work already undertaken in this field. Surveys
of potential donors in western countries have revealed some factors that make corneal
donation refusal more likely, but the reasons remain poorly understood. Lawlor and
Kerridge report that a significant number of people are unable to describe why they say
no (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2010). Several factors have been found to either predispose to
refusal or be attributed to refusal by those who decline donation (Siminoff, Arnold and
Hewlett, 2001; Lawlor & Kerridge, 2010). Those who are younger and those that have
faith in eternal life are less likely to donate (Uhlig et al, 2014). The older we become the
more likely we are to donate our corneas (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2014; Uhlig et al,
2014), and some studies show that men are more likely to donate their corneas than
women (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2014). Consistently, however, the research
undertaken to date has identified that there remains a significant proportion of people
who cannot explain their refusal (Lawlor et al, 2010: 661).
Even though these quantitative surveys (and some limited qualitative research with
relatives of potential donors) have helped uncover predisposing factors, their inability to
explain the phenomenon in greater depth has created an opportunity for qualitative and
creative research to reveal new information and undiscovered concerns and contribute
towards a greater understanding. Further insight into this issue is important. The new
knowledge generated in this research presents an opportunity to more fully understand
barriers and, in doing so, to consider whether they may be overcome through education
or communication, or whether it may be appropriate to change the approach to
encouraging corneal donation. This is particularly pertinent at a time when an opt-out
donation scheme is underway in Wales and under consideration elsewhere in the UK.
The vehement refusal to donate corneas for some people may jeopardise donation of
other organs by some people if the option to opt-out of donation of specified organs isn’t
considered. Potential donors with a specific and powerful concern about corneal donation
may reluctantly opt-out of donation of all organs to alleviate their concern about the
removal of their eyes.
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This qualitative, practice-based investigation is intended to complement and develop
scientific research already undertaken in this field. Qualitative research, including
creative practice, is often not given the high status of quantitative research in medicine
but is increasingly valued for its expansive role in understanding areas that can’t be
accessed quantitatively. This is particularly the case in art and medicine where art-based
research is acknowledged as being able to open up new avenues of enquiry. As noted in
the British Medical Journal by Roger Jones, such qualitative investigations can ‘interpret
phenomena in terms of the meanings that people bring to them’ and that
qualitative research begins by accepting that there is a range of different ways of
making sense of the world and is concerned with discovering the meanings seen
by those who are being researched and with understanding their view of the world
rather than that of the researchers. (Jones, 1995:2)
This is particularly pertinent for this inquiry into a reluctance to donate corneas where
quantitative studies have revealed patterns of behaviours and where a wider exploration
of the meanings underpinning those behaviours can bring new perspectives to
understanding. Such behaviours, in this research, are considered through the theoretical
discourse of psychologists Bruce Hood (2008, 2009, 2014, & Collins, 2014) and Michael
Shermer (2011). Shermer’s notion that our brains seek out patterns in our experience
within the world and then infuse them with meaning until they become beliefs, provides
a theoretical basis for the wide variety of belief development regarding corneal donation.
Hood’s theory that we attribute an essence, a kind of supernatural force, to objects
provides a means of considering whether this can be applied to the eyes as an object. The
findings are also reflected on through the lenses of Cartesian theories of mind-body
dualism (Shermer, 2011; Shildrick et al, 2009; Shildrick, 2012 & 2015) and how a
Cartesian model of the self underpins the acceptability of transplantation (Shildrick et al,
2009). This approach is reconsidered through the phenomenological theories of MerleauPonty (1964), regarding the role of perception and the self, and how this may apply to the
concerns of people who refuse to donate their corneas.
This research follows a long history of art and medicine standing alongside each other,
one informing the other. From the earliest known depictions of the human being to the
anatomical drawings of Da Vinci (Kemp, 2004), the neurological drawings of Camillo
Golgi (Keener, 2015) to the more recently grown ear on an arm by Stellarc (Stellarc,
2019) – art has explored the body, medicine and what it is to be human (Saunders Maude
& Macnaughton, 2009; Kemp & Wallace, 2000). Contemporary artistic works continue
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to explore the meaning of health, illness and the experiences of the patient. Such works
contribute to debate and open dialogue and question the role of the body and medicine in
contemporary life. From the microscopic level to the health of communities artists
respond, ask new questions, explore and stimulate discussion (Saunders Maude &
Macnaughton, 2009). Collaborations between artists, scientists, doctors, psychologists,
patients and the community seek out modern mysteries, concerns and conundrums and
re-present them in new ways, stimulating reflection and debate (Austen, 2016; Kemp &
Wallace, 2000; Ede, 2005). This can improve wellbeing, and provide insight to other
researchers, both creative and scientific. The goal of this research is the latter so that the
former can also be achieved.
Artist and scientist, Kat Austen, commented that:
One outcome of involving artists in the health and engagement space is that they
can break rules – and sometimes get access – in a way that other practitioners
cannot…The artist then causes a creative disruption in the space, a critical
observation of the dynamics that can be translated into a form that is accessible
and flexible to interpret. And by using metaphor, the artist can broach difficult
topics in a less direct but sometimes more emotive manner… The freedom
consequent from involving an artist with research can bring risks and a lack of
control over the outcome, which might create tension or anxiety within a project.
It is something, however, that most parties now expect and embrace – indeed it
might be the reason for bringing in an artist in the first place. (Austen, 2016:12)
Qualitative research, including artistic practice, is increasingly valued as creating new
insights in medicine. Practice-based research has provided important insights into
medical conditions, asking questions that more traditional quantitative and qualitative
methods cannot access. Recent practice-based research, such as that by Deborah Padfield
into perceptions of pain (Padfield, 2003; Warren, 2019) and by Susan Aldworth into the
impact of brain conditions such as epilepsy (Aldworth, 2008), both fuelled by
collaborations with medical practitioners and interviews with patients, is increasingly
recognised as insightful in developing medical practice and understanding the patient
experience.
The phenomenon of corneal donation refusal could be considered as a medical issue but
it is also deeply connected to social, historical, cultural and philosophical concerns. This
research investigates this multi-factorial phenomenon through creative practice, and
questions whether it is possible to use art as a medium to connect with and embody the
beliefs and feelings experienced by people who do not want to donate their corneas. This
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has the potential to create new insights into the phenomenon and inform those working in
the field of organ donation.
The research was carried out in two phases, both using creative practice to explore and
understand the issue. In the first phase, material from contextual research was
investigated through creative practice. The practice responded to the findings in
historical, psychological, cultural and social texts that all relate to the relationship we
have with our eyes. It explored how beliefs are formed, and what may have influenced
the formation of beliefs relating to corneal donation. The practice in Phase 1, therefore,
responded to secondary research sources, and was contemplative, considering where
concerns about corneal donation may have come from, and how beliefs are formed. This
created a level of understanding of the phenomenon on which to build the knowledge
created in Phase 2. The findings from Phase 1 also informed the development of the
interview technique for Phase 2. In the second phase, the findings from primary research
interviews with people who had specifically decided to refuse to donate their corneas
were investigated through practice. A semi-structured interview technique was developed
to reveal the beliefs and metaphors of people who were happy to donate all organs but
not the eyes. Exploring the dialogue of the participants, with the help of discourse
analysis tools (Gee, 2014; Machin & Mayr, 2015), revealed concerns and themes that
were investigated through creative practice. My emotional response to the interviews,
connection with interviewees, and understanding of their meaning were embodied in the
work, revealing new understandings of the powerfully held relationship that some people
have with their eyes. Once I had created a significant body of practice to explore the
interview material, it was then further informed and developed through follow-up
discussions with interviewees to discuss their response to the artworks and the feelings
that they evoked.
The creative practice therefore enveloped, absorbed and explored the words and feelings
of the participants, and my own feelings as the artist in response. The feedback from the
interviewees to the developing artworks, gathered in the follow-up interviews, was
further folded into the practice to consolidate a new understanding of this complicated
phenomenon. The artworks became an alternative language to communicate, express,
embody and investigate their concerns.
Using this methodology, the meanings of the interviews were explored through the
experience of making. This exploration of the unique experience, together with the words
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and feelings generated in the interviews created new insights. The artworks evolved as a
result of working through the expressions and feelings of the interviewees, while
deliberately adopting a state of open-mindedness or not knowing as the artist, and
allowing the results to emerge. As noted by Graeme Sullivan, artists ‘create new
understandings from what we don’t know, which profoundly changes what we do know.’
(Sullivan, 2010: xii)
As McNiff described, art-making, in this instance, is a process of asking questions and
opening issues as a way of knowing, reflecting on them, and encouraging others to reflect
on that knowledge to enhance their own understanding (McNiff, 2013:13-15). The
process allows for new connections to be made and a shift in focus that has the potential
to build on existing research. It is a means for the artist investigator to connect with the
dialogue of interviewees and to reflect on and understand it through practice, in the
context of the knowledge of the cultural and historical research into our relationship with
our eyes. The process allowed for an exploration of very personal and individual
concerns of participants and, at the same time revealed themes across participants that
may have broader relevance at a community level. As noted by Sullivan, ‘This trust in
making methods of inquiry that are responsive to particular issues not only deals with
personal concerns but also has the potential to reveal new insights that can have
community appeal.’ (Sullivan, 2010:57)
The thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapter 1, the thesis begins with a description of the research already conducted into
the phenomenon of specific corneal donation refusal. The insights revealed by mostly
quantitative studies within scientific disciplines are described and reflected on to provide
the basis on which to build a deeper understanding of the phenomenon through practice.
Chapter 2 elaborates the research methodology used for this study, carried out in the two
phases as described above. The first phase developed a deeper understanding of the
historical and social context to explore through artistic practice. The second phase
involved interviews with people who had identified themselves as specifically reluctant
to donate their corneas and to investigate the interview material through artistic practice.
The interview technique developed specifically for this research is described in this
chapter. Psychology techniques, known as clean language, (Sullivan & Rees, 2008) and
the belief template model (Dilts et al, 1980) were used to format the questions to avoid
bias and to encourage the use of metaphor in the interviewees’ responses. The practice,
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using a variety of media, explored the interview findings with the goal of embodying the
concerns of the interviewees in the work. Feedback on the artworks was sought from the
public who experienced the works in exhibitions, and from further follow-up discussions
with the interviewees. The responses were folded back into the continuing practice,
informing the final phase of practice and exhibition.
Chapter 3 describes the investigation of the historical and social context described above
as the first phase of the research. Many factors could potentially play a role in corneal
donation refusal, from the long-held notion that the eyes are the windows to the soul, to
spiritual or religious concerns about death. Generally held concerns and fears are often
played out in films and literature and there are many instances of this with regards to the
eyes. The practice research began with a detailed enquiry into the history of the eye, and
the meaning of the eyes and their removal, and how this has been portrayed in religion,
history, medicine, society, stories, poetry, television and film. This was explored through
creative practice as an enquiry into the multiple layers of influence on the relationship
with eyes, and the fears about corneal donation that are expressed through various means.
Chapter 4 describes the findings from investigating the Phase 2 interview material. The
thematic findings are evidenced through the practice of collage, drawing, mixed-media,
stereo photography, sound and installation, alongside the described emotional response
experienced in the creation of the work, and reflected on through writing. In
materialising the concerns of the interviewees through creative practice, direct
experiences of the concerns were realised in a variety of ways and validated through
follow up interviews. The goal here was to embody the concerns of the interviewees and,
in doing so, to create a new understanding of them.
One might have assumed that the corporeal reality of donation would have steered the
critical framework towards Kristeva’s abjection theory (Kristeva, 1984). However,
considerations of the corpse were of much less prominence than the connection and
embodiment that participants described as most relevant to their concerns. The concerns
are much less about the physical reality of donation and the dead body but more related
to the self and personal histories. The new understanding of the phenomenon created
through this research into the strongly held concerns of those who are reluctant to donate
corneas is therefore reviewed using the lenses of Cartesian theory and phenomenological
ideas of Merleau-Ponty.
15

The research concludes with a discussion of the findings and how they might both inform
and stimulate reflection. Further potential avenues of enquiry that are opened up by the
research are considered, alongside the implications of the research to those working in
the field of organ donation.
This research creates a new understanding of an important phenomenon - the unique
relationship that many people have with their eyes. It considers the origins of this
relationship, and how the combined concerns about death and the role of the eyes play
out in the single-point decision to refuse to be a corneal donor after death.
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Chapter 1
The Context: An evaluation of research into refusal to donate corneas
This chapter explores the research that has already been conducted into the phenomenon
of corneal donation refusal and the trends and associations related to it. This subject is of
interest to researchers for several reasons. Firstly, there is a pressing need to increase the
number of corneal donors to help many patients with a variety of ocular conditions to
restore their sight and reduce their pain. There are currently not enough donors in the UK
to meet the demand with the number of corneas available in eye banks in the UK
reported as 21% below the level needed (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2018a). This is
coupled with a persistent lack of positive change in the figures for corneal donation.
Secondly, it is well recognised now that the eye is the part of the body that most people
say that they do not want to donate, despite knowing the dramatic difference it can make
to the life of another (Duncan, 2016). Something very significant and consistent is at play
here. An understanding of the reasons underlying refusal to donate may offer indications
as to how reluctance can potentially be overcome through educational or other means, if
at all, as well as how measures to increase donation would be best directed. The third
reason for the research is that it provides a unique insight into a consistent and
fascinating psychological phenomenon. It taps into avenues of enquiry into what makes
us human, how we interact with others, how we perceive the self and death, and the
relationship between anatomy, psychology and mortality. It also explores the meaning
attached to the various parts of the body of a deceased person. Research into this very
specific phenomenon presents an opportunity for a unique cultural, historical, medical,
psychological and social insight.
For the purposes of this research, an understanding of the context provides the baseline
from which to build further understanding of the phenomenon of corneal donation
refusal, exposing the gaps in knowledge that can potentially be filled through practicebased research. Understanding such gaps creates an opportunity for a methodology to be
devised that helps to specifically address the areas where knowledge is lacking.
The refusal to donate corneas:
The quantitative and qualitative studies looking at the refusal to donate corneas, and the
factors relating to it, are explored here. They expose a consistent underlying lack of a
deep understanding of this phenomenon.
17

The specific reluctance to donate corneas after death is not just a UK phenomenon. It is
well recognised in many western countries (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2011; Lawlor et al,
2010). Lawlor et al noted that in the USA consent for corneal donation was just 24%
compared to other organs at 47% (Lawlor et al, 2010:657). In Australia, 28% of families
who agree to organ donation specifically refuse to donate corneas (Lawlor et al,
2010:657). Interestingly, healthcare workers showed similar responses, with 25% of UK
nurses in one survey in the UK unwilling to donate their corneas (Lawlor et al,
2010:657), leading the authors to conclude that a medical understanding of corneal
donation is not the issue. Rock, Bartz-Schmidt and Rock in a recent review of corneal
donation (2018) note the continuing challenge of recruiting corneal donors. In Germany
refusal to donate is the most important factor limiting corneal donation, compared to
medical contraindications, accounting for almost 50% of the reasons for a potential
corneal donor to not be fulfilled (Rock et al, 2016:703). Interviews with the next-of-kin
of the deceased showed a 78.1% refusal to donate the corneas of their relative (Rock et
al, 2016:703).
Even though people consenting to the use of their organs after death is at the highest
level it has ever been in the UK (Duncan, 2016) one in eight potential donors restricts the
body parts that can be donated, and of these 89% refuse to donate their corneas
(compared to the next highest which was the heart at 23%). Pamela Duncan’s article in
the Guardian reveals that 10.7% of the whole organ donor register opt out entirely
because they do not want to donate their corneas. She interestingly refers to these people
as “squeamish” (Duncan, 2016). The assumption of squeamishness could potentially be
valid, but it’s an unqualified assumption, and the quantitative data suggest that many
other factors are also relevant.
Factors influencing the desire to donate corneas have been investigated using quantitative
means, mainly surveys. Participants were asked to answer specific questions using tickboxes, and the responses were gathered and compared. Population characteristics such as
age, gender and faith were collected along with a choice of responses to questions about
the understanding of corneal donation, and choices regarding the reason to refuse
donation. The results show that the desire to donate does not relate to whether the
perception is that the entire eye is removed or just the cornea at the front of the eye
(Lawlor et al, 2010:658). Some studies indicate that those who are younger, and those
that have faith in eternal life are less likely to donate (Uhlig et al, 2014) and that the older
we become the more likely we are to donate our corneas (NHS Blood and Transplant,
18

2014; Uhlig at al, 2014). In the UK (and other Western studies), men appear more likely
to donate their corneas than women (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2014) but in contrast, in
a review of global studies, including Lawlor’s survey, Williams and Muir showed that
there was no gender difference overall in willingness to donate, and that age as an
indicator was also inconsistent (Williams & Muir, 2018:1053). The trends in the UK
appear to mirror those in other western cultures, and the general concern about the
donation of corneas seems universal.
Previous studies have shown that factors relevant in the decision making include a lack
of understanding about the eyes, religious factors (Kent & Owens, 1995), concerns about
disfigurement (Lawlor et al, 2010; Kent & Owens, 1995), an association of the eyes with
the identity of the soul (Lawlor et al, 2010), the need to preserve (particularly for
relatives), the physical visibility of the eyes (Lawlor et al, 2010), the aesthetics of the
dead body, concerns about the need for the eyes in the afterlife (Kent & Owens, 1995),
an association with sentience, a misunderstanding that the whole eyes are replaced in
transplantation (Lawlor et al, 2010), and being uncomfortable with the thought of cutting
into the eyes. A commonly repeated theme, however, is that many individuals express
difficulty in rationalizing their position at all yet remain emotionally repelled by the idea
(Lawlor et al, 2010; Kent & Owens, 1995). They express that they consider it to be
irrational but cannot explain it. In Lawlor’s survey, 35% of respondents agreed with the
statement that ‘I am not sure of the reason, I would just not feel comfortable about
donating my corneas’ (Lawlor et al, 2010: 659), exposing a significant gap in
understanding.
Lawlor et al comment that the main limitation of his comprehensive survey was the
quantitative methodology which did not allow for a deeper enquiry, particularly into the
12% of people who were unwilling to donate their corneas and said that they did have a
reason but that it was not covered by the survey (Lawlor et al, 2010). Combining these
with the 35% who weren’t sure of their reason, creates an opportunity for further enquiry,
using qualitative means, for a deeper understanding of the reservations. As the authors
noted ‘it did not allow a deep exploration of the values and reasons underpinning
donation decisions, which would have required the use of qualitative methods, such as
in-depth interviews’ (Lawlor et al, 2010:1). Some qualitative interviews have been
carried out but with relatives of the deceased, about their decisions regarding the
donation of relatives’ organs. There is no in-depth study however of people who want to
donate their own organs after death, except their eyes. There remains a gap in
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understanding of the reasons for corneal donation refusal in those who have made a
specific refusal decision for their own corneas at the time of their death (despite being
willing to donate other organs). This forms the basis of this research. It is this gap in
understanding that this research seeks to fill.
A qualitative practice-based approach is therefore appropriate for a deeper inquiry to
discover more about the concerns of this specific group. Qualitative visual research uses
open questions to explore themes using visual methods and often provides material on
which quantitative studies can be devised. Visual, practice-based, methods explore in
more depth what cannot be gleaned from a reductive quantitative approach, and offer the
opportunity to reveal themes that generate avenues for further exploration. As noted by
Pope and Mays in the British Medical Journal, such qualitative approaches are highly
relevant to health services research ‘not just because they enable us to access areas not
amenable to quantitative research, such as lay and professional health beliefs, but also
because qualitative description is a prerequisite of good quantitative research.’ (Pope &
Mays, 1995:42)
The uniqueness of the eyes:
Some researchers have alluded to the unique role of the eyes in being central to human
relationships as relevant to the decision to donate. Others have referred to the notion of
the inside-outside dichotomy, that the eyes are the prominent body parts that interface
with the environment and are also associated with the self. Lawlor and Kerridge (2013)
found in qualitative interviews with family members of deceased relatives that ‘the
symbolism associated with the eyes appeared to feed concerns that removing them
diminished the human aspect of the deceased.’ (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2013:3). One family
member who had refused consent to corneal donation of their relative was quoted as
saying ‘You can see someone’s eyes, everything else you can’t, they are all within the
body’ (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2013:3). Another interviewee who had given consent to their
relative’s kidneys being donated but not the eyes said ‘I can’t see the fact that she doesn’t
have a heart, I can’t see the fact that she’s got her kidneys, her liver, any of those things,
I can’t see that all of that’s gone. What I can see is on the outside’ (Lawlor & Kerridge,
2013:4).
This resonates with a quote from Leonardo Da Vinci that ‘The eye is the window of the
human body through which it feels its way and enjoys the beauty of the world. Owing to
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the eye the soul is content to stay in its bodily prison, for without it such bodily prison is
torture’ (Wells, 1952, cited in Lawlor & Kerridge, 2011:3).
There appears to be something particular about the location and role of the eyes that
collectively increase their importance and the resulting decision regarding donation.
Shildrick (2012) notes a similar situation regarding the history of the heart and its
representation and comments that ‘if we consider the history of anatomy through its
representations it is clear that the production of meaning attached to the heart has always
been freighted with cultural baggage that goes beyond the mere anatomical.’ (Shildrick
2012: 235). I propose that the same may be true of the eyes, that the cultural baggage of
the eyes also takes their meaning beyond the purely anatomical with much greater
meaning attached to them, and that their interface with the outside takes this meaning a
step further.
Attempts have been made to investigate how to reverse decisions about donation in
general, through appealing to other emotional factors. O’Carroll and colleagues have
studied the role of anticipated regret manipulation (that people are more likely to
undertake action when they anticipate regret for inaction), in attempting to overcome
concerns about organ donation in Scotland (O’Carroll et al, 2012, 2016). The researchers
discovered that negative attitudes could potentially be reversed by simple anticipated
regret manipulation demonstrating that there is the potential to reverse strongly upheld
concerns, by appealing to other seemingly greater ones. The fact that we can anticipate
regret and take action to avoid it can motivate people to reconsider their choices and
change their behaviour accordingly (O’Carroll et al, 2012). O’Carroll et al found that
simply asking people if they might later regret not registering as an organ donor changed
their intentions to register to positive ones (though this does seem somewhat bizarre as
the regret could potentially only be realized after death!). However, when this was tested
later for actual registration as a donor, the anticipated regret intervention actually led to a
decrease in registering to donate (O’Carroll et al, 2016). Maybe there is something else at
play that potential donors are unable or uncomfortable to express.
The researchers note that the traditional social-cognitive models, such as the theory of
planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), postulate that actions are determined by rationalcognitive factors, subjective norms and perceived control. In regards to how this relates
to organ donation, it would assume that the public would rationally regard corneal
donation as a good humanitarian act and that this would result in registering as a donor,
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over which one has complete control. Although this theory has been found to play a role
in organ donation in general (Browne & Desmond, 2008; Hyde & White, 2009) it does
not account for the emotional factors that also affect organ donation, and that seems to
play a more significant role in corneal donation.
Shepherd, a co-author/researcher of O’Carroll’s (O’Carroll et al, 2012 & 2016)
commented in a personal email communication to me (Shepherd, 2016) that bodily
integrity and anticipated regret are likely to predict agreement to eye donation by nextof-kin, in the same way that it predicts donation of other organs but that the specific
concerns of potential donors of corneas have not been addressed in this way. Other
studies, mentioned previously, imply that this is not the case, and something unique is at
play regarding donation of the eyes.
The ick factor:
Another aspect of donation refusal investigated by researchers is that of disgust
sensitivity, also known as the ‘ick factor’. Disgust is an emotion that is thought to exist to
protect us from contamination – and is therefore focused on the parts that intersect
between the body and environment (Rozin & Fallon, 1987). An indication of an
association between disgust sensitivity and organ donation has the potential to shed
further light on corneal donation refusal. Rozin and Fallon (1987) showed that the higher
the general disgust sensitivity of an individual, as measured using a disgust sensitivity
questionnaire, the more negative their attitude is to organ donation and the less likely
they are to intend to donate their organs. Research into the basic emotion of disgust and
how this relates to transplantation of different organs is revealing. The transplantation of
interface body parts (including the skin as well as eyes), was found to be considered the
most disgusting compared to other organs and at the same time most closely related to
the self (Rozin & Fallon, 1987).
Rozin and Fallon proposed that disgust sensitivity develops during the first eight years of
life and that it may be hard to change later. This may help to explain in part why efforts
to educate about the benefits of corneal donation (assuming the ick factor is involved)
have largely failed to have any influence on donation rates. They also propose that
refusal to donate is related to a defensive emotion in having to recognise that we are
basically animals that will decay and die. Such base emotions, or instincts, laid down so
early in life are not only unlikely to be overcome by apparently logical discussions
relating to the benefits of donation but are also highly unlikely to be known about and
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consciously understood by individuals as playing a role in their feelings about donation.
Disgust emotions also have a cultural element with some cultures finding certain
practices disgusting that others do not. For example, using a handkerchief then keeping it
in a pocket is something the Japanese find disgusting but the British regard as normal,
compared to spitting in the street which has the reverse effect (Hood, 2009). Society and
culture play a large role in some circumstances whereas others are universally associated
with a disgust response (such as responses to faeces and vomit). The extent to which
disgust sensitivity is solely playing a role in UK corneal donation is therefore hard to
determine.
O’Carroll’s study of the disgust response, or ick factor (O’Carroll et al, 2011), showed
how educational levels were unrelated to the desire to donate organs, but that the
emotional ick factor, or disgust sensitivity, was more relevant. In addition to the ick
factor, the researchers noted the importance of bodily integrity – a desire to keep the
body whole after death, as an emotional factor in refusal to agree to organ donation. A
further qualitative study also specifically noted this with regards to corneal donation with
one participant commenting that ‘After you die you may go to another world. If you
don’t have an eye, you cannot see’ (Molzahn et al, 2005). Molzahn and colleagues
carried out qualitative interviews with both Chinese Canadians, and Indo-Canadians and
they noted considerable diversity of opinion about organ donation across as well as
within cultural groups.
Such concerns about body wholeness after death appear to be unrelated to religious
stances (Irving et al, 2012) but are related to concerns for relatives about their feelings
about their body being cut into. One participant noted ‘I’d sign, but my wife and children
object. The children don’t like to see Daddy cut up’ (Irving et al, 2012:2530). With
regards to corneal donation specifically, other participants were concerned that it
precluded the option to have an open coffin at the funeral. Other concerns about donation
that were expressed by participants included undeserving recipients, the validity of
brainstem death testing, hastening of death if organs are wanted, and use for research
rather than helping others (Irving et al, 2012). These may show a general lack of trust in
the certification and organ retrieval system, but there could be other reasons that are
harder to vocalise and explain, and could, therefore, open up opportunities for further
exploration.
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Margaret Lock (2002) in her research on the cultural dimensions in organ donation,
personally observed the harvesting of organs for transplantation. Having watched the
liver, kidneys, heart and lungs being removed for transplantation without concern, she
was then quite shocked by her own response to the harvesting of corneas: ‘I find myself
repelled by this last intrusion in a way that I had not expected. For me, it seems, removal
of the eyes represents more of a violation than does procurement of internal organs’
(Lock, 2002:22). It is notable that she used the words intrusion and violation only in the
context of corneal donation – and both words represent an act or transgression upon the
person or the self in a way that was not expressed by her about other organs. It is also
very interesting that as the researcher/observer she was experiencing and expressing a
first-hand experience, maybe a direct ick response, that directly relates to the concerns
expressed by others specifically concerning corneal donation.
The eye and the self:
The violation expressed by Lock could also be seen as a response to the extrusion of the
eye as the interface between the inside and outside. Research by Fessler and Haley
(2006) has indicated the importance of the inside-outside dichotomy as a fundamental
feature relating the body to the self, and the eye as central to this role. The highest levels
of disgust were related to transplantation of interface body parts as compared to internal
organs. Fessler explored whether the various parts of the body are unequally associated
with the self. Belk and Austin (1986) had previously obtained a ranking of the degree of
association of body parts with the self and found the eyes to be ranked the highest. All
other high-ranked tissue/organs, apart from the heart, were on the outside. Even hair
ranked higher than the heart, despite the heart’s symbolic value in Western cultures. Belk
suggested that the association of the self with outer body parts may be related to our
ability to exert some control over them, and/or to their sensitivity (Belk, 1990). Fessler
explored this further through an internet survey investigating body parts and relationship
to the self, and also revealed the eyes as highly ranked and to a lesser extent skin, with
the heart trailing far behind (Fessler & Haley, 2006).
Fessler and Haley comment that
From an evolutionary perspective, the chain linking perception, experience, and
the self is unlikely to be an accidental consequence of neural architecture – to the
extent that it is advantageous to be able to reflect on, reason about, or
prospectively envision oneself acting in the world, primary attention ought to be
dedicated to the parts of the body that interface with the environment, as it is here
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that benefits can first be realized, and costs, including the costs of exposure to
pathogens and toxins, can first be avoided. (Fessler & Haley, 2006:7)
So, if disgust sensitivity serves to protect us from harm, it is not surprising then that the
eyes have an association with a high disgust sensitivity, and that the combination of
associated high levels of disgust, location of sense of self, and sensitivity results in a
reluctance or concern related to corneal donation. If the role of disgust is to be the
guardian of the self, and the concept of the self and disgust are most heightened in
relation to eyes, it starts to become clear that corneal donation is more than just a moral
or logical challenge. Indeed, Fessler’s second internet survey found that the
transplantation of body parts that interface with the environment were rated as the most
disgusting. Interestingly overall disgust scores were inversely proportional to age,
particularly for interface organ scores, and were higher in all ages in women. Fessler
concludes that
Given that it is only within the recent past that the actual replacement of body
parts has become medically feasible, there is no reason to expect natural selection
to have equipped the human mind to accurately index the costs and benefits of the
exchange of any given part of the body. (Fessler & Haley, 2006:16)
This last point is interesting, particularly if one views the recent past as the last 120
years, from the beginning of blood transfusion to the present day and as 110 years or so
since the first recorded successful transplant globally (a corneal transplant) was carried
out in Prague in 1908 (Ryan, 2005).
The end of life:
Concerns over whether brain death can be equated with the end of life are also pertinent
in the dilemma regarding corneal donation, and research into a reluctance to donate.
Sometimes in transplantation, organs are taken from a patient who is still breathing and
has a beating heart, but their brain no longer functions. The development of medical
technologies towards cadaveric transplantation has forced a reconsideration of the
recognised boundaries between life and death, with the advent of the diagnosis of brain
death where the body may still be technically alive (heart beating, lungs breathing) but
the brain is not. Lock comments that ‘brain death is not necessarily equated with the
death of individuals.’ (Lock, 2002:2). This new definition of death was adopted relatively
easily in the UK but in other countries such as Japan where death is viewed quite
differently and more transitionally, it was a long time before it could be resolved enough
for any form of cadaveric transplantation to proceed. This may also be related to the
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British culture of highly valuing altruistic acts and the “gift of life”, compared to other
cultures like Japan where a reciprocal exchange is more the norm, and there is an
expectation of a beneficial compensation for kindness (Lebra & Lebra, 1986). While the
concept of brain death in the UK was relatively easily accepted from a scientific
perspective, the reality of asking a relative to cope with the ambiguity of a brain dead
body that appears to be alive despite advice to the contrary means it is likely that anxiety
about donation remains. This is heightened with the eyes as being most closely
associated with sentience and life. There have been scattered reported incidences in
which apparently brain dead patients have recovered (Furness, 2012; Weiman, 2017).
The high level of media coverage in this small number of instances where there has been
a controversy over the interpretation of brain death, and apparently brain dead people
have lived, is likely to add to this anxiety around transplantation. As Lock notes, ‘given
that anxiety about death is universal, and that everywhere it means something more than
biological failure, it is perhaps surprising that so many families agree to organ donation’
(Lock, 2002:193).
I would also argue that it is even more surprising when relatives agree to corneal
donation, and not at all surprising when this is a step too far given the circumstances.
This is further compounded by the fact that brain death leading to the potential for organ
donation is often sudden and traumatic, adding to the burden placed on shocked and
grieving relatives.
In addition, there is a wide variety of beliefs about the process through which a spirit or a
soul, if a soul exists, departs from the body, and this is very much socially constructed. In
Japan, the soul is thought to depart only when the body stiffens, and the essence of the
person is thought to exist throughout the body, not just in the head where other cultures
assume it resides. Furthermore, Park (1994) comments how in Celtic and Germanic
Europe, it was historically the onset of putrefaction that marked the moment at which the
soul was thought to depart from the body. In the UK it appears that the advancement of
medicine requiring the introduction of the diagnosis of brain death has forced the
association of the departing of a soul with this time point. However, the wide variety of
understanding on this issue internationally and the influence of stories, films and other
media on this point inevitably create confusion and concern, and a natural reluctance to
avoid ambiguity.
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Of the 32 intensive care doctors interviewed by Lock (2002) none of them felt that brain
death actually signified the end of biological life, but that it did signify that the person or
spirit is no longer in the body. But how can they truly know this? Is this a strategy that
helps them to cope with the fact that they are expected to care for a person who is brain
dead, but where they are also expected to ask for the organs to be donated? It is a very
difficult and contradictory situation and is perhaps not surprising that there is a general
consensus amongst them that spiritual death happens at the same time as irreversible
brain death. In contrast, Lock also noted that some of the nurses who care for the patients
as they become donors still talked to the patients, stating they were doing this in case the
soul was still there, or even in case it was still in the room.
Lock interviewed a parent who was faced with the diagnosis of brain death of her tenyear-old daughter, following an accident. The parent describes very clearly the reality of
the concern over donation, and its timing, and particularly corneal donation as the last
step in agreement to donation.
‘I wasn’t so keen, in fact, I really didn’t want to do it. It was all so fast, and I
didn’t want to lose my daughter yet…. So I said “All right, but not the eyes.” I
didn’t want her to lose her beautiful eyes… You sit there holding the warm hand
of your child and you can feel the pulse, and your emotions go back and forth,
and you think, OK what is death?’ (Lock, 2002:233).
It is possible that this moving account conveys not only confusion about death, and a
specific concern about corneal donation, but also an attempt to retain some control over
what’s happening and hold something crucial back. The desire to preserve, record,
maintain, keep mementoes, store memories and stop time, is something we experience
throughout our lives and which is inevitably at its peak at the death of a child. The
holding back of the eyes at the time of completing an organ donation card may also
represent not only concerns about the role of eyes in sentience and the after-life but also
this need to retain some level of control.
Terminology and meaning:
The word harvesting in relation to collecting organs from a deceased donor is something
Lock also comments on, noting how it is an unhelpful term though it is still often used in
the context of organ donation. It implies the reaping of organs for the consumption of
others, which although technically true, is not in keeping with the context of the “gift of
life” concept that has a less commercial implication. In fact, the term organ retrieval has
now generally replaced harvesting in medical communities, probably for that reason.
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This new terminology though remains almost perfunctory, emotion-free and
dehumanised. The language used by people who are reluctant to donate their corneas has
the potential to provide further insights into deeper concerns, and the exploration of
language through creative practice creates a further opportunity to increase understanding
of these concerns.
Sharp (2006) also comments on the language of the gift permeating through official
discourse and the concept of the Gift of Life (terminology also used previously for blood
donation). Other dialogue frequently used includes referring to the deceased donor as
‘living on’ through someone else. Conversely, patients who become donors are ‘rapidly
dehumanised’ by the medical profession to become donor rather than patient and Sharp
adds that ‘This construction of personhood rests firmly on the medicalized assumption
that the self is lodged in the brain…’ and that brain stem death represents the end of the
self (Sharp, 2006:17).
She further comments that
Those kin who refuse to consent to donation are inevitably viewed as uninformed,
superstitious, or overly conservative in their religious views, woefully
uneducated, or confused by the belief that only cardiac death is a legitimate
marker of a patient’s final demise’ adding that ‘Although such acts certainly defy
the ideological premises of organ transfer, they may also be interpreted as highly
creative – albeit subversive – understandings of death as a complex biosocial
process …. even kin who understand brain death criteria and who have consented
to donation may still voice the opinion in private that the donor’s death occurred
during procurement surgery’ and that ‘an array of involved and well-informed
professionals embrace this sentiment too. (Sharp, 2006:72)
It is possible, therefore, that those who refuse to donate their own organs when they die
are also generally viewed as uninformed or superstitious, and for those who have a
specific concern about donating their corneas, even more so. Coupled with the Gift of
Life discourse, this would also make them appear to be lacking in generosity. This makes
a further investigation of the issue more challenging, and more important, and a respect
for the beliefs and concerns of individuals highly pertinent within this.
Conclusion:
The truth is that we know nothing about death. Any ideas, beliefs, and assumptions about
it are entirely based on supposition and historical beliefs, leaving an enormous space to
be filled by stories, myths, imagery, religion and personal interpretation. For most of our
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lives thinking about it can be avoided or side-lined. But at the moment of deciding on
whether or not to be an organ donor, particularly a corneal donor, these layers of concern
are suddenly dug up and exposed as confusing, conflicting and possibly even
embarrassing. Lock argues that we are possibly not being as modern as we think we are
about death or the after-life and that perhaps our strongly Christian past has more
influence than we acknowledge (Lock, 2002). It may create further conflict then when
placed alongside the concept of the frequently used term gift of life which appears in
much advertising in support of organ donation. It implies that it is something to be
generously passed on from one individual to another, transcending death, and restoring
some sort of balance.
The studies described above all consistently reveal gaps in the depth of understanding of
specific corneal donation refusal, as well as wide variation. This is emphasised by the
high number of patients in each of the studies who could not explain their reason or
could not find the reason amongst those given to them to choose from. Qualitative
studies have thrown limited light on this gap. A recent review of qualitative research
revealed the common themes of relational ties, religious beliefs, cultural beliefs, family
influence, healthcare system interaction, bodily integrity, and knowledge about donation
as relevant (Williams & Muir, 2018). There remains though a need for deeper
understanding relating to the specific meaning of the eye for the deceased person and its
relationship with a sense of an afterlife, specifically in people who have said no to
corneal donation but have agreed to the donation of other organs. An investigation into
this group has the potential to reveal more about the particular concerns about corneal
donation that do not apply to other organs. A further qualitative practice-based enquiry
also has the potential to explore the language used by people who are specifically
reluctant to donate their corneas and to use this as material for further investigation of the
concerns through creative practice. This acknowledges that there is something special
and different about the eyes, compared to other organs, that may have originated through
a variety of historical, cultural or even fictional influences. Using art as the means to
explore this creates an opportunity for new perspectives to emerge, increasing
understanding while capturing the complexity. As noted by Sullivan ‘Research
methods… need to be… inventive so as to reveal the rich complexity of the imaginative
intellect as it is encountered and enacted within individual, social and cultural settings’ It
is a ‘transformative act that has an impact on the researcher and the researched’
(Sullivan, 2006:22).
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This research considers that gap in knowledge about corneal donation refusal in the UK,
and how a practice-based investigation into the cultural history of the eye, coupled with a
novel qualitative approach combining interview and research through artistic practice can
add to the current understanding. A methodology was developed that first sought to
understand the historical, social and cultural context of corneal donation refusal and the
impact these might have, and then built on the existing understanding through the
exploration of the concerns of people who specifically refuse to donate corneas.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
The goal of this practice-based research was to develop a new understanding of the
concerns of people who are specifically reluctant to donate their corneas and the context
in which these concerns are placed. The question ultimately being asked is what is on the
minds of people who specifically refuse to be corneal donors? and the research
investigates this, within the context that has influenced it. The goal of the practice is,
therefore, to explore, embody and materialise this.
Early in the development of the research, I met with a recipient of two corneal donations,
as well as with a surgeon who looks after patients before and after a corneal transplant.
These meetings provided a very helpful insight into what it means for a patient to be able
to have a corneal transplant, to position and understand the context of my research. The
remainder of the research focussed solely on the concerns of the people who felt they
could not agree to the donation of their corneas. This separation was important. The
research is about the relationship some people have with their eyes, which is so strong
that they cannot part with them even after death, despite knowing what a difference it can
make to someone. It is not about how to persuade people, or what the counter-arguments
are. It is about understanding this very particular concept, and what underpins this
relationship with the eyes.
As described in the previous chapter, quantitative research already conducted into the
phenomenon of specific corneal donation refusal has revealed a variety of concerns but
has often also revealed a consistent and significant gap in understanding, that this
research seeks to address. A qualitative approach has the potential to add a deeper
understanding of this field, and insights into beliefs and concerns that have previously
been unrecognised (Marshall, 1996; Pope & Mays, 1995). Some qualitative research has
been carried out into the concerns of bereaved families of deceased donors, but there
remains little knowledge of the particular concerns of people who have decided to
register as organ donors but to specifically withhold donation of their eyes. An
understanding of their concerns may shed light on this complicated phenomenon, and
help to inform organ donation organisations who are looking to increase donation
through various means. It is also a portal to understanding more about this fascinating
and very particular relationship that so many people have with their eyes. This chapter
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reviews the rationale for a practice-based approach and describes the methodology that
was developed to specifically address the question.
Rationale for the practice based approach:
Previous research into the refusal to donate corneas, when conducted using quantitative
techniques, revealed a significant number of participants who could not find a category to
explain their concerns about corneal donation (Lawlor et al, 2010), despite a wide and
comprehensive list of possibilities provided by the authors. The nature of our relationship
with our eyes is clearly multifactorial, and the concerns about donation seem closely
related to concerns about life, death and the afterlife, which are often unclear and
unresolved. This presents possibilities for a qualitative interview and practice-based
approach to explore these in more depth, and to uncover metaphors that help individuals
to consider and understand their own perceptions.
The methodology for this research was developed in two phases. The first, Phase 1, was
to understand and explore the social, cultural, psychological and historical influences
relating to the eye, alongside the psychology of belief development and the self that may
underpin the concerns of potential donors. This was an important step, to fully
understand the context of the issue from the outside (using secondary source material),
before attempting to understand it from the inside (using primary source material) i.e. in
the minds of people who do not want to donate their corneas. In the second phase, Phase
2, the goal was to build on understanding through the development of a semi-structured
interview technique that investigates the concerns of people who have specifically
chosen not to donate their corneas at the time of their death. A creative investigation of
the dialogue from the interviews, and of the interviewer/artist’s response, followed by the
interviewees' feedback on the artworks presents the opportunity for new insights into this
complicated phenomenon.
The two-phased approach to the methodology was specifically created for this research
and has not been used before. As noted by Carole Gray and Julian Mallins (2010) in their
guide to research processes in art, alternative research strategies are useful in the
exploration of complexity. It is an expansive methodology seeking to open up ideas and
understand rather than to measure or explain. It was designed to manage the complexity
of the issue, whilst retaining necessary flexibility (Marshall, 1996).
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The methodology for both phases is a reflective practice, firstly considering the multiple
layers of influence into forming opinions about corneal donation, and secondly
investigating the material from interviews with participants who have expressed a
specific concern about corneal donation despite agreeing to donation of other organs. The
practice explores the interplay between the two, considering the nature of the concerns
expressed by the individuals and the multiple layers of cultural influence that may have
played a role in developing these.
Creative artistic practice is appropriate as a methodology for this enquiry, as it is
uniquely placed to open up and explore this phenomenon. Shaun McNiff described the
opportunities that art presents as research, with art-making as a process of asking
questions and revealing issues as a way of knowing (McNiff, 2013:13-15). He further
comments that it encourages others to reflect on that knowledge to enhance their own
understanding. Its relevance therefore to the exploration of the concerns of people who
do not want to donate their corneas is pertinent as a means for the artist investigator to
connect with their dialogue and to reflect on and understand it through practice. Sullivan
notes the capacity for the artist to enact and embody creative critical enquiry (Sullivan,
2006: 25), asking questions and considering the theories afterwards. ‘Art practice
involves giving form to a thought in a purposeful way that embodies meaning and this is
negotiated in many contexts.’ (Sullivan, 2006: 29). It also offers the opportunity for
others to reflect on the artworks to consider their own understanding of the issue.
This qualitative research approach is recognised as particularly useful where there is a
need to understand feelings, values and perceptions that underlie and influence
behaviour. Combined with techniques to elicit metaphors it can provide a rich source of
material for the artist to work with, interpret and explore. Berkwits and Inui summarise
such qualitative research as ‘a form of inquiry that analyses information conveyed
through language and behaviour in natural settings. It is used to capture expressive
information not conveyed in quantitative data about beliefs, values, feelings and
motivations that underlie behaviours.’ (Berkwits & Inui, 1998:1).
The authors go on to note the value of recording the interactions to help ensure that the
information is collected accurately and to allow the researcher to further study, evaluate
and reflect upon the responses. Where the goal of the research is to stimulate reflection
and self-analysis and to provoke debate, as is the case with this research, the qualitative
creative method of the artist’s practice, stimulated and enriched by recorded interview
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and literature research, creates a rich opportunity to achieve the goals. This process is
inductive, investigating complex phenomena to create hypotheses, in contrast to
reductive or deductive hypothesis testing (Llewelyn & Kennedy, 2005) of quantitative
approaches, more commonly seen in medical research. The previous quantitative
research into this subject has generally been reductive in its attempts to find key factors
that affect donation of corneas, facilitating campaigns that can be aimed at increasing
donation to be appropriately targeted. This inquiry takes the opposite approach in using
artistic practice to be expansive, and open up new opportunities for understanding this
complex area of human understanding and belief.
Roger Jones (1995) in the British Medical Journal, emphasises the value of qualitative
research as complementary to quantitative works in medicine, even though quantitative
methods are more highly regarded as scientific in this field, and qualitative research often
struggles to take its place. The qualitative art-based approach of this research is a valid
approach to complementing the findings of quantitative researchers in this field, and as
Jones comments, to accept ‘that there is a range of different ways of making sense of the
world … concerned with discovering the meanings seen by those who are being
researched’ (Jones, 1995:2).
Carl Jung called for art to come into use as a form of enquiry and for combining it with
reflective writing to provide a route to a very deep kind of investigation (McNiff,
2013:11). The subject matter of this project called for such depth and reflection in its
enquiry. It is clear from quantitative methods that there remains a territory within the
subject that is undiscovered, but which hints at its nature through predisposing factors
and some quantified concerns. The combination of in-depth interviews and artistic
exploration with reflection provides the depth necessary to uncover some of the concerns
that clearly exist for 34% of people in one study to refuse to donate corneas, and who
were not able to relate to any of the reasons supplied to them by the investigators.
McNiff describes a partnership created between the thinking and feeling aspects of the
self of the artist undertaking the research and a relationship between the material being
researched and the artist as a joint endeavour between the soul of the artist and the soul
of the world (McNiff, 2013:12). This thinking is at the heart of this research.
Artists already have an established role in the historical understanding of vision (Ings,
2007), and the subsequent influence this has had on our understanding of our eyes and
vision is evident. Fine artists from Da Vinci to the surrealists have been key influencers
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in developing an understanding of eyes, human psychology and the relationship between
the two. It follows that fine art can make a further contribution to the understanding of
this relationship, particularly given the visual nature of the subject matter, and the visual
and metaphoric nature of the concerns about donation expressed in previous research. Art
presents the opportunity to explore these concerns literally, metaphorically and
symbolically, as well as directly through material recreation of the actions of the
concerns, creating new knowledge and insights into the inquiry. The meanings that are
collected from the encounters and embodied through the artworks can be further explored
through the experiences of making them. As noted by Graeme Sullivan in his seminal
text on the role of art practice as research, artists ‘create new understandings from what
we don’t know, which profoundly changes what we do know’ (Sullivan, 2010: xii) and in
this project, there is a clearly defined area that we don’t know. This research, therefore,
lends itself to artistic exploration of qualitative interview material. It is a complex subject
and artistic forms of knowing and inquiry have the capacity to explore and understand it.
At the centre of this inquiry is the need for the artist to find connection points with which
to engage to create narratives that others can also engage with and reflect upon.
This research investigates the tension between hundreds of years of development of the
culture, context and cognition of eyes and vision and the current, relatively short, culture
of altruistic organ donation. It also explores the experience of a group of people with a
particular concern, beyond the limits of what is already known, allowing knowledge to
emerge which is different in kind to that already gathered on this subject. This has the
potential to have an impact on the community, as well as develop individual
understanding. As noted by Graeme Sullivan
Oftentimes what is known can limit the possibility of what is not and this requires
creative practice to see things from a new view… That this can be achieved by
using practices that are not only systematic and rigorous but also creative and
critical is an exciting prospect… This trust in making methods of inquiry that are
responsive to particular issues not only deals with personal concerns but also has
the potential to reveal new insights that can have community appeal. (Sullivan
2010:32 & 57)
Development of the methodology:
The methodology for this enquiry was developed in two phases. Phase 1 was an
exploration through practice of the historical, social, cultural and psychological context
of the phenomenon of specific corneal donation refusal, and the findings are presented in
Chapter 3. Phase 2 was a practice-based investigation of the specific concerns of a group
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of people who are reluctant to donate their corneas, and the outcomes are presented in
Chapter 4.
Phase 1: Investigating the cultural influences on corneal donation
The assumption for Phase 1 is that the beliefs underpinning the relationship that people
have with their eyes are likely to be influenced by the multiple-layered context of the
current culture and the historical developments that preceded and created it. This was
explored through creative practice responding to the context of the research already
undertaken into the reluctance to donate corneas; attitudes to death; philosophical
thinking; the history of vision and the ways in which eyes and transplantation have been
represented in literature and visual culture. The material for this creative exploration
came from extensive research into fiction, poetry, films, art and medical and historical
references about the eyes and vision. Literature searches, film viewings, and exploration
of museum collections such as the Wellcome Collection, and discussions with the curator
of the Museum of Ophthalmology, provided the material for investigation.
The interplay of the various factors was explored through a variety of artistic media,
selected for their relevance to vision and belief formation through layers of influence.
The practice was reflected on through the theories of thought-leaders on belief formation,
vision and psychology relating to the eyes. A mixture of mediums was used to think
through the findings, remaining open to the use of any medium that would best explore
and express the findings. The layers of influence were explored through the use of
collage materials, drawn from a broad range of sources that evoke the relevance of
history, culture and medicine in forming beliefs. Materials were torn, or cut, in response
to the concept of cutting into the eyes, or removing them from the body, and woven back
together through drawing or pasting to create new constructs, indicative of the random
and multifactorial way in which new connections are made and beliefs are formed.
Materials included magazines, old photographs, books, maps, letters, childhood books,
and newspapers that evoke a sense of influential or flashbulb memories (Brown, 1977),
nostalgia, and highly individual personal histories, from which new meanings can be
derived when recombined. The edges of collaged materials allude to the disruption of the
body in the process of donation, and the fragmentation of concerns and ideas that
underpin the reluctance to donate. Collage can also create a deformity in imagery,
reflecting concerns about disruption of identity and recognition (Nakamori & Bader,
2012; Krohn et al, 2013).
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The Phase 1 investigation through practice created an understanding of the context of the
reluctance to specifically donate corneas, and of the factors playing a role in this. How an
understanding of the role of the eye developed historically, and what theories and
assumptions continue to find their way into modern understanding, despite being proven
to be incorrect, were considered and explored. Texts that elaborate on the history of
vision were researched through creative practice to consider outdated theories that have
pervaded modern-day understanding. This Phase was important in establishing the
context for the Phase 2 investigation.
Phase 2: Investigating corneal donation refusal
Phase 2 was an investigation of the concerns of people who are willing to be organ
donors at the time of their death but have excluded the option of corneal donation. To
achieve this, a semi-structured interview technique was specifically developed to elicit
the concerns and beliefs of the participants who volunteered to be interviewed, using a
grounded theory technique (Noble & Mitchell, 2016). This approach seeks to generate
theory to uncover the specific social processes involved. The potential for the role of
qualitative interview research here is significant given the many factors that play a role in
belief development and how these might translate into decision making regarding organ
donation. How this manifests through description and metaphor was key to deciding to
use semi-structured interviews as the core source material for the development of further
artworks.
The interview technique was designed to avoid any bias such as preconceived ideas
about the likely answers and to elicit beliefs and metaphors for the thoughts experienced
and expressed by the participants. Its semi-structured nature was essential for revealing
these ideas in the participants and for exploring each finding in greater depth. A style of
language in the questioning that does not influence the participant down a particular path
of thinking was essential. The questions were constructed using Clean Language
techniques to avoid such a bias (Sullivan & Rees, 2008). Clean Language is a tool
developed by psychotherapists to discover metaphors and symbols without participants
being influenced by how a question is phrased. The questions for this research were
developed using the guidance from Clean Language, Revealing Metaphors and Opening
Minds by Wendy Sullivan and Judy Rees (2008) and from personal discussions with
Clean Language consultant and author of Business NLP Lynne Cooper (2008). This was
combined with the Belief Template tool, developed by Neurolinguistic Programmers
(Dilts et al, 1980) to explore the structure of specific beliefs, and the emotions that
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underpin them. The belief template questionnaire is based on the Experiential Array
elicitation techniques, uncovering metaphors, layers of beliefs and supporting beliefs that
lead to a decision (Dilts et al, 1980).
The questionnaire incorporated both the open clean language questions and a belief
template interview, not known to be previously used in this field of research, to address a
gap in current knowledge about this issue specifically related to common beliefs that
underpin the concerns about corneal donation. The interviews explored belief patterns
about the role and significance of the eye, corneal donation and sense of self. The
questions created the space for the participants to reveal metaphors that then became the
material for investigation through practice.
Examples of questions that were used included:
•

What do you think about when you think about corneal donation?

Participant’s answer is XXXX
•

What do you mean by XXXX?

•

What kind of XXXX is that?

•

Is there anything else about XXXX?

•

What is XXXX like?

•

Where could that XXXX come from?

•

When you are thinking about XXXX, what is important to you?

Further layers were explored by asking interviewees to explain more about each pathway
that the questioning took them down, using the unbiased question list as above. For
example, if a participant opened a new channel of investigation and perhaps answered
“the afterlife” to the final question above, the list of questions would begin again
substituting the words “corneal donation” with “the afterlife”. This ensured that all
avenues were picked up on, and explored in the same clean, in-depth and unbiased
manner.
Ethical Approval for the interviews was granted through the University for the Creative
Arts, and participants were recruited through word of mouth, using a snowball technique
(Marshall, 1996). The specific requirements of participants were that they are adults who
have expressed a reluctance to donate their corneas, yet have agreed to donate other
organs. Each participant was given an information sheet about the nature of the research
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and its context in advance of the interview, and all were asked to sign a consent form.
The interviews took place in a quiet room with no-one else present, at a location of the
choosing of the participant. All participants were given the option to withdraw at any
time. I was cognizant of the sensitive nature of the enquiry and was prepared to curtail
the interview if any distress was apparent. It was made very clear to participants that the
interviews seek to uncover and understand, and not to make any judgement or to change
opinion. I also allayed any concerns, which some had, that they would be asked to make
any artworks. I explained that the interviews created the material for my own making
process, rather than embarking on a co-creation process.
A judgement sample (Marshall, 1996) of 5 participants was chosen with a view to
increasing this if too few themes were uncovered across the sample. This qualitative
process is, by its nature, iterative and flexible, to allow for the answers in the form of
themes to emerge (Marshall, 1996). This small number was also based on the
understanding that this phenomenon is likely to be stable i.e. is unlikely to vary within an
individual from one time-point to another, or interview context, and is unlikely to be
affected by other personal variable factors such as stress or fatigue. This approach is
particularly relevant where ‘improved understanding of complex human issues is more
important than generalizability of results’ (Marshall, 1996:524).
The interviews were audio-recorded and the beliefs, metaphors and experiences
described by the participants informed the practice which described, investigated and
interpreted the findings. The initial plan was to film as well as record the interviews to
observe body language and expression. However, with the first interviewee the filming
felt intrusive, and as the language used by the interviewee was the key material to work
with it seemed an unnecessary and possibly obstructive distraction. It was therefore
abandoned and an audio recording device alone was used for further interviews.
The recordings of the interviews were transcribed, for analysis and reflection as the core
material for investigation through creative practice. The facial and bodily expressions
used by the participants and the strength to which some comments were made were
noted. As each interview was conducted, and later analysed, the material was
interrogated through artistic practice, and as the interviews progressed recurring themes
and ideas were further investigated, and then later re-explored, working through the
material to uncover new understandings. The relationship between the artist/interviewer
and participant was crucial in the development of the practice afterwards, as my
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emotional response to the interview material and the subsequent practice was a key
guidance tool in developing the research.
Research into tools for discourse analysis provided useful ways in which to consider the
responses of the interviewees to the interview questions (Machin & Mayr, 2012; Gee,
2014). The types of words that were being used, and the key topics and themes, were
gathered, whilst taking care to retain the individuality in the responses within the
practice. The transcripts were analysed and responded to both individually and
collectively as material for reflective practice. An attempt to recreate the feelings,
through practice, that were directly experienced as the interviewer/artist on listening to
and empathising with the participants was crucial to the process. There were statements
in the interviews that were profound from both the interviewee’s and interviewer’s
perspective. For the interviewees, when statements were sometimes made by them that
clearly demonstrated a new discovery about themselves, this was noted as it happened, as
it was for the artist/interviewer when statements jumped out as profound demonstrators
of underlying beliefs. The use of metaphor in the language used by the participants was
reflected on and explored through the practice. Collage, drawing, sculpture and 3D
photography were used interchangeably and responsively to explore each theme and to
actively reflect on how they interplay to create influence and belief development.
Once a significant body of practice had been created in response to the interview
material, the interviewees were individually invited for a further discussion, using the
artworks as a starting point. Their responses were observed and listened to and they were
asked to comment on what the artworks said or meant to them if anything. These follow
up interviews were also recorded and transcribed. The goal of the follow-up interviews
was to evaluate the emotional impact of the artworks and observe any connection with
the feelings of the participants. It also provided further material to work with to develop
ideas that were already forming or unresolved. Feedback was also sought from nonparticipants, through conversations at exhibitions of the artworks, and in the artist’s
studio.
Artistic practice
The materials for artistic practice were deliberately undecided at the beginning of the
research. Collage, drawing, and 3D photography were the starting points as is usually the
case for thinking through in my practice, but the materials to be used were not predefined
so that the response to the material could be intuitive. Other materials were used in the
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practice that felt most relevant to embody the concerns of the interviewees. For example,
masks made from a variety of materials were used to investigate different modes of
disruption of the eyes, as well as to physically replicate the images described by the
interview participants.
The goal was to locate the feelings of the interviewees or embody them, in the artworks.
The tearing and cutting of collage alluded to the trauma of organ donation, and the
transplantation of images from one place to another referred to the fragmentation in the
physical act of transplantation. For each artwork, a collection of materials and images
was gathered, imagining how they could all be connected in a personal story, and
inviting the viewer to do the same. Images were moved around on the canvas or other
substrates, and connections made between them through drawing or painting, or physical
proximity. This opened up possibilities for how their connection creates meaning in the
same way that randomly juxtaposed life events can create experiences that generate
beliefs. The images were often chosen for their sense of a fleeting glimpse, or flashbulb
memory. They were moved, photographed and reflected upon until they were eventually
secured. Cutting and inserting, removing and transplanting, explored the multi-layered
arguments for how opinions about corneal donation could be created. Each layer was
readable as an edge, some torn, and some consciously cut, with a clear decision for each
one depending on whether they needed to appear fragmented or crystal clear. The content
surfaced over time, as do beliefs, with each artwork developing a life of its own, as
images were moved and juxtaposed to create imaginary meanings and connections. The
drawings were abstracted from found materials, and anatomical drawings, and adapted to
create connections between the psychological and the material. Biological surfaces were
brought into the artworks through drawing or found imagery representing the mortal or
flesh and were placed alongside photographic and nostalgic material representing the
inner world. The work had to be physical, reflecting transplantation – tearing, cutting,
repairing, connecting, repurposing and distorting, with the juxtaposition of images
creating meaning in the same way that experiences do, producing a new relationship and
new reality to the individual.
Drawing was used throughout the practice, referencing its use historically as data
collection and in scientific and medical research to demonstrate and annotate new
findings (Dexter, 2007; Fortenberry, Morrill & New, 2015). My use of drawing to
understand, explore and communicate began at medical school when I used it constantly
to learn, particularly in the context of anatomy. Later I used it more to explore and
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develop ideas and to work through how ideas might connect. The role of anatomical
drawings throughout history has assisted the development of thinking and understanding,
and the atmosphere created by the anatomical drawing to this speaks to its authenticity
and depth of thought. Drawing is my tool for working out, and thinking through and
making connections between one subject and another. Detailed drawings are also used in
modern art to allude to data collection (Dexter, 2007; De Zegher 2003; Sale & Betti,
2004) and scale disruption in drawing and other media from the tiny to the gigantic, has
been used as a representation of being in time or in a moment (Stewart, 1992).
Stereographic photography was used throughout the practice to investigate the role that
3D perception plays in our understanding of vision, and also to accentuate the physicality
of objects that were being explored, and to hold the viewer in an almost disembodied
space. The stereoscope forces the viewer to block out all other visual stimuli and context
and see only the image placed before them. It accentuates the fact that the processing of
the images relies on both the eyes and internal processing of the brain to view the image
as three-dimensional, and that vision is, therefore, more than just about the eyes. At the
same time as viewing an artwork about the act of vision, the stereoscope mechanism is
also forcing a recognition of that act of vision.
The creation of a distinct domain of visual experience through the stereoscope isolates
the viewer into an alternative world (Crary, 1992). Art theorist Rosalind Krauss
commented that
Stereographic space is a perspectival space raised to a higher power. Organized as
a kind of tunnel vision, the experience of deep recession is insistent and
inescapable. This experience is heightened by the fact that the viewer’s own
ambient space is masked out by the optical instrument he must hold before his
eyes. As he views the image in an ideal isolation, his own surrounds, with their
walls and floors, are banished from sight. The apparatus of the stereoscope
mechanically focusses all attention on the matter at hand and precludes the visual
meandering experienced in the museum gallery as one’s eyes wander from
picture to picture and to surrounding space. Instead, the refocusing of attention
can occur only within the spectator’s channel of vision constructed by the optical
machine. (Krauss, 2001:198)
The development of the stereoscope created a shift in modern perception of the process
of looking at an image to a physical one, with visual experiences situated within the body
(Crary, 1992). Wendell Holmes, who developed the stereoscope (and was also a medical
doctor) argued in 1860 that the stereograph requires a ‘temporal dilation of attention’
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(Krauss, 2001: 198), which is relevant here as representative of the dilation of attention
to vision and to the visual process, and in this context to the concept of corneal donation
at the heightened moment of filling in the donor card or form.
Stereoscopic photography was used interchangeably in this research with drawing,
collage, mask-making and assemblage. Masks or assemblages were often photographed
in 3D many times from many angles, to seek the most impactful stereo-images, but also
to contemplate what it was about the image that resonated most with the research, and
embodied the concerns of the participants.
Crucially, the creative process was a route for thinking, with not knowing as the
deliberate starting point. Elizabeth Fisher and Rebecca Fortnum discuss the process of
artists thinking through doing, and the value of ‘privileging the senses over the intellect’
in creating artworks (Fisher & Fortnum, 2013: 7). The space of not knowing was
deliberately sought in conducting this research through practice. As noted by Fisher
‘once you know you don’t know, you can begin to explore’ (Fisher & Fortnum, 2013: 8).
The exploring without knowing the outcome, but holding the feelings and concerns of
the participants in mind, was the starting point for each artwork. It was only resolved or
completed when the feelings had been expressed and concerns materialised. As Paula
Rego said ‘you are doing it to find out what the result will be… When I’ve finished, it’s
telling me something’ (Fisher & Fortnum, 2007:70,76). This thinking was embraced in
the research practice artworks that investigated a theme or a thought, with no foreseen
conclusion. Each artwork started with an idea, feeling, words or thoughts from the
interview process, and developed from there through experimenting, changing and
reflecting.
The following texts are examples captured from a collation of my reflections written in
annotated sketchbooks while the research was ongoing:
I make a very experimental start with each artwork, then move away from it, always
working on more than one piece at a time, keeping each one in sight and waiting for it to
present the next idea or step.
I seek a personal visceral reaction. I have no idea in advance if it will be successful or
even what successful would be like. I ask myself what the art tells me, and consequently
have many unfinished works when no answer comes. The finished works are those that
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have maintained a dialogue with me. Ideas, or fragments of ideas, are pinned on the
wall, just in view, until they start to contribute to the dialogue. I photograph works with
my phone, then send them to myself by email, to create a distance from the work and
experience it anew. I ask myself what receiving it tells me.
Sonia Boyce wrote that ‘When I’m able to step back , I see that besides the things that I
thought my work was about, there’s other things seeping in’ (Boyce 2013:77). This is
how it works for me. With collage and assemblage, I place things close to each other to
see how and if they connect, and what they say, or what they feel like. I aim to visualize
what cannot be seen, and create this within the work. I use multiples almost ritually to
find a way forwards, photocopying an image many times, and tearing it in different ways
– or taking hundreds of 3D photographs, printing them out, testing them through a
viewer, and seeing how I respond and if the feeling is right. The practice of cutting,
tearing, ripping, sticking, stitching, painting, removing, and replacing is the way in
which the material of the interviews and contextual research is investigated – until I am
satisfied that the way I feel about it connects with the empathy I felt in the interviews. I
want to have an experience in the making of the artwork that resonates with the
experiences expressed by the interview participants, and by me in hearing them.
Conclusion:
As a doctor, I have found myself developing this methodology that moves in completely
the opposite direction to the many years I have spent in medical research. It relies on the
opposite of the usual scientific approach of hypothesis testing and asks for the hypothesis
to emerge from the methodology rather than the other way round. The key has been in
accepting that both can create knowledge. Da Vinci saw this and considered art and
science to be interdependent, and together creating knowledge through ‘thoughts made
visible by drawing, annotating and reflecting – a dialogue with the self’ (Gray & Mallins,
2004:93). In this research, the dialogue is also with the material from the research, in
both Phase 1 where the secondary material is explored, and Phase 2 in the investigation
of the primary research material with interviewees. Drawing has been key to learning and
working out in both my medical and practice-based research. It brings thinking, and
investigating, into physical existence. Collage then takes something that already exists
and disrupts or changes the meaning, opening up the potential for chance and new
meanings, reflecting the reality of lived experiences. To my mind, each method used in
this research is in some way a variation on collage with drawing. Even with stereo
photography, and mask-making, objects or images are placed next to each other,
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connecting in some way, be it through drawing, sticking, sewing or juxtaposition. A 3D
approach is used where the need to accentuate the thingness of an object is important.
These relationships create meanings and narratives that seek to embody those that have
emerged from the research. They literally and metaphorically investigate the issues from
all angles. The next chapter, Chapter 3, presents the insights and practice from the
research in Phase 1, and is followed by the results of Phase 2 described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
An exploration of the cultural and historical context of corneal donation
For the mind of man is far from the nature of a clear and equal glass, wherein the
beams of things should reflect according to their true incidence; nay, it is rather
like an enchanted glass, full of superstition and imposture, if it be not delivered
and reduced.
Francis Bacon, Novum Organum, 1620
This first phase of research investigated the cultural, social, anthropological,
psychological and historical contexts of corneal donation refusal. It was an important
first step in developing an insight into how beliefs about corneal donation might be
formed, and what could influence them in the current time and context. This approach
lead to a background understanding of the exploration of the specific beliefs of people
who refuse to donate their corneas. This phase of research investigated how the eye is
portrayed in various cultural forms, and what role this might have played in influencing
corneal donation. The practice was an analytical process of considering the findings and
seeking to understand and make connections.
The research started with many questions: How is it that there are so many
misunderstandings about the eyes and corneal donation? What historical notions about
the eyes have found their way into modern culture? How did the understanding of vision
develop and what impact might this have now? Why is it said that the eyes are the
windows to the soul? What concerns underpin the inside-outside dichotomy? What
significance do the eyes have at the time of death? What is the role of the eyes as social
tools? What is the social significance of the eyes? Is there something else that is special
about the eyes? What concerns about transplantation and the self might be playing a role?
How might beliefs be playing a role, and if they are, can beliefs be readily changed? How
have eyes and transplantation previously been depicted in the arts?, and how could this
have influenced beliefs about corneal donation? Overall, the broader question is how are
the eyes generally depicted in various cultural forms, and what influence might this have
on the desire to donate corneas?
I needed to explore and unravel these questions to form a background understanding to
build new research upon, before interviewing people who are reluctant to donate their
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corneas, to understand the context in which their concerns are placed and what might
have influenced them. The goal in this phase was therefore to explore the many factors
that may have influenced this special relationship with our eyes, to develop a baseline
understanding of this curious yet understandable phenomenon. As noted by Irving et al in
their review of organ donation decision-making ‘people’s beliefs often need to be
understood through a broader narrative to uncover the interaction of multiple influences’
and, for corneal donation, ‘that seemingly intractable factors, such as religion and
culture, are often tied in with more complex issues’ (Irving, 2012: 2526). This phase of
the investigation was therefore crucial as a basis for considering the breadth and
complexity of the issue, before specifically focussing on one aspect of it.
The exploration was therefore deliberately broad, drawing from a range of disciplines
including history, art history, psychology, social science, the arts and medicine. It was
clear from reviews of the literature that many misconceptions about vision,
transplantation and corneal donation continue to exist alongside beliefs about the eyes
and death that may potentially be playing a role in decision making (Lawlor & Kerridge,
2011). Before diving deep into examining the thoughts of people who have made a
specific decision about corneal donation, an understanding of the origins and influences
of such beliefs and misconceptions was needed to place the interview research into its
cultural and historical context. This exploration included visits to the archives and
libraries of the Wellcome Collection and The British Optical Association Museum;
watching a wide variety of films whose subject matter included eyes and/or
transplantation, the location of the self, and perceptions of the afterlife; literature reviews
of the history of the eye, vision, organ donation, eyes and religion; research into art
relating to the eyes and vision; reviews of popular culture and how the eyes are depicted;
reading of stories and poetry about how eyes, transplantation, and how the fears relating
to it have been portrayed and psychological literature on belief development, and how
beliefs are formed, shaped, and possibly changed.
This was intentionally a very expansive phase of the research, exploring a wide range of
material, while seeking and making connections, through practice and reflective notemaking. Understanding how eyes and vision have been historically understood and
culturally portrayed was the first step into an insight into how fears relating to their
donation may have arisen. The creative practice explored the connections and findings as
they evolved, and created a template for contemplation about how multifactorial
influences can have such an impact on a single decision point. This was an exploration of
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secondary research findings, to create a platform for the development of primary research
in phase 2.
In this phase the practice was analytical, a tool for thinking through, experimenting and
working out, and starting to make sense of how a variety of factors can collectively come
together to influence a single decision. It was a deliberate intention to be exposed to as
many of these influences as possible, to consider what impact they might have, and
particularly to imagine what the impact might be if one hadn’t already formed beliefs
about corneal donation. The art-making was the route to stepping inside the influences
and experiencing them through the practice. The practice was reflective, as described by
McNiff (McNiff, 2013), providing a route to increasing my own understanding and
considering the multiple influences that shape beliefs.
The research revealed a wide range of multifactorial potential influences, many of which
are so widely spread and deeply embedded in culture, language, and history that it makes
it unlikely that singular factors alone can be ascribed to the beliefs, concerns and the
behaviours related to donation. The key historical text of Simon Ings’ The Eye (2007),
and of psychologists Bruce Hood’s Supersense (2009) and Michael Shermer’s The
Believing Brain (2011) provided the framework for considering how understandings,
myths and beliefs relating to vision have developed.
This chapter is structured according to the questions above that I explored, and reflected
on through practice, before embarking on the next phase of research. Each question or
cluster of questions is followed by the findings, examples of the practice and the
reflective thinking that accompanied it (presented in italics).
How did understandings and misunderstandings about vision develop?
Research into the history of vision, through literature searches on medical history and
psychology, started to unravel some of the misunderstandings about vision that have
made their way into modern culture, and where they might have originated. Where and
when these misunderstandings started, and how they have been upheld or refuted over
time is crucial to understanding how concerns regarding donation might also have
emerged. Some ancient theories of vision, despite being challenged by new research
centuries ago, still find their way into modern thinking, beliefs and literature and may be
having an impact.
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Ings (2007) described how the development of our understanding of vision is relatively
recent in medical-historical terms, and for a long time, going back to Plato in 399BC, the
belief was held that the eyes see through extramission, an emitting of rays from the eyes.
Around 801AD, further research by the physician and philosopher Al-Kindi that
supported this idea was not popular in the west, but it resurfaced again in the thirteenth
century in Britain through the works of the highly regarded Franciscan Friar, Roger
Bacon and the Archbishop of Canterbury John de Peckham. They supported the
contention that rays both emit from as well as enter the observer’s eye (Lindberg, 1976).
In the seventeenth century Thomas Willis, the influential co-founder of the Royal
Society, also upheld this belief, convinced by the concept that books could be read by
light coming out of the eyes. Despite the recent conclusive evidence to the contrary, that
vision occurs only through light entering the eyes, the notion that the eyes play a more
active role in vision has persisted to the present day. Swiss child psychologist Jean Piaget
discovered that even children perceive that we see through emitting rays, and that
looking involves these rays meeting somehow in mid-air. (Piaget, 1974).
This misconception has recently been extensively tested in adults, in a series of
experiments that first elucidated whether the myth is upheld, and then sought to dispel
the myth through teaching. Psychologist Gerald Winer (Winer et al, 2002) asked a
sample of adult students a series of questions about how they believe that we are able to
see. The questions were asked in several ways, both verbally and using images. 41% 67% of participants thought that vision occurred in some way through the eye sending
out a beam or ray. The results were even more surprising as the participants were
students who had recently been taught the scientific evidence for how visual perception
actually occurs. Winer studied other adult groups and found similar results although there
was a greater tendency to refute the extramission theory in older groups. Gregg et al
(2001) tested the idea giving students a passage to read first which explained how vision
occurs, before asking them questions about how we see. The pre-test information made
no difference to the results, with the extramission theory being upheld, despite the
teaching to the contrary immediately beforehand. It seems therefore that an ancient and
disproved theory of vision is strongly upheld today, giving the eye a more active role in
vision than is really the case. If our eyes are truly believed to be actively emitting a sense
of ourselves onto the world, then a reluctance to part with them, or for close relatives to
allow them to be donated, is understandable.
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Figure 1. Extramission (2015) [Ink drawing with collage and liquid leaf]
This artwork explored how extramission theories have made their way into modern misconceptions of
vision, and how this might be connected to historical, visual and fictional influences. A piece of driftwood
was drawn as a metaphor for a previously living object that has had its history beaten into it, through its
own experiences. It is a physical metaphor for the embodiment of multiple influences. Collage is used to
represent fragments of experiences that could have a lasting influence, and the lines to represent the idea
of extramission rays connecting them all.

These findings sit within the context of a profoundly visual culture. ‘We live in a world
saturated with screens, images and objects, all demanding that we look at them’
(Mirzoeff, 2009:1). Our language is peppered with visual metaphors, and our lives with a
wide range of visual devices and practices. Jay (Jay, 1994) notes that unlike the other
senses, vision matures at the same time as language, and internal visualization is closely
linked to verbalization and the ‘link between vision, visual memory, and verbalization
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can be quite startling’ (Jay, 1994:8). This proposal creates a profound link between
seeing and thinking. Jay describes the extramission theories as a symbolic truth, with the
eyes able to powerfully emit emotions and communicate with great subtlety. ‘The eye is
not only a window on the world but also a mirror of the soul.’ (Jay, 1994:10)
Why is it said that the eyes are the windows to the soul?
The phrases window to the soul and windows of the soul are widely used in discussions
about the eyes, and have been quoted to me many times by others when discussing this
research. It has often been cited to me as the very reason for corneal donation refusal,
almost as if no further explanation is needed. The origins of this concept go back to the
anatomical investigations of Da Vinci in the 15th century. Da Vinci, and later Descartes
in the 17th century, contributed significantly to the ancient understanding of vision and
placed the eye clearly in a spiritual, as well as visual, role. Both described how visual
information was assimilated by the brain in an area known as the inner soul (Ings, 2007).
Da Vinci proposed that the senses gathered information in an area he called the
imprensiva ventricle of the brain, and that the information travelled to another ventricle
he named the sensus communis where he thought that imagination and reason also reside,
and crucially that this is where the soul resides (Universal Leonardo, s.d). Combining
this with his proposal that sight is the primary sense, he created the idea of a clear
physical link between the eyes, vision and the soul.
The eye, which is the window of the soul, is the chief organ whereby the
understanding can have the most complete and magnificent view of the infinite
works of nature; and the ear comes second, which acquires dignity by hearing
things the eye has seen. (Leonardo Da Vinci circa 1489, cited in Universal
Leonardo, s.d)
It is a phrase that continues to be well used and understood and is a very powerful
metaphor. It often appears in literature and poetry, reinforcing its lasting power and
dissemination. William Shakespeare (1564 – 1616), for example, alluded to the phrase in
King Richard III Act V Scene 3 Line 117 (Shakespeare, 2008)
To thee I do commend my watchful soul,
Ere I let fall the windows of mine eyes.
And Guillaume de Salluste Du Bartas in Divine Weekes and Workes in 1598, in First
Week, Sixth Day ‘These lovely lamps, these windows of the soul’. (Snyder, 1979)
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The phrase has a common understanding and meaning and is clearly well known. The
association between the eyes and the soul is therefore already made and fixed in the
minds of many. So, it is already becoming clear that the eyes are commonly perceived to
be both active, and connected to the soul, making a reluctance to part with them more
likely. This leads to the next issue as to how this relates to their status as the interface
between our inside and outside worlds.
What concerns underpin the inside-outside dichotomy?
A visit to the Wellcome Collection built further layers of understanding regarding the
historical influences that may continue to have an impact. The wax vanitas (1701-1800)
was a stark reminder that the fascination with mortality (see fig. 2.), and how this relates
to the inside versus the outside of the body (described in Chapter 1), was around long
before transplantation. ‘Vanitas are works of art intended to remind the viewer of the
shortness of human life… and the certainty of death’ (Wellcome Collection, 2018)

Figure 2. Vanitas (2015)
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The Vanitas is an embodiment of the inside/outside dichotomy described by Fessler as
discussed in chapter 1, with the eye as the crucial interface between the inside and
outside.
Research by evolutionary anthropologists Fessler and Haley (2006) indicated the
importance of the inside-outside dichotomy as a fundamental feature relating the body to
the self, and the eye as central to this role. The eyes are ranked the highest body part in
terms of association with the self (Fessler & Haley, 2006: 4) and they also have the
highest level of disgust sensitivity associated with them.

Figure 3. Ralph Inside and Out (2014) [charcoal drawing and image transfer on paper]
I investigated the inside/outside dichotomy through drawing into an image of a well-known actor (Ralph
Fiennes). This created an understanding of how, as the inside is increasingly explored and detailed, the
outside identity recedes, even though none of the original image of the person is removed. The
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medical/anatomical drawing depersonalizes the character. The dilemma this creates parallels the
discomforts expressed in texts in relation to corneal donation, that there is somehow a divergence of the
person and the body, and in the context of death and donation, this can be frightening and confusing.

Figure 4. Time, Death and Judgement (2014) [Collage]
This collage (and the artwork Eve: see Appendix I) further investigates the inside-outside dichotomy, using
an x-ray placed over the image of the bride’s chest, referring to the inside/outside, and also introducing
the role of time, medicine, illness and mortality in the research. An x-ray can be the turning point in a life,
as momentous and memorable as the moment of marriage, where one’s path is changed and there is a
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sense that there is no going back. At these moments, life is never the same again, and in the case of a
defining investigation (with an inside/outside separation), such as an x-ray, can signify the moment where
death is brought sharply into view. This reflects the same moment of focus at the point of deciding whether
to be an organ donor. The enormity of the moment in this image is accentuated by the use of the spectacles
observing something that is hard to see. Decisions about organ donation, where a lifetime of influences
and beliefs are reduced to a few ticks on a small card, are reflected in the heightened examination shown
in this image. In the one moment of deciding which box to tick, our thoughts about mortality, our sense of
self, and the role of our body parts within this, are suddenly and quite sharply brought into view.

The eyes and mortality, therefore, seem to be inextricably linked, and the connections
made between the eyes and the self, and the eyes and death, may be difficult to untangle
in the context of considering corneal donation. If other factors that increase the
significance of eyes at the time of death are also involved, then this will further increase
concerns about donating them.
What significance do the eyes have at the time of death?
Ancient rituals relating to the treatment of eyes after death may also be having a lasting
impact on the modern world. The placing of coins on the eyes of the dead has a long
history, creating a direct link between the significance of the eyes and death. It relates
back to an ancient Greek custom where coins were placed on the eyes as payment to
Charon, the ferryman of Hades in Greek mythology, for safe passage to the next world.
More recently, interest in the practice surfaced again when in 1988, at the carbon dating
of the Turin shroud (proposed to contain the imprinted image of Christ) a debate emerged
as to whether coins may have been placed on his eyes at the time of his death (Folds,
2012; Lombatti, 1997). They were thought to have been placed over the eyes of the dead
by Jews at that time, to keep the eyes closed.
The recent use of stones over the eyes of a character in Game of Thrones (2017) has
reignited the discussion further about their relevance at the time of death. A fascination
with myths such as eyes deflating after death is interesting to note within the general
dialogue seen in online forum discussions about the subject of the significance of the
stones (Quora, 2014).
The closure of eyes at the time of death is commonly felt to relate to peacefulness at the
closure of life (Macleod, 2009). Total eye closure is common in sleep, coma and death.
When it does not occur at the time of death it can often result in distress for the relatives,
and their desire to forcefully and meaningfully close the eyes of the deceased is well
recognised. It may be harder to accept someone as dead while their eyes remain open.
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This is often played out in death scenes in movies where someone is seen to close the
eyes of the person as they pass away, demonstrating the closure of life. In Star Wars
Episode II: Attack of the Clones (2002), for example, Anakin Skywalker is seen to close
his Mother’s eyes after she dies, and in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1
(2010) Luna Lovegood closes the eyes of Dobby the House Elf, with the words ‘There…
now he could be sleeping’.
There is a well-recognised phenomenon of eyes remaining open in deaths due to cancer,
and it is thought to be due to metastatic brain involvement (Macleod, 2009). The cultural
need for eye closure at death, relating to peace and finality raises the significance of the
eyes as symbolic of life and the end of life as synonymous with closure. The concept of
their removal for donation has the potential to confuse the concern for the symbolic need
for the eyes to be closed at the closure of life, and that their forced re-opening for
donation could in some way disrupt the desired peaceful exit. No other organ or body
part has been singled out for rituals in the same way, adding to the significance of the
eyes at death.

Figure 8. Life Mask (2016) [Plaster]
This “death mask” was made of my own face through making a mould then using plaster. The intention
was to explore some of the issues raised about eye closure and death through the use of masks. It was
insightful in allowing me to look back at my own death mask, and consider how it might feel to see the eyes
open, or to imagine them removed, both of which were uncomfortable to contemplate. The creation of the
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first mask was a key moment in the research practice, in creating the feeling of discomfort relating to an
intrusion on the eyes.
The discomfort was explored further through paper masks, with images of eyes opened and closed, and
photographed in 3D to experience the importance of form in the discomfort.

Figure 9. Eyes Closed (2015-16) [Stereogram of mask of papier mache and collage]
This is one of a pair of 3D stereographic photographs. This technique was used extensively in the research
practice, to accentuate the importance of form (particularly with regards to the inside/outside dichotomy),
and the act of vision and the eye as a three-dimensional object. The stereogram creates a small
decontextualized world that the viewer actively enters into.
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Figure 10. Eyes Open (2015-16) [Collage and papier mache mask]
Whether the eyes were closed or open completely changed the perception of whether the subject was alive
or dead. Both black and white and colour images were used to see if the black and white images had less of
a sense of life, but the colour made no difference to my perception of this, though the 3D photograph did.
The making of these masks was a strange and revealing process. The subject of this second series of masks
was my own daughter from whom a face-mould was made. The concept of disrupting a mask of her face
was very uncomfortable indeed, and researching whether she appeared alive or dead was actually
distressing. I doubt I would have felt the same strength of feeling about any other part of her body. These
feelings were unexpected in their force, which in itself gave an insight into the concerns of corneal donors,
and in particular to families who have refused donation of the corneas of a relative.

The eyes, therefore, appear to have symbolic importance at the time of death, as well as
their significance as windows to the soul. If their role as social tools also goes beyond
being a functional tool for vision, this will add a further layer of importance to them, and
reluctance to part with them more likely.
What is the role of the eyes as social tools?
It is clear from the psychological and historical research that the role of the eyes as social
organs is as profound as their functional ability to see and avoid danger. Ings highlights
the work of Yarbus whose recording of eye movements in recognition of faces
demonstrated the inherent importance of the eyes of others in social contact (see fig. 11.),
and of our programming to seek them out in daily life (Ings, 2007). The catching of
someone’s eye is a basic human function in developing social relationships. Even two-
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month-old babies pay more attention to the eyes than to any other parts of their mother’s
face (Ings, 2007).

Figure 11. Record of the eye movements during free examination of the photograph with both eyes for three
minutes (1967)

Figure 12. After Yarbus (2015-16) [Papier Mache mask with black thread]
Black thread was used to recreate, contemplate and explore the lines of the Yarbus experiment. The
physical act of piercing the mask with a needle was surprisingly uncomfortable. Thread was chosen, rather
than drawing, to recreate the directness of the lines, as well as to allude to the intervention needed for
corneal donation, and the need to sew the eye cavities closed after the operation. No discomfort was felt in
the piercing of any other facial feature, only the eyes, and to some degree but a much lesser extent, the lips.
The level of discomfort I experienced in the process of creating the mask correlated with the intensity of
attention found in the Yarbus experiment. It became a surface onto which concerns about piercing or
disrupting were projected.

Eyes and faces are sought out and recognised in the most basic of forms. A white circle
with a black dot is enough to convey the concept of an eye in any context. An infant can
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be made to smile just by showing it two black dots on a white background, though
repeating this test with one dot doesn’t work, indicating how preconditioned we are to
develop and use dual eye contact in the development of relationships (Ings, 2007). The
importance of this in evolutionary terms cannot be underestimated and is reflected in the
way in which other species have adapted their eyes, or at least their ability to perceive or
see the world around them. The image of an eye is also used to fool and deter potential
prey with mock eyes appearing in the most unlikely places such as the wings of a moth,
or the feathers of a peacock.
This preconditioning to seek out faces means that we find them in clearly inanimate
objects, and take pleasure in recognizing them in unlikely places.

Figure 13. Bunker Face (2017)

Figure 14. Door Handle Face (2017)
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Recent evidence indicates that it is patterns of light and dark that are important for face
recognition (Ings, 2007), and the most crucial patterns are those around the eyes, where
light and dark are most pronounced. This programming to find faces is profound and
results in the finding of face-like features in inanimate objects like the bunker and door
handle shown above. Face-like shapes and shadows can be found in the most unlikely
places, sometimes creating a media frenzy at what is basically a coincidence of shapes
and contrasts, where the eye-like formations are the most prominent. Examples include
the image of Jesus seen on a piece of toast (Canadian Press, 2014; Freeman, 2014) and in
the clouds, and a face on the surface of Mars (Vincent, 2014; Taylor Redd, 2012; The
Telegraph, 2017).
The phenomenon of face-recognition in objects is known as face pareidolia (Zimmerman,
2012) and results from a combination of activity of the frontal cortex and the posterior
visual cortex (Liu et al, 2014), reflecting the social importance of connecting with faces.
Psychologists Bruce and Young describe the role of the face for social, communication,
attraction, emotion, and interest and how we need to consider what the face is for, in
order to understand the role and significance of its composite parts (Bruce & Young,
1998). The eyes are spaced to allow us to perceive depth and three dimensions. They are
an outcrop of the brain, sensitive to light and designed to adjust according to light
conditions as well as to arousal. The human is the only species to constantly reveal the
white sclera of the eye, and together with the eyebrows, this is thought to serve the
purpose of exaggerating facial expression and eye movements, all of which serves to
heighten the importance of the eyes in human social interaction. (Bruce & Young, 1998)
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Figure 17. Time2 (2014) [Charcoal drawing]
Pareidolia was investigated through drawing a piece of driftwood, and demonstrated how once a face is
seen in an inanimate object, it cannot be un-seen and the attention is thereafter drawn to the eyes.
Similarly if an eye is placed anywhere in an artwork, it draws the attention of the viewer, regardless of
where it is placed.
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Figure 18. Looking Back (2014-15) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
The eyes, randomly placed in various artworks, became dominant once they had been seen for the first
time. A series of driftwood artworks were the means of investigating this, and also contemplating whether
dead objects that were once living can still have a life force, or essence (Hood, 2009), and whether
parallels can be drawn between this and the concept of the dead body, whose eyes may become alive again
through transplantation. Driftwood is entirely worthless in one context, but is elevated in status through
alternative use, or upcycling, as is the case with organs of the deceased. The idea then that something that
is dead can have parts of it living again, or serving another purpose, was explored in this and other
artworks using this metaphor.

It is clear therefore that the eyes play a primary role in the development of social
relationships. This then leads to the question that if they are disrupted, or disfigured in
any way (in life let alone in death through corneal donation), what impact might this
have?
What is the social significance of the eyes?
Facial recognition is highly dependent on attention to fine detail (Ings, 2007). Subtle
differences in the face, particularly around the eyes, caused by damage or surgery can
have a profound effect on how it is perceived by others. It has an impact on personal
identity, and recognition (Newell, 2000). It is possible therefore that the idea of even the
smallest interference with the eyes of the deceased potential donor in the minds of the
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relatives may be enough to alter their sense of identity of the deceased which they might
find hard to accept at a time of acute grief. At times of bereavement, there is often
dialogue around remembering, and preserving the memory of, the deceased person’s face
as it was at the time of death. When bereaved relatives are desperately trying to preserve
the memory of the intact face of the deceased, this memory process may be severely
interfered with to the point of being traumatic if they inevitably imagine the face of the
deceased with the eyes removed. This concern may translate into personal preferences
for donation, and not wanting to put relatives through this.
Humans are very sensitive to small changes in faces (Newell, 2000). The structure of our
faces is very similar, so we rely on these small differences for facial recognition to occur.
The need therefore to preserve even the smallest detail of the face of a deceased relative
is understandable given this sophisticated and sensitive level of programming. The
mental image of the disfigured face of the deceased donor may create a similar response
and sense of revulsion, or distress, in the relatives who are considering donation, that
they are unable to get through or alter in their mind's eye. This may also be having an
impact on the decision making of the potential donor.
Various studies have demonstrated how humans are repelled by any kind of facial
disfigurement. Passers-by have been shown to be less likely to approach a disfigured
person than a non-disfigured person (Newell, 2000). Simon Weston, a well-known
veteran of the Falklands war whose face was disfigured through injury sustained in
conflict, experienced this and made a comment that also relates to the distinction between
donating other internal organs and donating the eyes as a facial feature. He said ‘Face
and hands, these are the bits that really define you as an individual in the eyes of other
people, the bits that everyone notices, that can’t be covered up.’ (Weston, 1992:4).
The close association of the eyes and the identity of the individual can’t be expected to
be unpicked and removed from the decision making at the time of bereavement when the
focus of attention is the very meaning of the deceased person’s identity and life. It
follows that it also can’t be unpicked at the moment of deciding whether to be a corneal
donor.
David Rose, who co-authored The Artful Eye about visual perception says ‘The eye is,
after all, a communication channel, bridging the outer and inner worlds of reality and
experience’ (Gregory et al, 1995:3). The eyes are hard-wired from the early stages of
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infancy to recognize and follow faces. New-born infants will visually track a slowmoving high-contrast face-like pattern (Gregory et al, 1995). Our eyes are fundamental to
our ability to bond, form relationships and recognize others. Rizzolatti notes the role of
mirror neurons (brain cells that respond to emotions of others) in forming relationships
and ‘suggested that mirror neurons are just motor neurons responding to seeing as well as
doing’ (Shermer, 2011:156). This proposal creates an inextricable link between the act of
seeing and the sense of being and doing, further strengthening the link between our eyes
and sentience.
This research into the social significance of eyes and their long history of recognition as
the windows to the soul starts to create an underlying picture of their significance and an
understanding of their long-held connection with the self, or the soul. This connection
elevates the significance of the eyes at the time of death and may underpin the profound
reluctance that some have to part with them.
Is there something special about the eyes?
It seems from previous research into corneal donation that beliefs or concerns around
death and an afterlife may also be creating some anxiety around donation. This was
found to be the case in surveys about reluctance to donate corneas (Lawlor & Kerridge,
2011). Hood (2009) explores the evidence or otherwise for beliefs in an afterlife, and the
human need for a what he calls a supersense, a belief that there is something else, as
something that is part of natural thinking as we seek to make sense of the world and as
our role as social animals. This is revealed in the way we behave as well as in what we
express that we believe, attributing supernatural forces, or an essence to events and
inanimate objects, regardless of religious beliefs. Hood says:
I think supernatural beliefs work so well because they seem plausible. And they
seem plausible because they fit with what we want to believe and already think is
possible. They also make sense of all the weird and uncanny events that pepper
our lives. (Hood, 2009:62).
We even perpetuate the belief in the supernatural to children through magical and
mythical stories and the (ironically named) make-believe. Hood proposes that children
are in fact designed to develop supernatural beliefs ‘as a natural by-product of their mind
design’ (Hood, 2009:62), and we perpetuate this not just through stories but also as a way
of protecting them from the inevitability of death, and to soften the blow of grief. Death
is in fact generally understood by children as the continued existence of the individual,
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but somewhere else, from where they don’t come back. Even pre-school children believe
that the mind still goes on after physical death (Slaughter, 2005).
Perhaps myths and beliefs make us feel better and less afraid of the ultimate unknown.
What happens after death is something we just don’t know, whatever we think science
tells us. We have no control over this, and this makes us anxious and afraid, as in many
other situations where we feel we have no control. Beliefs help us to overcome this, and
provide a sense of hope. As Hood recognizes ‘In the absence of perceived control, people
become susceptible to detecting patterns in an effort to regain some sense of
organization’ (Hood, 2009:32). He argues that religion and culture provide a framework
for something that comes naturally to us, that we are naturally inclined to form
supernatural beliefs, and therefore the presence of religion or other historical belief
structures makes this process easier.
Hood relates this to the power that people attribute to sentimental objects or objects that
belonged to famous people, or to places where dramatic events occurred (such as
murders). He describes how we associate these with a uniqueness and the invisible
irreplaceable quality, that he calls an essence. Many people believe and act as if these
objects or places carry a particular essence or some kind of supernatural force. Hood
argues that humans have a natural propensity to develop such supernatural beliefs or a
supersense. This isn’t necessarily to do with religion. It can be sentimental value attached
to objects of no value, superstitions, lucky charms, and a belief in a sense of fate or
destiny. He also argues that beliefs are very difficult to change with reason. He quotes
Francis Bacon as saying that we prefer to believe what we prefer to be true, arguing that
this stems from what we experience as a child, and how we are naturally inclined to
make sense of the world through a supersense (Hood, 2009:10).
The essence that Hood (2014) describes was actually first described by Plato. This
essence is often attributed to objects that have a strong emotional connection to their
owner (e.g. wedding rings, childhood toys), giving them a sense of sentience. It is this
common notion that underpins the value attributed to objects such as celebrity
memorabilia and could be considered as potentially relevant also to transplanted organs,
with some recipients claiming to have a sense of or the personality attributes of their
donor (known as cellular memory). The eyes, in particular, may have a special level of
essence applied to them and could be considered as an object with an essence. If we
attribute sentience to inanimate objects, and we associate the eyes at the highest level
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with sentience, it’s actually very surprising that as many people donate corneas as they
do. Perhaps the decline in reluctance to donate associated with increasing age (Lawlor &
Kerridge, 2011), actually represents a decline in attachments to objects and a greater
appreciation of the value of health and human life. The eye could potentially be regarded
as an object with an essence of the highest level – and for some people not to be parted
with under any circumstances.

Figure 19. Eye on Stone (2014)
The concept of the eye as an object, with an essence, was explored through the simulation of an eyeball
using the least animated object possible, a stone, with the image of an eye pasted onto it. When placed
amongst other stones, the eye continued to appear in some way to be alive, or for the stone to have an
essence.

If one considers the eye, or even just the cornea, as an object with an essence, and layers
upon this all the concerns cited above about the beliefs in an afterlife, cellular memory,
and the natural propensity to develop supernatural beliefs, the reluctance to donate
corneas starts to become very understandable, and even predictable.
A visit to the British Optical Association Museum created further opportunity for
research into the notion of the eye as an object with an essence. Drawers containing trays
of model eyes (demonstrating different eye conditions) were disconcerting to see, even
though they were clearly models (see figs. 20 & 21). It felt as if they were alive, and
looking, in some way alluding to the essence described by Hood.
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Figure 20. Collection of eye models at the British Optical Association Museum (2016) [Stereo photograph]

Figure 21. Tray of eyes at the British Optical Association Museum (2016) [Stereo photograph]

The surgical act of removing an eye from a dead person would be a challenge to watch
(or even imagine) if it is considered to carry any level of essence of its owner. As
discussed earlier, Margaret Lock, in her observations of organ donation, described her
unexpected shock at seeing a cornea removal procedure (Lock, 2002). To experience a
sense of this myself, I watched a publicly available Youtube video of eyes being
removed for donation after death (Amazing Eye Donation Video, 2011). As a doctor who
has seen many operations including organ transplants (but not of the eyes), I found this
profoundly difficult, and the anxiety experienced in the anticipation at the beginning of
the video was unexpected and intense. It was very difficult to watch someone’s eye being
removed. Throughout the process, it seems to be continuing to stare, adding to the
discomfort. The same imagining by someone who is already reluctant to donate their
corneas would potentially be enough to ratify their decision not to donate.
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I did not previously perceive myself as someone who considers operating on the eye as
different from any other organ, but my response to watching this procedure has forced
me to reconsider. It is a difficult video to watch, with the worst aspect being the
anticipation of the first incision, rather than the operation itself. While the eye is steadily
manipulated out of the body, it seems wide and staring, as if it is still looking. Any
potential donor who already has a notion of something special about the eyes is unlikely
to donate if they even begin to imagine this process, and would be likely to be affected
by the video.
These concerns were investigated through further interventions using masks made of a
variety of materials.

Figure 23. Precious Harvest 1 (2016) [Tissue paper mask with gold paint]
Papier mache masks were created and then various interventions were used to explore the experience of
enucleating (surgically removing), or intervening on the eyes. This included painting, scratching out,
tearing, and burning – all of which not only created gruesome outcomes, but also felt very uncomfortable
to carry out.
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Figure 24. Burnt paper mask (2016) [Papier mache mask]

It seems therefore that the eye could be considered as an object with an essence, and that
concerns about such a level of importance of the eyes may be relevant to donation. The
next question then is what general concerns about transplantation of all organs have been
uncovered that might also be relevant to corneal donation, or even accentuated if it
carries a greater essence of its donor than other organs?.
What general concerns about transplantation and the self might also be playing a
role?
The idea of an eye, or any other transplanted organ, having an essence in the form of
something of the person of the donor, has been widely discussed in the context of organ
donation. This is referred to as cellular memory and has often been raised as an issue for
all organs, and the subject of much research (Shildrick et al, 2009). Many transplant
recipients are convinced that the organ they have received has carried something of the
donor’s personality with it. This has also been fuelled by the commonly used dialogue of
a donor living on in someone else, often said in the context of reassurance to the
bereaved family of the donor. Shildrick, in a qualitative interview study of heart
transplant recipients, noted that many of the participants struggled with elements of
integrating their new heart into their identity. This is related to the conflicting discourses
of the heart as a mechanism (in this case, a pump) and the other discourse of having
received the gift of life. Coupled with the expectation of having to write a letter to the
donor’s family, they found this very distressing. This relates to the theory of Mauss and
the exchange economy of the gift, (2016) in which the gift must be repaid. The
frequently used terminology of the person living on through another, and reports of
qualities of the donor surfacing in the recipient, add to the concern that there is more than
a transaction of body parts, and a continuation of the self of another in the recipient.
While the focus has been on the consequences of this for the recipient, it could also be
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having a significant effect on donation for those who see this hybridisation of their self,
or even its potential erasure, as problematic.
Lesley Sharp and Margaret Lock (2007) described Frankenstein Syndrome as a diagnosis
given by psychiatrists to patients who seriously imagine who their donor may have been
and, as a result of new feelings since their transplant, are struggling with a cohesive sense
of their self. The reluctance to donate corneas could potentially be considered as almost a
reversal of the Frankenstein syndrome, with the donor concerned that something of their
own essence or self will be transplanted with their eyes.
Cellular memory in transplantation has been hotly debated for many years, with one in
three transplant patients believing that they have acquired the psychological properties of
their donor (Hood, 2007:193). The debate centres around whether this is biologically
possible, and whether the new experiences of the transplant recipient can equally be
attributed to the well-known psychological effects of steroids (used in particularly high
doses in the first year of a transplant to prevent rejection). For kidney recipients, the new
lease of life that results from no longer being on dialysis and suffering the effects of
chronic uraemia and its associated symptoms might be a factor, and the same could be
argued for heart recipients who would previously have suffered from chronic low oxygen
levels, or the chronic toxicity experienced by liver recipients prior to transplantation.
The fact that it is described so frequently will only add to the concerns of potential
donors, as well as to recipients, expressed coherently in the book by heart-lung transplant
recipient Diana Sanders in the aptly titled Will I Still be Me (Sanders, 2006). The debate
continues as more patient stories emerge but Hood is clear that ‘Such stories are myths
that perpetuate supernatural beliefs’ (Hood, 2007:914). This may have a heightened
effect in the context of corneal donation, perpetuating the notion of an essence or
supernatural properties of the eyes.
It is possible that beliefs about the ability of organs to carry an essence of their donor
may be playing a role in deciding to donate. In some studies, other beliefs such as
religious beliefs and/or beliefs in an afterlife have also been shown to predispose to
corneal donation refusal. The leads to the next question about the potential for religious
influences.
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How are religious and other beliefs involved?
Quantitative studies into corneal donation refusal have also established that religious
factors and a belief in the afterlife may play a role (Uhlig et al, 2014). In the UK, people
who decline to donate organs often give the reason that it is against their religion, despite
the general support of transplantation by religious leaders (Randhawa, 2012; NHS Blood
and Transplant, 2017). While all major religious leaders in the UK have confirmed
support of organ donation, the scriptures for some religions can be interpreted in different
ways and may leave a degree of confusion. Matthew 6: 22-23, for example, tells us that
‘the eye is the lamp of the body’. If the light of the body is the eye, this creates an active
and direct spiritual link with it that may be difficult for some to reconcile in the
circumstance of corneal donation.
The imagery relating to the patron saints of the eyes could create some conflict with
regards to donation and eye removal. Saint Lucy or Lucia (ITShungarian, 2017) and
Saint Odilia (Fongemie, s.d), both patron saints of the eyes, are usually depicted with
their eyes either on a plate or on a book (see figs. 25 & 26). In both cases, the removed
enucleated eye retains a sense of still seeing, and being alive.

Figures 25 & 26. Saint Lucy (1521) & Saint Odilia (s.d)

Figure 27. Eyes in the Curators Hands at the British Optical Association Museum (2016) [Stereophotograph]
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Figure 28. Seeing and Believing (2016) [Stereo photograph]
When investigating the imagery associated with the saints, placing models of the eyes in the hands, or in a
box, or on a book, did look and feel uncomfortably strange. The eyes do appear to be looking, particularly
if placed face-width apart. When cupped right into the folds of the hand, the hand then appears to be
looking.

In their review of factors that influence the decision to be an organ donor, Irving et al
noted that while cultural and religious beliefs in some studies were interchangeable, there
were some instances of culturally specific beliefs that were not attributed to a religious
stance, but more to beliefs about death, and what might cause one’s own death (Irving et
al, 2012). Some cultures were concerned about the spirit of the organ donor transferring
to the recipient, and indeed this has been commented on by patients and their families
during my work in kidney transplantation in sub-Saharan African countries (Nigeria,
Zambia and Ghana). The concern is much reduced within the context of live donation
(where a healthy relative donates one of their kidneys) and is closely related to issues
about the sacred nature of the body and spirit of the deceased. The comparatively fewer
concerns about living donation have been a consistent theme (Irving et al, 2012), and
may relate to the notion of a shared essence or life-force within families or close
relatives.
In a US poll carried out in 2009, 82% of respondents indicated that they believe in God,
71% believed in soul survival and 75% in Heaven (Shermer, 2011). Shermer attributes
this to our agenticity (the tendency to infuse patterns with meaning) and to our natural
tendency to be dualists (the Cartesian view that the mind is separate from the body), as
well as to the belief in the afterlife as being an extension of our theory of mind and our
ability to understand the minds of others. The description of out of body experiences
adds fuel to the argument that the mind is separate to the body (and is therefore
potentially transferable), particularly as they have been described so frequently. Of 344
patients who had undergone cardiac resuscitation, 12% reported full out of body
experiences some of which included speaking to dead relatives. However, since the
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whole point of cardiac resuscitation is to maintain blood flow to the brain so that it
continues to function, it is argued that none of these patients technically died at any
point. Nevertheless, the concept of it is appealing to those who have already formed the
belief in an afterlife and are seeking evidence to support that belief (Shermer, 2011).
Shermer notes that in a further Reader’s Digest survey of over a thousand British people
in 2006, a fifth said they had seen a ghost, and nearly a third said that they thought that
near-death experiences were evidence that there is an afterlife (Shermer, 2011).
Monists believe that the only thing that exists in our head is the brain, whereas dualists
believe that there are two separate entities, the brain and mind, or body and soul, as first
described by René Descartes. Dualists feel that as the mind is separate from the body it
has the potential to exist after the body has ceased to thrive. According to Shermer, most
people are natural-born dualists (he describes us all as ‘rampant dualists’) and believe
that the soul continues to live after physical death. A belief in dualism, or confusion
about the relationship between mind and body, could, therefore, be a potential
contributor to the relationship with the eyes that may underpin the refusal to donate
corneas.

Figure 29. Dualism (2015) [Charcoal and Collage]
The potential of the role of dualism was explored through practice, taking the inside/outside dichotomy a
stage further to represent the self as located within but separate to the body. In the above artwork, an
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image of a girl jumping (representative of the spirit or soul) is embedded in a drawing/collage of the skull.
This investigates the conflict of the individual and their memories and experiences residing inside the head
rather than throughout the body, while considering what this might mean for a potential corneal donor
who is unsure about this relationship. If the body and soul are not perceived by everyone as separate, then
organ donation becomes problematic, and if the eyes are imbued with particular bodily significance, the
concern about donating will be increased.
Similarly the collage End of the Day, embeds a film still of a man into an x-ray of a skull, implying that the
full person, or self, resides somewhat separately within it.

Figure 30. End of the Day (2014) [Collage]

Shildrick (2012) comments that organ transplantation relies on the Cartesian model of
the body, as a machine that is occupied by the mind
Organ transplantation…has long relied on the Cartesian machine model of the
body to justify radical intrusion into the corpus as the properly reasoned and
informed actions and choices of essentially disembodied sovereign subjects…
questions of self, embodiment, and intercorporeality are put to one side.
(Shildrick, 2012:233-234)
It seems possible that beliefs, religious or spiritual, about the afterlife and the location
and mobility of the soul or self, could be playing a significant role in developing
concerns about corneal donations. This then leads to the question about how such beliefs
are initially formed and reinforced, and what the chances are of them being changed.
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Can beliefs be readily changed?
According to Shermer (2011), our brains seek out patterns in our experience within the
world then infuse them with meaning until they become beliefs, an element of the
practice that he calls agenticity described above. The development of beliefs depends on
emotional, subjective, personal and psychological factors that form multiple layers of
influence. Once a belief has formed we then seek to reinforce it, looking for evidence of
its validity (Shermer, 2011).
If this is true of beliefs relating to corneal donation, and these are reinforced by the
volume of other factors already described that may influence corneal donation, then
persuading people to change these beliefs could be a considerable challenge. It is already
clear, as described earlier, that beliefs about extramission theories are hard to change, and
that facts that do not uphold them are perhaps not believed, or may not even be heard or
registered. Shermer comments that
the majority of our most deeply held beliefs are immune to attack by direct
educational tools, especially for those who are not ready to hear contradictory
evidence. Belief change comes from a combination of personal psychological
readiness and a deeper social and cultural shift in the underlying zeitgeist, which
is affected in part by education but is more the product of larger and harder-todefine political, economic, religious and social changes. (Shermer, 2011:5).
Shermer’s notion of multiple layers of influence resonated strongly with the many factors
that have the potential to be playing a role in concerns about corneal donation. It explains
why it is difficult to give a single reason as to why corneal donation is a concern, and this
is supported by the surveys that indicated that there were many and varied predisposing
factors at play. This concept of multiple layers of influence was explored extensively
through practice, contemplating how influences and experiences shape whom we become
and what we believe. This notion resonated with the emerging connections made through
this phase of the research, that the volume of multiple layers of influence regarding
corneal donation is considerable and multi-factorial. This concept also helps to explain
why studies have found that so many participants cannot explain their reason for the
refusal. Only in the moment of being asked to consider corneal donation is one ever
expected to piece together a lifetime of influences about donation.
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Figure 31. Role Models (2015) detail [Charcoal and Collage]
A series of artworks investigated how role models (positive and negative) and life experiences may shape
and influence us, and how they may initiate or support the development of beliefs, or infuse pre-existing
beliefs with meaning, as suggested by Shermer. The metaphoric representation of driftwood was used with
collage to explore the dialectical relationship between the invisible world of the inner self, and its outward
manifestations, to evoke publicly and privately remembered events and moments. The use of original found
objects and images of everyday life – maps, ephemera, photographs, comics, newspapers, are something of
a portrait that personally resonates, and may connect with the viewer.

Figure 32. Marvel (2015) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
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Figure 33. Bless English Humour (2015) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
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Figure 34. Gasp (An exploration of childhood influences) (2015) [Ink and Collage]
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Figure 35. Dare to be Eccentric (Britishness 2, An exploration of cultural influences, focussing on the
notion of Britishness) (2015) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
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Figure 36. Daphne (2015) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
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Figure 37. Jeopardy of Life (2018) [Charcoal drawing with Collage]
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Figure 38. We Can Do It (2015) [Ink Drawing with Collage]

The use of collage in the practice mirrors the formation of beliefs that is the crux of this
phase of research. As Shermer noted (2011) people arrive at their beliefs for a variety of
reasons with many layers and factors involved, including cultural, parental, educational,
fictional, heroes, books, films, personality and personal life experiences. Exploring these
through collage responds to those many factors and layers of experience, through tearing
and juxtaposing photos, books, maps, news clippings and other ephemera in chance ways
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to create new meanings, in the same way, that chance events and memories happen, and
shape our lives and beliefs.
The cultural element to how beliefs are formed and the strength to which they are upheld
could be significant in the development of beliefs about the eyes, and expression of fears
related to them. Contemplating this leads to the final question to be addressed in this
chapter, which asks what cultural factors could have an influence with regards to the eyes
and transplantation. Is there anything in popular literature, art and film that could be
reinforcing concerns about corneal donation, and fuelling particular beliefs?
How have eyes and transplantation been depicted in the arts, and how could this
have influenced beliefs about corneal donation?
Every man is the creature of the age in which he lives; very few are able to raise
themselves above the idea of the times. Voltaire (McLaurin, 2000)
The cultural anxieties around transplantation were investigated by US communications
researcher Dr Yeesheen Yang, who proposed that historically, literature, art, poetry and
film tend to follow news and scientific, medical and psychological development and to
reveal culturally held beliefs and fears exposed by them (2012).
Yang explored the notion of the body as a series of interchangeable parts, and as
something that can be ‘made whole again’, offering new possibilities to its owner. She
investigated how this has related to, and been influenced by, historical progress in
medicine and how this stimulates new ideas in fiction.
In movies and fiction, stories of invading organs, ghosts, monstrous post-surgical
bodies enter the population imagination alongside stories in real life and produce
a kind of cultural anxiety that surfaces in the films and literary fiction. (Yang,
2012:3).
Yang draws an important analogy between the tensions of the medical imagination and
the cultural imagination of the body and transplantation, and the body as a cultural object
as well as a medical or even mechanical one.
Photography pioneer (and physician), Etienne-Jules Marey in the late nineteenth century
photographically portrayed the body as a machine, comparing chronophotographic
images with those of a skeleton (Yang, 2012). He introduced the idea of the animal
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organism as basically no different from machines. In doing so he ‘turned physiological
action invisible to the human eye into visual records and data’ (Saunders, Maude &
Macnaughton, 2009:118) leading to the notion of the body as a machine made up of
replaceable parts. As blood transfusion then became part of medical practice in the late
1800s, blood and transplantation stories appeared in fiction, most notably with Bram
Stoker’s Dracula in 1897. The story of Dracula responded to the notion of blood as a life
force, transferable from one person to another, transforming the recipient in the process.
The first organ transplant was carried out soon after and was actually that of a cornea in
1908 (Ryan, 2005). In the year of the first transplant, even early silent films picked up on
the theme of the body as having replaceable parts, and that these carried something of the
personality of their original owner with them. In the 1908 silent movie The Thieving
Hand the protagonist buys a transplanted arm from a shop of live limbs to replace his
missing one (Vitagraph, 1908) (see fig. 39). The new arm, taken from a convicted thief,
gets its new owner into trouble as it continues to pickpocket beyond his control. This
film demonstrates very clearly how long the concern has been around that separated
organs might carry an essence of their original owner with them, and how this may have
fuelled public concern about the implications.

Figure 39. The Thieving Hand (1908)

Such fictional ideas resurfaced again in the 1960s when organ transplantation was
advancing into routine medical practice, alongside fictional interpretations of cryogenic
preservation, artificially grown organs, space travel and even whole body replacement.
Maurice Renard’s 1920 novel, Les Mains D’Orlac (Renard, 2008), where a man who has
a hand transplant (from a freshly guillotined assassin) develops the criminal tendencies of
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the donor, was made into films including The Hands of Orlac (1960) and Hands of a
Stranger (1962). In Anne McCaffrey’s The Ship Who Sang (1969), the brains of
physically disabled children were housed, developed and even employed separately from
the body. Further examples were Robert Heinlein’s novel I will Fear no Evil (Heinlein,
1970) and Philip Dick’s science fiction novel Ubik (Dick, 1969) both of which present a
vision of the self as being located in the brain and transferable to other humans,
expressing and fuelling the concern that something of the self could be transferred
through transplantation. In both, the body is portrayed as a separate vehicle for the brain.
As the eye is inextricably linked to the brain in ways that other transplantable organs are
not, this could influence how they are perceived in transplantation.
The novel Ubik (Dick, 1969) includes the idea of a half-life where the deceased are
preserved and can still communicate from their brains. This notion also follows, and
possibly reflects, cultural concerns relating to emerging changes in medical practice and
law, and understanding about death and the separate classifications of brain death and
cardiac death that culminated in the publication of brain death criteria in 1976. In the
circumstance of brain death where the individual is seen to be still alive as they have a
heartbeat and circulation and may be breathing (albeit with assistance) it is conceivable
that a parallel may be drawn with the author’s notion of a half-life (still there but also not
there/alive but also not alive), and the real concept of brain death.
More recently, corneal donation has specifically been the material for fictional storylines. In Dead Man’s Eye (Jeffrey, 2010), a young woman has a corneal transplant that
enables her to see that demons plan to invade the earth, and in the novel The Killer in My
Eyes, (Faletti, 2012), the protagonist has a corneal transplant then has flashbacks that
reveal who killed the donor. Both support the notion of cellular memory in a negative
way, with the eye as a visual recorder of its owners’ experiences.
The spiritual significance of the eye is also historically evident in both prose and poetry.
Emily Dickinson’s poems were often about life and death both of which were referred to
in the context of darkness and light and equated the eyes with identity and life. In her
poem I heard a fly buzz she ends with the sentence ‘I could not see to see’ thought to be
referring to death (Corfman, 2019). In this poem she also rhymes the word see with me,
accentuating the relationship between seeing and being, and the eye with life and being a
person. Her poem Before I got my eye put out is also thought to be about death,
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associating the eye not just with the power of sight but with ownership, self, identity and
life.
Before I got my eye put out
I liked as well to see
As other creatures, that have eyes
And know no other way
(Dickinson, 2016)
In her poem Time and Eternity, she introduced the idea of a single searching eye, still alive
and in search of something, and soldered down at the point of death.
I’ve seen a dying eye
Run round and round a room
In search of something, as it seemed,
Then cloudier become;
And then, obscure with fog,
And then be soldered down,
Without disclosing what it be,
‘T were blessed to have seen
(Dickinson, 2016)
The poet Horace Smith wrote ‘Speech is a laggard and a sloth; but the eyes shoot out
electric fluid that condenses all the elements of sentiment and passion in one single
emanation.’ (Smith, 1825). This powerful notion of the eyes as shooting out something
both liquid and electric reflects the emission theory discussed earlier. It powerfully
portrays the eyes as an active force, rather than as a passive processor of light. Maya
Angelou’s poem Still, I rise (Angelou, 2015) also refers to the power emitted by eyes,
implying an active role of the eye beyond that of other expression or physical action.
You may shoot me with your words,
You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I'll rise.
(Angelou, 2015)
The eye has therefore been portrayed in literature and poetry as having the potential to
carry the spirit of its donor, and as an active force with impact on others. Its appearance
in literature may not only be reflecting cultural fears but may also be reinforcing them in
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the context of corneal donation. As noted by Saunders (2009:2) ‘literature of all kinds
and times is haunted by the dead body and the possibility of its return in some form’.
In film, the theories of vision, and fears related to advancement in technology and
medicine have also surfaced in a variety of ways, mainly in the context of horror and
crime. In Monty Python’s The Meaning of Life (1983), a rare example of humour in the
context of organ donation, officials come to collect the organs of someone who has
signed the donor card, even though he is still alive. Though this idea in this context is
funny it still expresses the concern that organs may be taken without adequate regard for
the donor.
Many films have featured a gruesome variety of ways in which the eye may carry
information of the donor into the recipient. In Demolition Man (1993), for example, the
eye of an authorised person is removed for the unauthorised protagonist to gain access to
a restricted area. This heightens a sense of identity related to our eyes, and the notion of
identity still continuing through the eyes after death.
This idea also emerges in Minority Report (2002) where the protagonist has an “eye
transplant” so that he can change his iris scan to avoid his identity being revealed.
Horror and ghost films such as The Eye 10 (2005) give the eye a force that is independent
of the rest of the body. Even the posters of these movies use the enucleated eye to instil
fear, horror and spiritual possession.
The idea of corneas being haunted or possessed by their donors is seen in Body Bags/Eye
(1993) where the recipient of an eye transplant has visions of the deceased murderer from
whom the eye came, and in The Eye (2008) and Jian Gui (2002) where a corneal
transplant recipient sees ghosts. They uphold the myth that experiences, personalities and
even premonitions, are in some way retained in the eyes. Donors are therefore seen to
possess and haunt their donated organs, implying also that they are in some way not at
rest once deceased as a result of their donation.
Matthew Sweet in his radio review of the film The Eyes of My Mother (2016) also noted
the eye as an object of horror. ‘It has the wet delicacy we associate with organs that lie
beneath the skin and yet, there it is, naked to the air and the light… when the screen
shows the eye detached from the body, we shudder.’ (Sound of Cinema, 2017). In our
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entire lives, however, we are unlikely to ever see an eye detached from a body, apart
from in the context of fictional horror.
Approximately 1 in 3 transplant patients believe that they have in some way taken on
characteristics of the donor of the organ or at least think that their personality has
changed in some way (Hood, 2008). These films could fuel such concerns, and
potentially beliefs, about corneal donation. Shildrick (2012) raises the concern of identity
disruption and psychic disturbance for the recipient, but this could also potentially be
applied to the donor who has a perception of a continuance of identity after death.
The myth that corneal transplants involve transplanting the entire eyeball is upheld in the
film Seven Pounds (2008) where the protagonist donates each of his organs, including his
eyes (not just his corneas), to a variety of people. His eyes are received by a blind man
who is then recognised by the donor’s girlfriend because she identifies her deceased
boyfriend’s eyes. Many people are unaware that this is not possible, and that a corneal
transplant involves just the clear cornea at the front of the eye. It would not, therefore, be
possible to recognise the donor in this way. As the rest of the film is otherwise
potentially plausible and has even addressed the need to freeze organs at the time of
death (he takes his own life in a bath of ice), the idea is planted in the viewer in a
believable context that a corneal transplant literally means seeing through someone else’s
eyes. This has the potential to fuel concerns about identity and corneal donation. While
conducting this research, a colleague wrote to me about a friend of hers who has had a
corneal transplant, and titled the email ‘My friend who sees through someone else’s
eyes’. This somewhat romantic notion has seeped into the dialogue about corneal
donation and adds a further layer to the relationship between corneal donation and
retaining the essence, or at least a level of the identity of the donor.
Other cultural anxieties relating to trafficking of organs and development of clones for
organs for the rich have also surfaced in both books and films. Robin Cook’s novel and
film Coma (1978), depicted the trafficking of organs from patients who had minor
operations and were placed into comas until their organs were purchased by others. The
Island (2005) and Never Let me Go (2010) are both centred around characters who are
clones of wealthy humans, who have been specifically created to provide organs when
their own fail, and though both are completely flawed in their scientific premise they
present an air of scientific authority. Both stories view the body ‘in entirely utilitarian
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terms’ to supply organs to the rich and diseased, and imply ‘that we are all merely zipped
up bags of organs.’ (Saunders, Maude & Macnaughton, 2009:145)
Morgan et al (2007) reviewed television representations of organ donation and
transplantation and noted the common negative storylines, and changes in the sense of
self of the recipient, in a variety of TV fiction dramas. They looked at the representation
of transplantation in fictional television and found that the storylines in entertainment
television are ‘dramatically different’ to those in television news (Morgan et al,
2007:144). There was tremendous diversity in the types of programmes featuring
transplant stories from The Simpsons to ER. The storylines often featured corruption in
the medical system, doctors as vultures waiting to pounce on organs for transplants, the
prevalence of a black market for organs, undeserving and ungrateful recipients, and
donors as merely the providers of spare parts. They found that the entertainment media
often exploited myths about organ donation, encouraged lack of trust in doctors and the
institutions that oversee the process of donation, showed recipients acquiring personality
traits of the donor, and created a general perception that these story-lines have an element
of truth in them. The framing of organ donation in fiction was generally negative and
contrasted with very positive news stories.
The role that art may also have played in portraying or influencing concerns about organ
donation is perhaps less obvious, though undoubtedly relevant. Disembodied eyes are
commonly seen in symbolist, surrealist and collage works (Elliott, 2019). The themes of
the eye and the decapitated head featured frequently in symbolist work, most notably of
Odilon Redon. These themes are thought to relate to his childhood fears (Gibson, 2011).
Many of his works including Vision from In the Dream, A Different World, Eye Balloon,
Cyclops, and The Egg feature disembodied eyes. Vision from In The Dream depicts a
large overbearing single eye, whose size and impact is emphasized by a couple in the
foreground seemingly hurrying past, creating an association of the disembodied eye with
horror or fear (see fig. 42).
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Figure 42. Vision from In the Dream (1879)

The revolutionary theories of Freud sparked an enormous response in literature, film and
particularly art, and saw the birth of the surrealist movement (Leslie, s.d). The focus by
Freud on aspects of identity, and the close association of the eye with identity and being
watched, judged and analysed by others, stimulated a common inclusion of eye images
and objects in surrealist art. This may have fuelled the association of the eye with
spirituality and the self. Also, Margaret Lock argues that ‘Freud, probably more than
anyone else, shaped contemporary discourse about the meaning of death’ (Lock, 2002:
200), and through surrealism potentially a relationship between death and the eyes
(Leslie, s.d). The imagery of the surrealist art movement remains current in today’s
society, serving to perpetuate the theories in daily discourse. Freud asserted that people
do not believe in their own mortality and that any knowledge of death is repressed. While
this idea is still debated, the popularity of Freud’s thinking has an impact that continues
to the present day and pervades modern thinking (Lock, 2002: 200).
An example of a surrealist association of the disembodied eye with horror is seen in
Salvador Dali’s The Eye that was created for the dream sequences of Hitchcock’s
Spellbound (Brougher & Tarantino, 1999).
Man Ray’s Indestructible Object depicts a disembodied eye image attached to a
metronome. A photograph of the eye was clipped to a metronome by Man Ray to give
himself the sensation of being watched while he painted (Howarth, 2000). He re-made it
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three times. An interesting association is made here between an enucleated eye and
something that is indestructible.

The disembodied eye within surrealist paintings was more commonly associated with the
separation of mind from body. Objects were often removed from their usual context to
reveal the unconscious using a decontextualized eye to evoke the sense of being taken
into other worlds. Paul Eluard, one of the founders of the surrealist movement, wrote
Repetitions (1922) about visual subjectivity, which was illustrated by the artist Max Ernst
(see fig. 45).

Figure 45. Spies - Plate 10, cover illustration for Repetitions (1922)

The imagery shows a variety of uncomfortable interventions on a disembodied eye. A
single eye appears frequently in the work of Ernst and Dali, and in other surrealist works,
linking the eye with spirituality, dreams and also horror. The most notable was the
surrealist film made by Luis Bunuel and Dali, Un Chien Andalou (1929) in which free
association of ideas leads to the notorious scene of an eyeball being cut open (see fig.
46).
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Even though the exact meaning of the eyes in each of these artworks is difficult to
decipher in the context of surrealism, the impact that they are potentially having is to
accentuate the association of the eye with spirituality and continued existence after death,
as well the ick factor, or disgust sensitivity. For many people, this could be the only
image (if any) that they have ever seen of an eye being cut into. If this were the image
that springs to mind at the moment of considering corneal donation, it is unlikely to
support it.
Eyes continue to appear repeatedly in modern artworks, within a variety of themes from
being observed, to death, life, subversion, vulnerability, gaze, taboos, introspection,
paranoia, dominance, observation and of course to vision, all of which could potentially
feed concerns about their removal.

Figure 47 Observed (2014)
A series of artworks investigated the common theme throughout these findings that a disembodied eye
seems to retain a sense of its owner, and appears alive. This exploration centred around the placement of
an eye image on a stone, in various contexts, described earlier. In this photograph, the stone eye under the
sand, created the sense of being observed, and that more than just the eye was being concealed beneath the
sand.

The negative associations are not helped by unsubstantiated practices that involve the
eyes. Jules Verne’s Les Freres Kip (1902) popularized the idea of the forensic potential
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of optography – the photography of the retina at the time of death. Until very recently in
historical terms, it was thought that an image was left on the retina at the time of death
(Ings, 2007), and this sparked a variety of ideas for themes about solving murder crime
and made its way into popular fiction. The idea has even appeared in a couple of
episodes of Dr Who, where The Doctor refers to optography as retaining an image after
death and comments that it is not far from the truth (Revolvy, 2018). The power of such
fiction to influence current beliefs cannot be underestimated. The modern practice of
iridology, a completely unsubstantiated alternative medical practice which purports to
tell individuals about their systemic health by examining their iris, may have no scientific
basis whatsoever, but even the belief that it might is enough to add a further layer of
concern to potential donors, that the eye in some way equates with their sense of self.
The potential impact that all these fictional and artistic creations may have had on our
relationship with our own eyes is clear, and layered on top of Cicero’s upheld notion, that
our eyes are the windows to our souls, creates an understanding as to why many people
may be reluctant to part with them. Rarely, it seems, are the subjects of organ donation,
and particularly corneal donation, in fictional texts related to positive experiences of
either the donors or the recipients (Shildrick, 2012). This is really only ever seen in
documentaries of personal experiences, often created around donation campaigns, and it
is hard to find many examples of positive media stories about corneal donation.
Conclusion:
There are many cultural, spiritual and historical influences fuelling negative concerns, or
at least confusion, about eyes, transplantation and corneal donation. Shermer’s multiple
layers of influence that result in the upholding of beliefs supporting a reluctance to
donate seem plausible as playing a role here. For potential organ donors to consolidate all
these influences into a positive understanding of corneal donation seems highly unlikely.
This phase of research created a rich baseline on which to build further understanding of
the reluctance to donate corneas, through interviews with people who have already
decided not to donate them but are willing to donate other organs. The evidence and
subject matter was necessarily broad in this phase to gain a sense of how multiple
influences may be playing a role, and an understanding about the concerns that exist
around corneal donation, and why there might be difficulties in explaining them. It is
clear that a wide variety of cultural forms including art, literature and film, demonstrate
anxiety and fear related to the eye and corneal donation. From this research, it was also
clear that it would be difficult for anyone to distil all or even some of these influences
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into a single reason for not donating. The artworks explored the multiple layers of
influence, how many experiences shape our beliefs and the power of the notion of the eye
as an object with an essence. The artworks achieved an understanding of the complexity
of how experiences can combine to influence beliefs, and demonstrated the power of the
image of the eye alone in creating a sense of life. The feelings experienced in the making
of the artworks, and the reflections upon these were a fundamental grounding for the next
phase of research, where creative practice was used to investigate the interview findings
with people who specifically refuse to donate their corneas. The potential for multiple
influences meant that the questioning of participants in Phase 2 had to be without bias,
using the methodology described in Chapter 2, to find out which of the many influences
were at play, or if there was something else that was yet to be uncovered.
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Chapter 4
An investigation into the motivations behind specific corneal donation
refusal
In this second phase of research, artistic practice was used to investigate the material
from qualitative semi-structured interviews with people who had made a conscious
decision that they did not give consent to the removal of their corneas after death but had
agreed to donate other organs. They had agreed to donate anything but the eyes.
This phase of practice sought to unpick the concerns of people who are reluctant to
donate their corneas and to fill the gaps in knowledge exposed in the quantitative studies
of corneal donation described earlier. It also questions the role of the historical, social
and cultural influences described in Chapter 3, in forming these concerns, and what other
factors may be involved.
The participants of the research were people who very much wanted to help others, and
had already willingly agreed to donate all other organs. There was, however, something
deep, profound and resolute that underpinned the specific concern about corneas, and the
task of this research was to investigate this and embody it, through practice. This meant
physically investigating it through artistic practice until I had reached a new level of
understanding it, and was satisfied that I had expressed or manifested it in the work. The
work is, therefore, an embodied investigation of the findings, where ‘messing around
with thoughts has joined messing around with media.’ (Sullivan, 2006:30)
This research is a visual, physical and dialogic investigation into the metaphors, concerns
and expressions of a group of people who have said no to donation of their corneas but
agree to the donation of other organs. As described in chapter 2, this phase of groundedtheory based research began with interviews that are underpinned by the NLP technique
for understanding beliefs and the clean language techniques for eliciting metaphors
(Noble & Mitchell, 2016; Cooper, 2008; Dilts et al, 1980). This semi-structured
interview technique was used to create a framework for asking questions without bias,
and for eliciting metaphors in the responses. The responses of the participants (and my
response to their concerns) informed the practice. This interview method was important
as a way of ensuring a depth of enquiry, at the same time as avoiding leading questions
or playing to assumptions concerning which of the multiple layers of influence may have
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had the most effect. This was important, as my research had already revealed many
potential influences, making a bias in my questioning highly likely unless I sought a
method that avoided this. It was a blank canvas method for allowing the space for the
true thoughts and feelings of the participants to emerge, as the material to then work with
through the practice. The challenge was to embody the thoughts and feelings of the
participants and my response to, and dialogue with these, into the work. I sought to make
work that materialised the interview findings, creating an emotional response in me that
reflected my connection with the participants and connected with the participants
themselves. Through this, a new understanding of the gap in knowledge noted through
other studies of this phenomenon, described in Chapter 1, could be established.
Research in Phase 1 revealed multiple, long-standing influences on the development of
beliefs relating to corneal transplantation, and that these are mainly negative and
accentuate the equating of the eyes with life and the self. This phase sought to understand
how these many potential influences may have manifested in people who are specifically
reluctant to donate their corneas, if at all, and to uncover themes in their concerns that
provide new insights into this phenomenon.
This chapter begins with a summary of the process that was undertaken to carry out the
interviews, with comments on any challenges encountered. The practice and findings that
emerged from the material of the interviews are then presented, described and discussed.
The Interview Process:
Participants for the interviews were recruited using a word-of-mouth, snowball
technique. 5 volunteers, with ages ranging from 19 - 62 were recruited, having heard
about my project and identified themselves to me as interested. All were women. This
hadn’t been intentional but is just how it turned out, and given the small numbers, there
is no conclusion to be drawn from this. Two men (interestingly, both surgeons) had
identified themselves to me early in the process as very reluctant to donate their corneas,
and were happy to talk to me about it casually but declined to be interviewed. Both
expressed a general concern with anything to do with the eyes, despite being easily able
to operate on other internal organs.
As described in Chapter 2 the sample of 5 was a judgement sample, described by
Marshall as ‘based on the researcher’s practical knowledge of the research area’
(Marshall, 1996:523), and could have been increased if the results from 5 interviews had
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not revealed common themes. It was a critical case sample, appropriate for subjects who
have specific experiences (Marshall, 1996:523). As Marshall comments in his paper
regarding qualitative sample sizes in healthcare, the sample size needed is one that
answers the research question and for detailed studies is often in single figures. ‘In
practice, the number of required subjects usually becomes obvious as the study
progresses, as new categories, themes or explanations stop emerging’ (Marshall,
1996:523). The interviews with five participants revealed themes and ideas that were
consistent and provided material to investigate that was relevant to all of them.
The interviews were carried out according to the plans approved by the UCA ethics
committee. Each participant was given the information sheet and consent form in
advance to allow time to digest them. At the beginning of each interview the key points
were reiterated, notably that they could halt at any time, could withdraw their interview
material at any time, and that no judgement is being made. Each interview lasted about
1.5 hours, and was audio-recorded, then transcribed afterwards. The interviews were
carried out, uninterrupted, in a quiet room. I made comments in my notes during each
interview if the participant made particular expressions or showed emotions connected
with any of the dialogue. I also noted when they said something that moved me or
demonstrated an emotional shift. This may have been a moment where they had a point
of realisation about something they believed or recalled something that made them
emotional. These were very intimate interviews exploring themes of life, death and
experience. Phones were switched off, and doors closed, to create the space to lose
ourselves in the subject.
After each interview, I transcribed the recording then carefully studied the transcript,
allowing the words to reveal themselves to me a second time. Each interview was
analysed for the themes that emerged, the metaphors used, and in particular, the
comments that seemed to represent clear moments in the interview when the interviewee
found the right words to express themselves or perhaps had the most emotional response.
In some interviews, there was a frequent repetition of a phrase or sentence, and again this
was noted. In the process of the interviews, I agreed with the participants that the
transcripts would not be published in full, as they revealed some very personal histories,
and stories, that could potentially result in their identification.
The analysis of the group of transcripts, after all interviews were complete, was informed
by the discourse analysis techniques described by Gee (2014) and Machin and Mayr
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(2015), the tools from which provided a framework for approaching the interpretation of
the material. Such tools included: considering what the interviewee was trying to do with
their words; considering the type of words being used; noting the themes, and observing
the identities that they were enacting and how they positioned others. The resulting
artistic practice was a dialogue between the contextual research already carried out and a
response to the findings in the interviews, with my personal response to these woven in.
The aim was to embody the concerns of the participants in the practice. The practice
continued throughout the interview process, exploring and making connections as more
material became available and themes emerged.
After completing a significant body of practice, I invited each participant to meet with
me again individually to view the artworks, to hear their feedback on them and see their
responses. They had agreed during the first interview that they were happy for me to do
this if needed. When the time came, 4 of the participants responded and agreed (the 5th
did not reply but appeared to have changed email address – it was returned as
undeliverable). Each of the follow-up interviews was also recorded and transcribed.
This step was an important second stage validation of the work. My own response to
each piece of work, and my perception of how it physically embodied and explored the
findings was the first step in validating the work. If I felt that it connected with my
emotional response to the interview material and the connection made to what the
participants were saying and feeling, then this was a validation. But I felt strongly that I
needed to explore this further with the original participants to further validate the
evidence, and develop the practice. Their responses to the work, particularly emotional
responses, were important for me to understand where the deepest connections with their
concerns had been made, and whether these could be further investigated.
In each follow up interview I showed a selection of the work, displayed in a quiet room,
allowing respondents to move to what interested them, and asking very open questions
such as ‘what do you think about when you look at it’ or ‘what are your thoughts’ or
‘what do you feel’? I had to avoid the temptation to tell them what I was trying to do in
the work, and just allow their responses to unfold. I was also very clear with them that I
wasn’t looking for artistic/aesthetic validation but that my concern was the connection
that any piece of work might make with them, if any, and with their concerns about
corneal donation. Their responses were often emotional and sometimes surprising, and
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they read things into the work that I would not have consciously considered. Examples of
the responses are presented together with the artworks below.
Additional feedback, from the general public, came through visitors to exhibitions of the
work. Exhibitions were held throughout the research practice. This included several
group exhibitions and three solo exhibitions, which were The Watts Gallery Artist in
Residence Exhibition at Watts Gallery, Guildford held early in the process, then much
later Fideles Oculi at CC Gallery, London and Time and Vision at One Paved Court,
London. These presented the opportunity to hear feedback about the work from people
who had no involvement in, or knowledge of, the research. These comments were very
helpful and were woven back into thinking about the further development of the work,
alongside the feedback of the participants.
The findings are presented thematically, according to themes that evolved in the
interviews, using the discourse analysis tools for guidance (Gee, 2014; Machin & Mayr,
2015). This wasn’t always how the investigations occurred in practice, where themes
often merged, or emerged, through the work. The approach to the practice was holistic
and dialogic, interfacing with the writing and reflection, responding generally to the
feelings described in the interviews and my response to them. Having said that, the work
did generally fall into the themes that emerged from the discourse analysis, and this
creates a helpful way to present them here.
Not all thoughts and ideas of the interviewees fell neatly into a theme, and some were
very personal and specific. Those that were explored were either common across all or
most interviewees or were profound for an individual, as well as for me to hear and
experience with them. The small number of participants, and the depth to which their
thoughts and beliefs were explored, allowed for this kind of response. Each theme is
discussed in response to a question, with key quotes from the interviews in italics (each
one followed by the interviewee number). The work that investigated it is then presented,
along with the participants’ response to the work in the follow-up interviews, also in
italics, where available. This approach mirrors the dialogic relationship between the
interview material and the practice, and the follow-up interviews and further
development of the practice. The interviewees ages were in the following age groups
(1)55-64 (2)25-34 (3)18-24 (4)55-64 (5)55-64.
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How did the interviewees perceive their understanding of their reluctance to
donate?
As the interview process began, it was interesting to note that the interviewees started
(sometimes before the first interview began or during the initial discussion about having
the interview) by saying that they didn’t really know why they were reluctant to donate
their corneas. This fits with Lawlor’s findings that many people are not sure of the reason
why they do not want to donate corneas (Lawlor & Kerridge, 2010). It was also
interesting that after each interview they then commented that they had discovered things
about themselves and their own beliefs that they hadn’t really thought through before or
even known and certainly hadn’t previously vocalised. Thoughts came to the surface
through the interviews that previously had no reason or opportunity to emerge. They
commented that they enjoyed this aspect of self-discovery, and understood their decision
better. This was an exciting finding in the research, and a privilege to be part of. It
demonstrated that the nature of the inquiry, corneal donation refusal, is a portal to
explore an array of beliefs and experiences that are generally uncovered and it seems in
some instances, not even previously consciously acknowledged by the participant. This
was important from a researcher’s perspective. To unveil thoughts and beliefs that the
participant hadn’t previously been conscious of was unexpected, and speaks to the
findings in previous quantitative studies of corneal donation refusal that a significant
number of people do not know the reason, or were not presented with a category that it
fell into.
I don’t realise any of this. Everything I’m saying is like new to me. I’m like, wow, I didn’t
realise I felt like that. (3)
Speaking as someone who didn’t ever think about this, I didn’t understand it, but all of a
sudden it makes me think, I hadn’t thought of it like that. And actually, it makes complete
sense, not that you have to justify it or not. (4)
The filling in of the donor card was the starting point for discussion in this research, and
the interviews usually began with exploring participants’ experience of filling it in. All
participants commented that there was no hesitation for any of them in deciding to tick
all boxes except the eyes. It was an immediate response and bypassed any attempt to
even consider it, as it was so unthinkable. Though this was in some cases associated with
some feelings of guilt, the response was still automatic, immediate and unequivocal.
I generally just write: Yes, Yes, Yes, NO!. It was just automatic. I was just like “No”.
Don’t want to give my eyes… I’ve never questioned it because it seemed normal to me…
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If there’s going to be a coffin with just my eyes in it, I’ve given everything else away, that
would be OK. (3)
I feel apologetic and embarrassed. I know it’s not logical but then what is logical? I do
believe in donation in general, and I want to help people live and have a better life, but
my heart tells me it’s not logical to part with the eyes. (5)
How did the interviewees express their overall feelings about corneal donation?
The responses of all the interviewees to the idea of corneal donation were unquestionable
and profound. There was no hesitation in all participants about being completely clear
that corneal donation for them was absolutely unthinkable.
I just think, NO… It is strident. The word strident comes to mind… I don’t care what
anyone thinks about me, about this. I really don’t care what anyone thinks. Which is
unusual for me. (1)
I think it’s just like NO. Cause I’m just like – No. I’m thinking it and I’m just really like
adamant. (2)
I’m adamant. I don’t really sway. There’s no wiggle room really. I’m just going NO. The
stubborn bit of me is going No. I want them. Somewhere inside of me that goes No – like
a brick wall. 100%. It’s my right, and my thing of being like no, it’s up to me. (3)
It’s like grave robbing if you take them out. I don’t feel guilty. I don’t feel guilty. I do not
feel guilty about the eyes. (4)
It’s an immediate thing (the decision to not donate) and I can’t change it. (5)
The investigation of this response, through practice, began with placing printed interview
text over the eyes of anonymous masks. The idea of placing the words that they used
directly over the eyes was inspired by the strength of feeling, that each participant
absolutely and vehemently did not want their eyes to be touched. It was the equivalent to
a no entry sign, creating a physical barrier to protect them. Anyone who then tries to
touch them would have to get past the words first. This was in response to the frequent
use of the words adamant or strident used by all the participants at some stage in their
interviews. Fragile paper was used to create the masks and was intended to develop a
sense of vulnerability. Experiments with tissue, tracing paper and thin papers were
carried out to accentuate the fragility of the mask and the underlying concern.
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Figure 48. These are mine. I am having them (2017) [Papier mache masks]

Creating masks was a key aspect of the practice for investigating the new material from
the interviews. As well as having the potential to physically embody the concerns of the
interviewees through directly manipulating the eyes, masks are an ancient and ongoing
means through which an association with spirituality and concerns about death are
expressed. The concept of a mask is thought to originate from the Arabic word maskhara
which means to transform (Nunley et al, 1999), and is used as a verb in the English
language relating to concealment as well as the noun for the object. For centuries masks
have symbolised transformation, spirits and movement to other worlds. They are deeply
culturally embedded, as indeed are thoughts about donation and afterlife. Masks are
frequently used in events that reference death including Mexico’s Day of the Dead
Masquerade, Halloween and death masks. They are common across all societies, and in
early societies were used in rituals and rites of passage, communicating with spirits and
seeing individuals into the next stages of life (Mack, 2013). There is also a
transformation in identity achieved by masks. Concerns about the transformation of
identity and the concept of transition into the next stages of life were themes that were
consistently expressed by interviewees, making the mask a highly relevant starting point
for the exploratory practice.
The use of masks is known to ‘transcend some of the limitations of the human condition
and play out our deepest images of ourselves’ (Nunley et al, 1999:16). They have the
power to simultaneously disguise the underlying truth and to create an alternative
outward persona. Masks also have a protective aspect in some contexts, such as in
operating theatres, for sport and combat. They have the power of making their wearer
anonymous. This was in mind regarding the desire of the interviewees to protect their
eyes from donation.
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With all the masks and all participants in the feedback interviews, their concern in
looking at the artworks was firstly about whether or not the eyes were ‘still in there’.
They didn’t want any ambiguity on this, and even asked me if the eyes were still in there!
They were reassured by the words over the eyelids, once they had decided that the eyes
were still intact.
Yes. It says These are mine. So, they are obviously still in there. (3)
The typing over the eyes. Yes, I like those actually. It’s like you can’t take them. And
these are the reasons why. It’s justification. It’s not just that you can’t have them. It’s not
just ticking that box NO. This is why. These say there is no doubt. (1)
The work told me that the ambiguity of the presence of the eyes was directly related to
the discomfort of potential donors, and this could only be alleviated by reassurance and
barriers to removal.
To develop this idea further and improve the realism of the masks, a further casting was
made with greater precision using plaster and alginate, of a young adult female’s face
(that of my daughter) as a template to work on and take mask moulds from. Pale muslin
fabric was used instead of paper, which immediately felt more sensitive and appropriate,
reminiscent of a shroud or bandages. This was relevant to the subject of death and
transplantation and the dead body. Several attempts were made with different glue mixes
until one was found with the right consistency for a firm mask, while still allowing the
detail of the face in the fabric to emerge.

Figure 49. Life Mask (2016-17) [Muslin and glue mix]

The act of placing the fabric fragments on the mould of the face had a nurturing feeling
to it, that I’ve sometimes experienced in medicine. It embodied a caring act such as
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placing bandages on people who are injured and also to personal experiences of seeing
the care of the dead shown by relatives for their deceased loved one. It had a ritualistic
feel, taking care to spread the fabric evenly, and to avoid any ruckles, particularly over
the eyes. Such care of the dead and the folding of fabric around the corpse was evident in
the Japanese film Departures (2008), which demonstrated the potential for beauty, care,
precision and dignity in caring for the body of the deceased. Creating several fabric
masks evoked that same sense of care, ritual and respect, accentuated by the fact that the
mask was made from a mould of my daughter’s face. I noticed that I didn’t want anyone
else to touch it, and would have found it very difficult if anyone else had worked on the
masks, or worse, had cut into them in some way, particularly the eyes. At this early stage,
therefore, it was clear that the mask had the potential to embody the concerns of the
interview participants, and that I had the opportunity (albeit reluctantly) to physically
experience this using a mask of my daughter’s face. This aspect of the practice allowed
me to experience the combined physical and spiritual nature of the interviewees'
concerns.
In one mask, the seams were carefully aligned over the point at which the eyelids would
meet the eyes (see fig. 50). This was to imply that the eyes could potentially still open.
One interview participant commented that she connected with this straight away, as it
gave her the impression that the eyes could still open if they needed to. I had also felt
strangely comforted by this in the making of the mask.

Figure 50. Sleeping? (2017) [Fabric Mask]

If you’ve got a mask, with no stitching on it, then you don’t know. They might be there.
They might not be. (3)
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This tells me that there is something about the eyes that demands protection and is hard
to put into words and that the physical presence of the eye is fundamental.
Is the eye an object with an essence?
The concept of the eye as an object with an essence and its removal as relevant to disgust
sensitivity or the ick factor was discussed in Chapter 1 and explored in Phase 1 of
research. The notion was also evident, unprompted, in the interviews. For all participants,
the eyes were very much more than a functional organ.
You see, even that makes me feel funny, like the thought of a box of eyes. That’s what I
think of. I think of like a box of eyes. Ugh…You’d pick them out and go – what colour do
you want – Ugh. I don’t know. It makes me feel funny. I just imagine them to still be
looking. I don’t think they ever die. Maybe that’s what it is. … They always see things.
They live on don’t they? (3)
As described in Chapter 3, placing an eye image in any artwork totally changed it, and
gave it an essence or sense of being alive and watching, no matter where the eye was
placed, as seen in Man Ray’s Indestructible Object. To explore this further, stereophotography was used to investigate the sense of presence in an inanimate eye object.
This investigation continued from Phase 1 with an eyeball made of stone placed next to
other inanimate pieces of junk to observe how it still appears to have an essence despite
all the objects being completely inanimate.

Figure 51. Discarded 1 (2015) [Stereo-photograph]
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The eye appears to be sentient in comparison to the other objects, and this is accentuated
by the 3D stereogram. This artwork embodies the notion of the eye as an evocative object
with a thingness or an essence or life of its own and heightens its difference to other
objects. It contemplates the conflict between the eye as a spare part to be donated and its
association with life and self, even in death. The eye photograph chosen was black and
white to further remove it from reality. Yet, as soon as it was placed on the stone, both
the photograph and stone together, as a 3D object, developed a sense of animation or
presence and a feeling of staring back through the stereo-viewer. The idea of the eye as
something disposable and recyclable was explored through juxtaposing it with other dead
objects such as leaves, earth and sand.

Figure 52. Detritus (2015) [Stereo-photograph]

Stereo-photography emphasised the sense of life within the eye object. Stereoscopy also
focusses the viewer on the relationship between the act of seeing, and the experience of
the object being viewed. It embodies the idea of the eye as a recorder of images.
I designed a wooden stereo-viewer, in association with a craftsman, to exhibit these
stereograms for the exhibition Immateriality. The goal was to accentuate the act of
vision, and the need for the viewer to fully engage with the stereo-viewer to experience
the work (see fig. 53). Its two metal eye-holes gave the sense that it was looking back at
you.
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Figure 53. Discarded (2016-17) [Stereo viewer and Stereo photograph]

The stereographic image reveals great detail so that the viewer is almost forced to look at
every line and scratch as they explore the full environment of the contained image. This
level of detail is important for this project and reflects the concerns expressed by the
participants that every detail that they have seen in their lives is carefully preserved and
recorded in their visual infrastructure. Even though they know that it is more than the
eyes that record this, in the same way, that the viewer of the stereograph knows that the
micro-environment they are looking at is more than just the images, it still has the feeling
of a complete micro-world. The stereogram becomes a metaphor for the eye itself in this
context. It mirrors the special attention given to the eyes beyond that of other organs or
body parts, through the temporal relationship with the image that is demanded by a
stereogram. As Krauss comments, ‘paintings do not require this temporal dilation of
attention, this minute-by-minute examining of every inch of the ground’ (Krauss,
2001:198). Oliver Wendell Holmes, the creator of an early stereo viewer in 1861,
described the feeling of being absorbed in a stereogram as dream-like and disembodied,
which resonates with the aura ascribed to the eyes by the participants. He believed that
the stereograph could divorce form from matter and described the capacity of the
stereograph to transport us ‘away from the literal into a kind of dream-like exaltation of
the faculties, one that leaves the body behind… Form is henceforth divorced from the
matter’ (Orvell, 1999:76). The movement away from the literal/mortal into the dreamlike/immortal reflects the participants’ description of death.
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Figure 54. Occupied Space (2017) [Stereo photograph superimposed on Thomson’s Atlas of the Eye]

This artwork places the self (the whole person) within the eye, reflecting the comment of
one interviewee that ‘Bodies are just nothing, except the eyes’ (4). The stereoscopic
works were not shown to the respondents, as they were still work in progress. There were
hundreds of them, and the large number of works being shown to them had to be limited
in some way.
Creating false eyes as automata was useful in contemplating how little it took to simulate
a pair of live eyes (two ping pong balls and some metal). As the handle rotates, the eyes
blink (see fig. 55). It responds to the thingness of the eye, as an evocative object that
even when portrayed in such simple means has the sense that there is something, or
someone, there.

Figure 55. Animation vision (2017) [Ping pong balls and metal automaton]
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The work referred to the comment made by one participant about eyes being put in boxes
after they have been retrieved. The practice here revealed the potential of the eye as not
just an object with an essence, but as having the potential to embody the sense of the
entire person.
What role is the act of physical removal of the eyes playing in the decision about
donation?
Some interviewees expressed deep concern about the physical act of removing the eyes.
Others had such a strong conviction that this was simply not going to happen, that
contemplating this fear was not even relevant to them. Talking about removing the eyes
resulted in the common metaphor of an empty shell. Empty was a word frequently used
to describe the body or face that is left behind after corneal donation, and that the soul or
person had been taken at the same time.
When they cut out your eye… you’re going to be like an empty shell…I think of like
pulling out your eyeballs as soon as you’re dead. I can just imagine myself laying there
and someone just scraping out your eyeballs. It makes me cringe, shudder. It’s just when
they cut out your eye and they’re just empty. It’s really gory, like something out of a
horror movie. It just feels horrible, like, ugh, oh, just like someone’s just, just imagine
someone just pulling at them, and then you have like the root of your eye, and they’re like
detaching and get stuck, and there’s like nothing there. It’s just ugh. It makes me like
shudder now, just thinking about it. It’s just ugh. I hate it. It’s just being drained out of
your body. (2)
I don’t like the idea of the eyes being taken from my face. It’s the worst thing they could
do to a face. The empty sockets – it almost means they haven’t got their soul. (5)
It just makes me feel a bit like ugh.. But nothing else bothers me. It makes me feel
horrible. It makes my knees go weak. You know?. Like ugh. (3)
The act of removal was explored using gold paint as a metaphor for something precious
to its owners, as well as to a potential recipient. The use of dripping paint in Precious
Harvest gives the impression that the eyes may have been removed, and are bleeding, or
are crying gold.
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Figure 56. Precious Harvest 2 (2017) [Fabric, glue and gold paint]

The ambiguity in the way in which the work is read, as either removed eyes, or crying
eyes, altered the sense of horror and also life associated with it. If interpreted as crying
eyes, and not removed eyes, the person is perceived as still being there. As described in
Chapter 3, if the reading of this is that the eye is disembodied, the perception of life, and
person, is diminished.
How are the eyes perceived in relation to the self?
All participants expressed in some way that the eyes represented who they are, that they
are in some way directly equivalent to the self. As noted earlier, one participant even
talked about the fact that she would be happy for her coffin to contain only her eyes, as
she would feel like it was still her that was being put to rest. The rest of her body didn’t
matter. As described earlier in Emily Dickinson’s poetry, she was equating the eyes
alone with herself as a person.
My eyes are me. (2)
There is this thing about the eyes being the windows to the soul. (1)
It’s me. It’s who I am. It’s imprinted on the back of my eyes. Here (points to both sides of
the head)…When I think about myself I think of myself, like, here – between the brain
and the eyes, like (laughs). (3)
The eyes are like the windows to the soul, so they say, and anything else (being removed)
is fine. I guess I just don’t want to share that experience. It’s every emotion I’ve ever felt.
I’d say that my eyes are me. Everything I notice is from my eyes…I guess I feel like
that’s, like, me. So when you see a box of other people’s eyes, it’s not just the eyes, it’s..
them, Yeah. It’s them. It’s like, theirs. If I looked at my eyes in a box, that would be mine.
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If I looked at my heart in a box it probably wouldn’t bother me. That’s my life in an eye.
(3)
It’s what makes you you. If the eyes are gone it feels like the person didn’t exist. (4)
The concept expressed by the participants of a person being there if the eyes are present,
and not being there if they aren’t, was explored through a small series of paintings.

Figure 57. Still There 1 & 2 (2017) [Image transfer with oil on board & oil on board]

In the first two, one using image transfer and paint, and the next using paint alone (see
fig. 57), both gave the impression that the person is there, even though most of the face
and the head are missing, and even when the realistic transferred photographic image is
replaced by a painted one. However, when the eyes are painted out the sense that the
person is present is gone and the face seems empty (see fig. 58).

Figure 58. Not There 1 & 2 (2017) [Acrylic on paper]

In contrast, when the rest of the face is painted out and the eyes alone remain, free of any
context, there is still the sense that a person is present (see fig. 59). This is an important
finding in the context of corneal donation, and the concerns described. The visual
presence of eyes creates the sense that the person still exists.
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Figure 59. Still There 3 (2017) [Acrylic on board]

This was a significant finding in the practice, that a sense of self resides in the eyes,
causing the participants to equate them with their existence. Previous studies have
revealed subjective perceptions of the self as generally being located behind the bridge of
the nose. In an innovative experiment Starmans and Bloom in their work entitled
Windows to the Soul (2012) tested the perception of the location of the self in both adults
and children. The results support the notion that both adults and children do generally
locate the self around the eyes and not the whole head. This supports the earlier findings
of Bertossa et al (2008) that the majority of adults locate themselves inside the head and
between the eyes. The same results were also found with blind subjects whether they
were blind from birth or had become blind later, and from all regions of the globe.
Limanowski and Hecht (2011), however, investigated beliefs about the nature of the self
and its location related to various body organs through a large-scale survey. It revealed
that most people locate the self in one specific location, but with the brain and heart
dominating. The participants in their survey were also shown images of abstract
imaginary creatures, as well as humans, and were asked where they regarded that the self
of the creatures resided and again regarded them as located in their brains. The brain was
selected by respondents more frequently than the eyes, but the impact or importance of
the connection between the two was not assessed.
Aristotle proposed that the self is located in the heart, and Descartes proposed the pineal
gland (located in the centre of the brain between the two hemispheres) while others have
proposed other locations within the brain (Limanowski and Hecht, 2011:312; Lockhorst,
2005). Daily use of language also implies a location of the self, using expressions such as
being out of my mind or beside myself or having an out of body experience.
Alsmith and Longo (2014) interestingly proposed that the self was generally not located
in one point but in two distinct regions – of both the head and the heart. In their study
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they allowed participants to choose any of a variety of body locations, rather than
measuring the preference of one over another.
The participants in this research made clear references to the location of the self as
around or connected to the eyes. Their experience reflects the findings in Bertossa et al’s
study (2008) that the self resides around the eyes and in the brain, and the practice
supports this. Only one participant talked about the self as residing around the heart but
she still viewed the eyes as the point of access to the self. This research, therefore, opens
up the idea that while the self may be considered to reside in a certain location, how it
connects with the outside world may reveal a more complex picture. The fact that all
participants connected with this question, and that a spatial approach to the self was
revealed by the practice was important. In this research, as participants have declared a
strong association between the self and the eyes, it begs the question as to whether
someone is more likely to refuse corneal donation if they have this strong association
than if they did not.
The results of these artworks connect with the fear of the loss of eyes analysed by Freud
(1919), demonstrated in E Hoffman’s The Sandman (1816). In this story, an automaton
doll is created that the protagonist falls in love with. Her appearance of sentience rests on
the presence of the eyes. At the point in the story where her eyes were removed, she is
then recognised as lifeless.
The equating of the eyes with the self was also researched through stained glass practice.
Imagery that was symbolic of hope, and the interviewees’ expressed hope for eternal life,
was explored. The ginkgo leaf was used in this artwork as both a symbol of hope and of
the duality of the eyes. The leaf’s symbolism of these concepts goes back centuries. In
the last century, its significance as a symbol of hope was heightened as it was the only
tree to survive the Hiroshima bomb (BBC News, 2014). The leaves have a dual structure,
split down the middle, but are joined and are often used as symbols of great partnership,
relevant therefore to the eyes (as well as to the unrealised potential partnership of donor
and recipient). The ginkgo continues to represent a modern symbol of hope as seeds from
the trees surviving in Hiroshima were a gift to Manchester in 2014 in recognition of its
global anti-nuclear role as the UK’s first nuclear-free city (BBC news, 2014).
Glass was the medium selected for this aspect of the practice as, with the common saying
that the eyes are the windows to the soul, an analogy is created between glass and the
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eyes. Both are a medium for letting in light, and in the case of stained glass and the eye,
for interpreting it. Both are the interface between the inside and outside. Images can be
created on glass through the management and manipulation of the light. An unknown
German Christian writer and poet at Arnstein Abbey (Rosewell, 2012) drew this parallel:
Whoever thinks this is impossible
Shall only have a look on the glass, which is similar to you
The sun beams are shining through the glass
it is intact as it was before
through the intact glass it (the light) falls into the house
the darkness it banishes from there…
You are the intact glass, where the light came from
To take away darkness from the world
Glass, for many years, was also the medium for the creation of false eyes (Jenkins,
2012), accentuating the perception of the eyes as a window, with an inside and outside.
The association of stained glass with sacred spaces, spirituality and religion is well
known (Brown, 1994), and spirituality (though not religion, which was said by all
participants to be irrelevant in their decision) was a recurring theme in all the interviews.
It was, therefore, an appropriate medium to explore the interview material with the
concepts of interface, inside/outside dichotomy, integrity, fragmentation/deformity,
afterlife, and identity. Even when dislocated from a sacred space, the stained-glass panel
assumes an aura of symbolism and spirituality.
The stained-glass window is a collage of glass fragments, juxtaposed to create meaning.
The use of collage mirrors the formation of beliefs as being multi-layered as discussed in
Chapter 1. As Shermer noted (2011) people arrive at their beliefs for a variety of reasons
with many layers and factors involved. Collage (glass or paper) was used to explore and
respond to those many factors and layers of experience. In this investigation, panels of
green glass were lead-painted to represent ginkgo biloba leaves (see fig. 60), and placed
within a circular design. These were juxtaposed with quotes taken directly from the
interview material, and centred upon an abstract eye, to consider the conflicting hopes,
and the heightened moment at which these coalesce in the completion of an organ donor
card.
The quotes used in the artwork, ‘My eyes are me’ and ‘My eyes are mine’ were common
themes across all five interviews; that the eyes represented who the person is, and the
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very strong sense of ownership that this creates. This sense of ownership was profound
and expressed several times in each interview. Giving the eyes away, for the participants,
meant a serious transgression upon their sense of self, for example, ‘If I give my eyes
away, it would be as if I didn’t exist. (4)
Perhaps most revealing, and poignant was the comment by one interviewee that ‘My eyes
make me feel that death isn’t final. (5). Given the intensity of these comments and the
concerns that they represent, it is not surprising that this kind of emotion could not be
captured in previous quantitative surveys, and that participants in them often felt unable
to categorise or explain their concerns easily.

Figure 60. My eyes are me, My eyes are mine (2017) [Stained, painted and leaded glass panel]

The resilience of stained glass that can survive for centuries, and its connection with the
eternal, both in its association with spirituality and its ability to survive, were important
in choosing this as a material to work with.
After seeing this panel one of the participants sent me an email message afterwards:
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I think the stained glass was the one for me. When you told me about it, I felt a warmth, a
sort of solace that the glass and the words would comfort me. When I saw it, that
sensation was reinforced. I can envisage being in the heart of the eye and it will be the
heart of my soul. (1)
Other responses in follow-up interviews to the glass-work reinforced the concern about
the association between the eyes and their self, and their connection to the words used:
That is how I would put it down to being. The eyes are me… It’s such a strong opinion on
it. I suppose everyone’s got that same strong feeling. I know I said mine a lot. Like,
they’re mine. I like it. (3)
I like this. Me. It jumps out… It’s about me. That word. Not part of a sentence even. It’s
just – me. (4)
This artwork did express some of the concerns, but did not have the emotional
connection of embodying them that were experienced with other artworks. The selected
phrases were the most important aspect of this artwork in capturing the concerns so I
sought to investigate the potential for these further through other media.
How important are the eyes in connecting with others?
In addition to equating the eyes with the self, the participants also talked about the role of
the eyes to connect with others, and with the world.
You need to see someone to know what they’re thinking. It’s the eyes that make a
difference. (1)
It’s about connecting. I find it hard to connect when the eyes don’t look right. (5)
You still remain you, when you pass on. My eyes are my connection with the world. (4)
The notion of connection was explored using the metaphor of thread, to connect places,
people and images in collages and assemblages. In the artwork Lost Connections, one
single piece of gold thread was used to connect all parts of the landscape of a large tree
stump. Small, gold-painted, depersonalised female figures were placed on each peak,
referring to when we find ourselves in different places, forced to make decisions, and
connections with our previous experience. The landscape of the tree symbolised
uncharted territory. There was a loneliness of the female figure in the work, representing
the sole responsibility of the decision, as well as the loneliness and fear in death.
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Figure 61. Lost Connections (2015) [Assemblage]

I experimented with scale in this and other similar artworks, exploring the miniature and
the gigantic, to address the temporality of the concerns of the interviewees, and to
explore the relationship between time and scale and its relevance to this subject. Susan
Stewart, in On Longing describes a correlation between the ‘experience of scale and the
experience of duration’ (Stewart, 1992:66) and how the miniature can create a sense of
compressed time.

Figure 62. Time and Connection, 1 2 &3 (2015) [Assemblages in Glass boxes]

This led to the consideration and exploration of the head or the skull as a miniature
world, into which one could view the contents. As Stewart noted, ‘the major function of
the enclosed space is always to create a tension or dialectic between inside and outside,
between private and public property, between the space of the subject and the space of
the social’ (Stewart, 1992:68). These are exactly the dilemmas described by the
interviewees.
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In exploring the head as the world of the self, I used red thread to symbolise mortality
and blood in the act of piercing of the body to sew over the eyelids, and to embody
connectivity. The goal was to explore the concerns of the interview participants that the
physical act of donation affected their sense of self, and disrupted their connection with
others. I began with stitching red thread over the eyes of a mask in the manner that would
occur after a corneal donation. The sense of discomfort experienced in carrying this out
was profound. It felt like a violation and was surprisingly upsetting.

Figure 63. Have they gone?(2017) [Fabric mask with red thread]

The previous sensations of ritual, healing and caring, created by the layering of fabric
pieces over the mould to create the masks, was immediately reversed by the piercing of
the needle, or by cutting with scissors or tearing of the fabric. The violation expressed by
Lock (Lock, 2002), described in Chapter 1, who witnessed a corneal retrieval and saw it
as a violation unlike the removal of other organs, was brought starkly to mind.
The response of the participants to this artwork again very much focussed on whether the
eyes were still there, whether they had ‘been taken’, and about not being able to open
them because they were stitched. None considered that they may have been stitched to
protect them from being taken – commenting that the stitching was too neat for that.
They were very uncomfortable with this artwork, which clearly embodied some of their
concerns.
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The neatness of the stitching is not good for me. The eyes have gone, which is not good
for me… The stitched red thread made me think I might be ‘on the other side’ and I
couldn’t open my eyes. (1)
The choice of the colour red for the thread was an intuitive response to the visceral and
mortal, to bodily concerns expressed by interviewees, and to the eyes as flesh and blood.
It is also symbolic of the very physical life-line that the corneas could offer to a potential
recipient. The deliberate choice of red was an un-researched direct response to the
interview content. Further literature research, however, after the making of the work,
revealed other poignant and relevant connections with red thread, identified by Millar
(Millar, 2014:33-43) and Cohen (Cohen, 2007). They describe the Eastern myth of red
thread as symbolic of a lifelong unbreakable connection in family and other close
relationships. Millar describes the Japanese Film Dolls (2002) in which the main
characters become linked by an un-severable red rope, literally referencing the myth of
the connection through red thread. This encouraged the further development of the fabric
mask artworks using red thread, exploring ways of linking it to the body and the soul, as
indicative of the role of the eyes in making connections. I also investigated the severance
of red thread in the artworks relating to the potential but unrealised connection between
the potential donor and the potential recipient.
In her research, Millar continued to find links with red thread, particularly with
references to the body and the notion of a thread of life (Millar, 2014:39). The
description of the use of red textile in Papageorge’s Africa Rifting Lines of Fire (2001)
and Bloodline (1979), in the context of both rupture and healing, further cemented my
own exploration of its use as both representative of the mortal aspect of donation and its
potential role (realised or unrealised) in linking to and healing others. It also represents
the clearly described connection in the minds of the interviewees between their mortal
being and their spiritual one, which they were adamant must not be severed.
Interestingly, the colour red is also associated with renewal (Nunley, 1999), and therefore
relevant to the dilemma between the interview participants in their understanding of the
afterlife as a place of renewal, as well as to the potential for the recipient of the corneas.
This investigation was taken further, through the creation of multiple anonymous black
fabric masks all joined by a single red thread, referencing the connectivity between the
eyes during life, and the loss of this in death.
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Figure 64. Red Connection (2017) [Fabric masks with red thread]

The repetition of the same anonymous mask within the artwork was deliberate to allude
to the concern of the loss of identity through corneal donation. The red thread oversewing the eyes, connecting one face to another, responded to the role of the eyes in
connecting with others, as well as to the myth of the invisible red thread connecting us
all.
The use of black fabric, instead of linen, explored the relationship between black as
symbolic of death together with the red thread of connectivity and mortality. The black
masks created a completely different atmosphere to the pale ones. Unsurprisingly, they
were morbid and menacing compared to the more comforting healing aura of the pale
fabric, associated with shrouds and bandages or preservation for mummification. Black
fabric, in contrast, is more commonly associated with concealment, mourning, witchcraft
and magic. It is relevant here as a symbol of death and spirituality, and grieving.
Through the thread, I felt I was writing the concerns of the interviewees. With the
piercing of each eye, the sense of violation remained. The masks were photographed
from many angles to investigate the varying impact of angle and view and to help make
decisions about their further development (see figs. 65 – 68). The benefit of the
photograph is that it is a constrained image of something that could potentially go on and
on, without boundaries, referring to the eternal nature of the subject matter. Stereo121

photographs taken of the masks force the viewer to consider the subject matter in the
context of the act of vision.
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Figures 65, 66, 67 & 68 Red Connection (2017) [Fabric masks with red thread]

In follow-up interviews, participants were shown the original masks and not the
photographs. Their responses to them were visibly uncomfortable, and disconcerted:
That to me is kind of like my fear, that you’re there and dead. I know it’s all blank. I
know… So, this idea of the blackness and just not being able to see anything, is why I
don’t want to give my eyes… There are just no eyes. There were no eyes. How can there
be a soul without eyes?. (5)
They’re all connected. It’s like a group of people who, once you die – that’s it, you lose
everything. You lose your identity. You lose who you are. They’re connected by the one
thing. That’s how I see it. That we’re all connected, because we all didn’t want to have
our eyes removed. They look human… They are not necessarily dead. (3)
They’re just empty. There’s no memory. Everything is sealed shut. It’s gone. I think the
content of the eyes has gone. To prevent them from being accidentally opened. They look
quite peaceful in a way. Peaceful but empty. (1)
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The participants here are expressing that this part of the physical body is an important
part of what makes up the subjective self and that any changes in the body change the
self. This contradicts the Cartesian model of the self (as a separation of mind and body)
and fits more with the proposal of the phenomenological philosopher Merleau-Ponty that
being in the world is the embodied experience of perception, and that perception is the
very foundation of human existence (Merleau-Ponty, 1964). This is quite unlike the
Cartesian model of dualism described in Chapter 1 that transplantation relies upon
(Shildrick, 2012). The research here uncovered an important finding, reflecting the
difference in thinking of Descartes and Merleau-Ponty, with transplantation relying on
the Cartesian model that the body is separate from the mind (Shildrick, 2012) contrasting
with the corneal donation refusers expressing views more akin to those of Merleau-Ponty
that mind and body are not separate.
What key metaphors were used by the interviewees?
The metaphor that was expressed by all the participants was that the eyes somehow
contained their personal history and were a recorder of their personal journeys, almost
like their personal black-box recorder. In donating their corneas, they felt that their
personal stories would be disseminated, disrupted or even erased. One participant
commented that the content had gone if the eyes were removed.
It’s not like if someone had my eyes they’d see what I’ve seen. It’s more like if someone
had my eyes they would replace what I know, or have seen… they would feel erased. (3)
This finding reflected the fictional storylines of the literature and films reviewed in
Chapter 3 that the essence of the donor and their personal histories were carried within
the transplant, particularly in Body Bags/Eye (1993) The Eye (2008) and Jian Gui (2002).
As Yang proposed (Yang, 2012), this may be an expression of culturally held fears, and
it may also be fuelling them. I continued to investigate through the practice, the concern
of interviewees that their eyes carry their own stories and connections, unique to them
and belonging only to them. One participant’s comment on this also connected to the
extramission theory, described earlier, in the context of the eyes having an active power...
I always feel eyes on me though. I can tell if they’re looking at me. It’s like I can feel
them. You can feel it though. You can. It’s like you’ve got a sense of it. Definitely. I can
definitely feel it. (3)
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A further mask was created with connections made to various fragments of collage that
symbolise a personal journey, such as photographs, letters, maps etc., connecting through
red thread emitting from the eyes. The connection of the eyes to personal stories and
journeys was the most prominent concern running through all interviews, and the sense
of these belonging only to their owner was profound.

Figure 69. My Journey and Only Mine (2017) [Fabric, thread and collage]

This direct physical connection made in the work with memory fragments, or personal
histories, and the eyes felt close to the experiences of the participants but not close
enough. The experiences needed internalising, or connecting to the internal, not
externalising as in this work. The eyes were considered as an internal repository of
personal experiences, so the next step was to investigate this through visually
internalising the experiences in the practice.
The eye as a personal black box recorder:
As each interview progressed it became clearer that the eyes were regarded by the
interviewees as a fundamental repository or recorder of their lives. The metaphor of a
journey was used in some cases, and in others it was more of an imprinting or recording.
My journey to date is sort of printed on the back of my eyes. (1)
I think for me they do just carry, like, your memory and like part of you. (2)
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It’s how I’ve seen the world. It’s everything I’ve done. How I’ve seen my family, how I’ve
seen everything. If I gave my eyes away, they’re going to see how I’ve seen everything. I
think of every emotion I’ve ever felt, through my eyes. (3)
My personal journey is recorded in my eyes. (2)

Figure 70. My eyes, My Map (2017) [Collage]

A literal interpretation of this began with a mask of maps, with red roads converging on
the eyes, as significant of personal journeys, but did not internalise them. The following
artworks developed this theme, incorporating the red thread, and the comments of one of
the participants that she believes that after we die, we still have a face (and eyes) but the
rest of the body becomes fluid, like plasma. Another commented similarly that the
afterlife was almost a semi-transparent holographic version of our mortal selves.

Figure 71. Red Thread (2017) [Oil and collage on board]
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The collaged images were chosen to represent internalised memories, things we might
have seen, places we’ve been, or experiences we’ve had. These would still remain after
death, connected loosely but unquestionably to the eyes, both physically and spiritually.
This was a step closer to materialising the metaphors described by the participants. The
skull represents death, yet continues to carry life experiences connected to the eyes.

Figure 72. Vision Connection (2017) [Oil and collage on canvas]

The fluid nature of the represented memories felt closer to their description, but the skull
de-personalised the very individual nature of the concern. One participant commented
that the glasses could be covering up the eyes, so it was still important that the eyes were
there, and that they were their own.
In the artwork Timelines and Black Boxes, the dead person captures life’s images in a
personal black box (a 3D camera), suspended within the timelines of their life – with
photographs, maps and red thread together depicting their personal passage of time…
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Figure 73. Timelines and Black Boxes (2017) [Acrylic and collage on canvas]

While this captures the temporal element of their life journey and collecting memories
visually, further work was needed to embody the concern about donating the eyes, and
the memories residing within them.
Equating donation of the eyes with erasure of identity:
The loss, or the erasure (in the literal sense as opposed to Derrida’s notion of erasure* *),
of personal visual experiences through donation was described very clearly by the
participants and was connected to concern about the loss of identity.
If you donate your eyes, all that will go to someone else, it will be rubbed out, and it will
be gone(1)
*

Derrida’s notion of under erasure describes something that is crossed out but can still be seen or is
inadequate but there is no better alternative (Anderson, 2012)
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This concern was investigated through further masks, referencing death, death masks,
spirituality, rites of passage to another world and rituals associated with the passing of a
loved one, combined with the dilemmas expressed by the interviewees regarding
donation. Making multiples of the same mask reflected the anonymity of organ donation
and the concerns of the participants regarding the loss of identity. The outcome here was
an installation leading to a series of photographs of the masks, both 2D and 3D
accentuating the ambiguity, and loss of context.
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Figure 74, 75, 76 & 77. Isolated and Anonymous (2017) [Muslin and glue]

With the context removed, the dimensions became unclear, as a sea of multiple
anonymous faces. This directly reflected the comments of the interview participants that
they would be depersonalised through the removal of their eyes. If I gave my eyes away,
it would be as if I didn’t exist. (4). When the sea of fabric faces was suspended, they
flickered as they were caught by a breeze. The faces then moved towards and away from
each other, as if they were in conversation. This sense of dialogue between a sea of
anonymous faces was disconcerting.
Working into the masks continued to allow me to experience the comments of the
interviewees in a very direct way. Moving between artworks, intervening in different
ways - cutting or sewing into some, caring or layering over others, and using collage in
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some to embody the multiple experiences that are perceived to be embedded in the eyes,
revealed the importance of a focus on the intervention into the eyes, coupled with their
role as a personal recorder.

Figure 78. Leave my Eyes Alone (2017) [Fabric Mask with Collage]

As with previous masks, the first concern of the participants in discussing this artwork
was– are the eyes all right? Are they still there? Have they been replaced?.
That’s actually alright. It’s almost like the eyes are still there. So that, in a kind of way,
is kind of like what I would, you know, be wanting almost... It’s all there, in the collage,
and it’s a dead face. (4)
It’s not like if someone had my eyes they’d see what I’ve seen. It’s more like if someone
had my eyes would they replace what I know, or have seen. You know, the first time I’ve
gone somewhere, then the first time they go somewhere, then that’s them seeing it
through their eyes then they create new memories and I don’t like that. And I’m like No!
that’s mine. (3)
The concern about the eyes representing their identity created an overwhelming sense of
ownership in all participants. The words mine, me and no were often closely associated.
The potential for disruption of identity through corneal donation was explored further
through collage. Different interventions investigated the concerns through dislocating
faces, removing and moving eyes, and using skull imagery to depict mortality and
accentuate the inside/outside dichotomy.
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Figure 79. What am I? (2017) Collage

This was the first collage in a series investigating where the self is thought to reside. The
practice demonstrates that displacement of the face, or just the eyes, to another location
appears to move the sense of where the person is located within their body.
In the next collage, placing the eyes on a plate explored this and the earlier research into
the history of vision, and St Lucy (or Lucia), the Patron Saint of eyes (Crawford, Patel &
McGhee, 2013), who is often depicted with her eyes on a plate or a book. Presenting the
eyes on a plate creates the sense that they are being served to someone, or in this context,
donated to them. Displacing the eyes in these images also asks the viewer to consider
where the person is. As described in Chapter 2, we are naturally programmed to seek out
eyes, and to respond to them, and make connections through them.

Figure 80. Where Am I? 1 (2017) [Collage]
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Figure 81. Where Am I? 2 (2017) [Mixed media]

Figure 82. Where Am I? 3 (2017) [Collage]

In the Where Am I? series, once the viewer sees that the person is holding their eyes on a
plate or in his hands, it creates a sense of displacement of the self. This displacement is a
materialisation of the concerns that the participants had regarding displacement of the
self.
You are drawn to the eyes. You are so drawn to the eyes, once you realise they are in his
hand… Yes, that’s where you want to look at. You are definitely drawn to the eyes
wherever they are. (5)
The research uncovered that, for the participants, identity, personal histories and the self
cannot be separated out from the physicality of the eye.
Anatomy vs Psychology, an ink anatomical drawing with collage and paint, combined the
concerns about the inside/outside dichotomy, with the notion of the eyes as a personal
recorder of experiences. It was a progression from Red Thread, in accentuating the
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anatomical/mortal aspect of the concerns, together with the historical connection with
anatomical drawings such as those of Da Vinci and the windows to the soul. Historical
anatomical eye drawings (College of Arts and Sciences, 2017) were used as source
material to draw from. A collaged photographic image of real open eyes was important
to show the direct connection between the psychological and anatomical inner worlds,
and the relationship between inside and outside expressed in the interviews.
Because the eyes are on the outside, we have more of a relationship with them. They are
what connects the outside with the inside… Without the eyes there would be no access to
the soul. (5)

Figure 83. Anatomy vs Psychology (2018) [Ink drawing with collage and paint on board]

Of all the artworks shared with the participants in the follow up interviews, their
feedback was that this most closely expressed the way that they perceive their eyes
(though not necessarily their discomfort about parting with them). They felt comfortable
with it, it didn’t challenge them, the eyes were still there, and they could connect to it.
One participant commented that she would use the image to explain to people why she
doesn’t want to part with the eyes.
If someone said to me why don’t you want to donate your eyes, I’d say that’s why, there
(points to the artwork)…That could also be roots. What your eyes have is rooted in your
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history and experience. This I see as the life before that you are leaving behind, and your
eyes have got all that, and what happens, if you donate your eyes, all that will go to
someone else, it will be rubbed out, and it will be gone…There’s something about the
way they overlap with the biology…There’s something about this one. There is. There is.
Some of the other works have fear in them, but this has no fear in it. It’s justification.
There’s no fear in this one. Because you haven’t taken the eyes away. (1)
This one conjures me up in a way…You’ve just got their eyes and their nose, and their
sort of ghostly remains of whatever it is, the spirit, you know. And they are presumably in
Heaven because they look as if they are looking down…This is more how I see myself…
there is a spiritual aspect. (5)
The eyes are really quite powerful about connecting… I guess it’s about long-term and
short-term memory, and how deep these things can be back in your head – all our
experiences in the world. (4)
The connection that the participants expressed to this work inspired a further version of
it, with a stronger emphasis on the overlap with biology, and with an increased number
of images that have a greater connection with the idea of memories or nostalgia. Images
such as Charles and Diana’s wedding, a Blue Peter annual, and some that could be old
family photos were used to emphasise the sense of personal history, flashbulb memories
and everyday experience.

Figure 84. Seat of the Soul (2018) [Charcoal drawing with collage]
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The drawing was deliberately larger than human size, in response to Stewart’s proposal
that the miniature compresses time (Stewart, 1992). The goal here was to expand the
sense of time so that it could represent an entire lifetime. The head or the skull was
explored as an enclosed miniature world, into which one could view the contents, created
through experience. As Stewart noted ‘the major function of the enclosed space is always
to create a tension or dialectic between inside and outside, between private and public
property, between the space of the subject and the space of the social.’ (Stewart,
1992:68)
This artwork connected with visitors to the solo exhibitions, Fideles Oculi and Time and
Vision, as a way of understanding the concerns of people who were interviewed. I found
myself using it to explain my research. It is a literal illustration of the interviewees’
description of the eye as an embedded keeper of lifelong memories. The use of a
photographic image of the front of the eye was important to create the contrast of moving
from the real outside to the imagined internal, and the psychological referred to by Da
Vinci as the Seat of the Soul (Kemp, 2004). Having an open, live eye in these artworks
also alluded to the notion of the participants that the eyes, in some way, don’t die. It was
particularly important for those who had a strong sense of needing them in the afterlife.
I just believe that I would still need them, to carry on just seeing.(1)
I’m going to need my eyes. Like, I do need them to see. I mean, your soul, I think you still
need to see.(2)
I need to be able to see. I’m willing to give my other organs but I will still need to be able
to see what’s going on. I want to be able to see what my kids and grandchildren are
doing. If I haven’t got my eyes I won’t be able to. It’s to do with the afterlife. I’m not
religious but when we die, where would the energy go? I would need my eyes so I can
see.(5)
Combining the anatomical with psychological, and the eye as a recorder of experiences
was continued in the Eye Flower artworks. Again, a Degravers anatomical drawing
(College of Arts and Sciences, 2017) was recreated, using ink, collage, maps and gold
paint for the blood vessels. The peeled-back muscles look like flower petals as if they
could close again and protect the eye and its contents. It had a protective and tender
sentiment that I experienced during the making and in the interviews.
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Figure 85. Eye flower 1 (2018) [Ink and collage]

One of the participants became very emotional and tearful about this work…
It’s quite small but it’s really powerful. It’s like peeling back. I respond to that. I think
it’s the layers and the petals and the attachment. How it is attached to the physical eye.
It’s got all these maps and sinews and you know, it’s connected. It’s such a small little
image. It’s so much. So much power in that. I feel actually quite moved by that. I do. It
makes me feel quite emotional (participant cries). I have no idea what it does to me. (4)
That’s more an enclosure of the eye. It’s held safe in the centre. Like your life. You can
see that these would come over and protect it. (1)
I’m really drawn to that… it’s like everything is held in the eye. That is the way I have
seen everything. It’s like you’re taking back the pieces and that is what is inside of your
eye, so I’d say that one definitely. The eye is like a memory, more than your own brain.
The layers underneath – it’s not just an eye…I think that’s the most powerful piece of
work. That speaks more to me. I think that one holds the way I feel…. It’s actually in my
eye because it’s the way I saw it, but that is the way I feel about my eyes, because it’s
there. It’s not in my memory box. It’s in my eyes…It’s like the memories in there, being
held in there. (3)
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This powerful, emotional feedback encouraged a second investigation, with more
emphasis on the multitude of memories contained within the eyes as a black-box
recorder, and the potential for the flower to close, protect and contain these. I hadn’t
anticipated the strength of response to this artwork, which I had considered as a sketch or
working-out. This reinforced the importance of the 2nd interviews, and the development
of artworks as a dialogic connection with the feelings of the participants as well as my
own.

Figure 86. Eye Flower 2 (2018) [Mixed media with collage on canvas]

The concept of combining anatomical drawing with psychological representation
continued with a detailed painting of the iris, To See or Not to See. The collaged image in
the middle of it was intended to emphasise the eye as a camera/recorder and to echo the
inside/outside dichotomy through the use of the skull. One participant was confused by it
but others related to it, with one choosing it as the piece that most resonates with how she
feels, saying ‘I feel like this one is how I am’.
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Figure 87. To See or Not to See (2018) [Acrylic, oil and collage on canvas]

This to me is like things that have been seen in their life when they were alive and I
suppose in a way their own little heaven…that represents Heaven, the outside bit…all the
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things that they saw in life, and places they visited maybe…There’s a spiritual aspect in
that one. (5)
I see memories. Like the memories around it. I thought it was an eye. I thought it was
someone looking through here. Is that what it is?... You are looking out of an eye, and
these are like all of your memories, in your eye…I feel like this one is how I am. Maybe
because of the memory. You’ve got people who look like they’re from a long time ago.
(3)
It’s like being inside your brain almost. All those little thoughts. Like calls. I think that’s
kind of like a honeycomb of thoughts and memories and all that kind of thing…
It was like all the things that flash through your head like a video screen. (4)
The interviewees were describing a deeply spiritual concern about carrying their
memories into the afterlife. To investigate the spiritual aspect further, I incorporated a
butterfly as a symbol of transformation and rebirth, to materialise the sentiments of the
participants regarding the transition to another world after death. Butterflies, in many
cultures, are thought to represent the souls of the dead (Muerte es Vida, 2016). Like the
windows to the soul, this concept has a deep history going back to Aristotle who gave the
butterfly the name Psyche, the Greek word for soul (Johnson, 2004). In Mexico, this
association continues today, with a strong link made between the annual appearance of
Monarch butterflies and the Day of the Dead (Muerte es Vida, 2016). Many Mexicans
understand that the happy dead will visit their relatives in the form of butterflies. They
are regarded as the returned souls of the deceased, symbolic of rebirth after death.
This idea resonated strongly with the interviewees’ description of the eyes as carrying the
souls of the dead. The intention in the work was then to create an association between the
eyes, the butterfly as the soul that is connected to the eyes, and the personal journeys
within the wings using collage as described above. The participants understood the
connection with carrying the past.
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Figure 88. Wait, Look! (2018) [Acrylic and collage on canvas]

My immediate thing is metamorphosis… because we all interpret the world in different
ways. And that’s all our memories. All our past. (4)
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The artworks were exhibited at Fideles Oculi and Time and Vision and created
opportunities for feedback from the public as well as from the participants. The
association between butterflies and the souls of the dead often needed explanation
(though not always), as it isn’t very well known in the UK. Once understood, viewers of
the work, including the interviewees, could relate to it. Unsurprisingly, the interviewees
struggled emotionally with the diptych artworks, Lucia I and II, as the eyes were
removed and held on a plate, and could, therefore, be offered up to someone else. This
was intended to embody their concern, that someone was holding their eyes, maybe had
their eyes taken from them, and could potentially give them away, and that this was
deeply connected to their personal journeys.

Figure 89. Lucia I and II (2018) Diptych [Mixed Media on Canvas]

The goal of the work wasn’t to make the participants comfortable but to materialize their
concerns, and make an emotional connection with them. If it manifested the core of their
concern or described how they perceived their eyes, the work was successful, particularly
if they made a relevant emotional connection to it, whether positive or negative.
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The emotional responses to the Lucia Diptych was strong. Each participant stayed with it
for a long time, wrestling over what it was about, and worrying whether her eyes were
being given away.
Oh, she’s got her eyes on a plate! Oh God! Very gruesome. (5)
Ooh they’ve got no eyes. Well they have got eyes, but they’re on a plate! (3)
I do think that I’m not sure about this (points to eyes on plate). I’m not sure what it
means. (4)
To put the eyes on a platter. It’s not weird. I just think it’s quite sacrificial. It makes me
think – I’m going to serve them up to someone else - here you go… I love the idea of a
butterfly. As a symbol of the soul…As a symbol of death and the memories, and the
rebirth after death, with all the memories intact. That’s what that has isn’t it?. So, if you
don’t give up your eyes, you go on to a new life, with it all intact… All your memories
are there, which is what it’s all about. All you’ve viewed is still there. (1)
A final small, winged collage/painting was inspired by Aristotle’s naming the butterfly
Psyche, meaning soul, as well as by the work of the poet Emily Dickinson, who used
eyes as a metaphor for life (as described in Chapter 2). In this instance though, it was her
poem about Hope that connected with the hope for the afterlife expressed by the
interviewees, and so connected to the eyes.
Hope is the thing with feathers, that perches in the soul. And sings the tune without the
words, And never stops at all. (Johnson, 2016)
In this collage (made after the follow-up interviews), Hope points towards the eye
sockets.
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Figure 90. Psyche (2018) [Collage with ink and gold paint on tracing paper]

Connecting the findings
The sentiments that the participants expressed during the interviews were very powerful,
inspiring and emotional to hear. Some of them echoed in my mind after hearing them in
the interviews, pushing me to use them directly in a sound artwork, created in association
with a Sound Design student. The artwork, Audible Vision, is a collage of quotes from
the interviews across all themes, whispered into the microphone and mingled with the
sound of breathing. Hearing is the first sense to develop at just four and a half months
gestation (Chion, 1990), and it is commonly thought that hearing is the last sense to go in
the process of dying (Dying Matters, 2019).
The words of Walter Murch inspired the use of sound to investigate the visual through
the auditory, without the distraction of the ‘darting and insistent sight’ ...
Birth brings with it the sudden and simultaneous ignition of the other four senses
and an intense competition for the throne that Sound has claimed as hers. The
most notable pretender is the darting and insistent Sight, who dubs himself King
as if the throne had been standing vacant, waiting for him. Ever discreet, Sound
pulls a veil of oblivion across her reign and withdraws into the shadows, keeping
a watchful eye on the braggart Sight. If she gives up her throne, it is doubtful that
she gives up her crown. (Murch, 1990: viii)
The goal in the work was to reverse this idea, pushing sight physically out of the way, yet
talking about sight, with whispered words as the only remaining stimulation. The
intention was for the listener experiencing the work to feel like it was speaking directly
to them, or was almost inside them. The work needed to be heard through headphones
rather than in an open room, to contain the words within the headspace, as if they are
one’s own thoughts inhabiting the mind, and affecting the experience – and to capture the
pace of the breathing, as directly symbolic of living. As noted by the sound artist Susan
Philipsz ‘Sound is materially invisible but very visceral and emotive. It can define a
space at the same time as it triggers a memory.’ (Tate, 2018) In this case, the space that it
defines is the head-space, where thoughts reside.
Audible Vision was exhibited at the Continuum exhibition (Menier Gallery), and the
feedback from visitors was that it was powerful, creepy and unsettling. The unease
resonated with the discomfort expressed by the interviewees and felt by me in the
interviews. Some people who don’t have concerns about donating their eyes visited the
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exhibition and were surprised at the quotes, and asked: ‘Is that what they really think?’.
Others were surprised that they could relate to the concerns that were expressed and were
comforted by them. Some found it uncomfortable that the whispering seemed to be
inside their heads, almost replacing their own thoughts. The feedback from the
interviewees was that they found it disconcerting, that it resonated with them, and they
were often searching for their owns words, or words that they could connect with and
would comfort them. One participant commented that she felt comforted by the fact that
other people felt the same way that she did. This combination of discomfort and comfort
was reassuring that I had connected with both the feelings the participants had about their
eyes, and with their concern about death and losing them.
I felt panic. I felt uncomfortable about something in here (points to chest). I felt like
somebody is dying and they’re scared somebody is going to take their eyes. Very very
powerful… I thought, my God, it sounds like somebody is dying… and I suddenly was
waiting for that last breath and I felt like I was holding my own breath. (4)
It reminded me that that’s how people’s thoughts are, and in your head. You’re
whispering in your head aren’t you. It might have been my subconscious. (3)

Figure 91. Audible Vision (2017) [Sound Artwork]

Recording of sound for this artwork created an equivalent to the eyes recording vision.
As noted by Ulrika Maude ‘sound technologies can function in a similar manner to visual
technologies, in that they can operate as a form of prosthetic memory; can reproduce
various individuating and embodied qualities, but, as in the case of visual technologies,
they also somewhat problematically suggest the body’s reconfiguration.’ (Saunders,
2009:124) The disembodied voices mirrored disembodied eyes, and in doing so mirrored
death, which could account for the comments that the work is creepy. This artwork, and
the masks, connected to a discomfort described by Maude where art can result in an
‘immediate, involuntary, empathically somatic reaction that bypasses concepts and the
conceptual categories that we impose on the world… and cannot be articulated or
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translated into conceptual thought… and is firmly rooted in the material world.’
(Saunders, 2009:128)
Incorporating the direct quotes of the interviewees in the artwork was also the starting
point for The Eye of the Withholder where labels on repeated anonymous masks each had
an interview quote handwritten on them. Masks were important as a human embodiment
that viewers could project onto (Ede, 2005). The labels were made of brown card with
string, similar to those used in a morgue, and often seen on the toes of the deceased,
known as toe tags. The labels also refer to the idea of a gift-tag of a potential gift, which
in this case goes unused, and responds to the deep sense of ownership of and need for the
eyes expressed by all participants.
These are mine and I am having them and I’m not letting them go. (1)
They’re my eyes. I’ve seen the world with them. I’ve seen everything from them, so I just
believe that I would still need them, to carry on just seeing. They’re just mine. (2)
Even right now I’m thinking no, they’re mine. I want them! (3)
The eyes belong to you and nobody else. They’re mine and no-one can take them from
me. They’re mine. Something for myself, for me, that nobody can take from me no matter
what. (4)
All the eyes in the masks were sewn over with gold thread. While sewing them I
imagined how I would sew something if I desperately wanted to make sure that no-one
could get in, and to express the anxiety related to this. The sewing became frantic,
disorganised, and emphatic, using big stitches across each eye, quite unlike the organised
repetitive sewing used in an earlier mask. This artwork caused considerable anxiety in
the interviewees, whose main concern was the ambiguity over whether the eyes had been
removed or damaged or were being protected. They weren’t sure, and this was difficult
for them. They were also anxious to relate to the words on the labels, whether they were
theirs or someone else’s. This artwork clearly resonated with their concerns.
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Figure 92. The Eye of the Withholder (2018 - 2019) [Fabric masks, thread and labels]

The eyes look like they have been vandalised. (5)
Any one of them (the labels) could have been mine…I agree with what they say…
They’ve lost the eyes. I see it that they’re gone…I get it, you’re protecting them. (3)
I think the stitching is almost like DON’T! – don’t touch my eyes … It’s like security –
don’t touch. These are mine. (4)
So now they’re stitched shut with gold, they’re more valuable… I feel like the eyes are
still there. Because there’s no seam. (1)
Feedback from other people who have seen the work also reinforced its connections to
death/mortality, and morgues and most were fascinated to read the comments on the
labels. Some quotes they could relate to and others they couldn’t depending on their
views. It stimulated the most emotional responses in interviewees and others and exposed
the breadth in beliefs about death and the eyes and how these differ between donors and
non-donors. This artwork was the most stimulating of discussion with viewers seeking
ways of relating to the masks. As noted by Sian Ede in talking about art and medicine
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‘when we view bodies in art we insinuate ourselves into the picture, empathising with the
subject/object, imagining pleasure and pain.’ (Ede, 2005:134)
The development of the masks was an unexpected early diversion from my usual creative
practice of mixed media, usually collage and drawing. They were initially created as a
template to explore the act of disrupting the eyes, to see how that felt. The emotional
response to doing this mirrored the empathy and emotions felt in the interviews. As I
disrupted each face, particularly the eyes, I physically felt what they were describing.
Each mask also created an uneasy sense of the uncanny, that they were familiar but
uncomfortably strange. As soon as the eyes were disrupted they felt wrong,
defamiliarized and disconnected. This relates to Freud’s description of the uncanny
qualities of automata and waxwork figures with ‘processes that may lie hidden behind
the familiar image of a living person’ (Freud, 1919:135). It is a fascinating connection
with this research that Freud uses the example of the Sandman to describe the uncanny in
the context of one ‘who tears out children’s eyes’ (Freud, 1919:136). The story centres
around a young man’s fear of the Sandman stealing eyes and his fear of a man whom he
thinks steals eyes, including those of the automaton that he falls in love with (Hoffman,
1816). Freud argues that it is ‘clear beyond doubt that… the sense of the uncanny
attaches directly to the figure of the Sandman, and therefore to the idea of being robbed
of one’s eyes’ (Freud, 1919:138) Freud further argues that some children have a fear of
losing their eyes, that may continue into adult life, with an ongoing fear of any damage to
their eyes. The fear of losing eyes has been raised by Freud as connected with objects
that are lifeless but bear a likeness to the living, and this is relevant in this context.
Perhaps of more interest is Freud’s account of the concern about the transferring of
mental processes from one person to another. He refers to it in the context of telepathy
where ‘the one becomes the co-owner of the other’s knowledge, emotions and
experience’ (Freud, 1919:141) but it could equally apply to the concerns expressed by the
interviewees of a sharing of their life experience through corneal transplantation. He
describes it as a defence against annihilation (by attempting to reproduce oneself as a
doppelganger), and I would argue that it is the same concern that is also at the heart of
the interviewees, that their selves, lives and personal histories would be annihilated
through the opposite of the doppelganger i.e. a distribution or dissemination of their life
experience. The masks then become something that the participants could project onto as
potential doppelgangers, as well something that I was able to manipulate and through this
directly experience the unease this creates. The repeated nature of the masks not only
alludes to the concern for depersonalisation of the donor, but also to the notion of
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Freud’s that the ‘inner compulsion to repeat is perceived as uncanny’ (Freud, 1919:145).
While Freud theories, that the uncanny relates to repressed fears, continue to create much
debate, he has created a clear association between the fear of losing the eyes, the
uncanny, and defence against annihilation that connect with the findings of this research.
The artworks described above that embody, and connect most with, the concerns of the
interviewees, together with those that describe their perceptions of the eyes, were
selected for the exhibition Anything but the Eyes, at the James Hockey Gallery in
October 2019.

Figure 93. Anything But The Eyes exhibition, October 2019
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Figure 94. Anything But The Eyes exhibition image, October 2019

Discussion
At the completion of Phase 1 of research I anticipated that I would uncover a strong
sense of the ick factor, or disgust sensitivity, and horror in the interview participants
when they described concerns about donation, particularly given the frequency of horror
in film and literature portrayals of corneal donation. It was unexpected that this aspect
actually featured very little in their responses to the questions in Phase 2. The notion of
abjection, as described by Kristeva in Powers of Horror (Kristeva, 1984) and of death as
“infecting” life when considering the corpse were of much less prominence than the
connection and embodiment that the participants described as most relevant to their
concerns. Connection to others and the embodiment of personal histories and the self
within the eyes were more important.
In the making of the artworks, it emerged that the physicality of the eyes could not be
separated from self and identity. This finding refutes the ‘rational’ Cartesian model of the
body that transplantation has relied on, that the body is essentially a shell containing
organs, separate from the mind (Shildrick et al, 2009). It seems that we are perhaps not
all ‘rampant dualists’ as proposed by Shermer and discussed in Chapter 1 (Shermer,
2011). It contradicts the empiricist and rationalist views that reason and mental
perception are the basis of knowledge and the self and that the body is a shell occupied
by the mind. In this research, the use of this word rational was used both by the
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participants (who were concerned that they were not being rational) and by those who
disagreed with their stance which they described as irrational. But this assumes that
rational means that the body and mind must be separate entities. The findings challenge
this and fit more with the phenomenological position of Merleau-Ponty (1964) who
rejected the Cartesian view, to incorporate a more realistic perspective on social and
individual reality, with perception as the very foundation of human existence. The
participants expressed such views and in doing so refuted the Cartesian approach.
Shildrick comments that, in the context of heart transplantation, ‘questions of self,
embodiment and intercorporeality are put to one side’ (Shildrick, 2012: 234) and
boundaries are crossed between self and other which unsettles the individual identity of
the recipient (Shildrick et al, 2009). Her proposal is supported by this research but in the
context of corneal donation, and with regards to the concerns of the donor as opposed to
the recipient. She adds that in transplantation ‘Both donor and recipient are reduced to
body, seemingly unrelated to the phenomenological meaning of embodiment’ (Shildrick,
2012:238).
This research revealed that Shildrick’s concern for the recipient of an organ can also be
applied to the concerns of the potential corneal donor, in that their identity, even after
their death, could be disrupted, disseminated or erased. This view concurs with the
proposal of Merleau-Ponty that ‘any change to the body inevitably transforms the self’
(Shildrick et al, 2009:35). Merleau-Ponty, in his seminal work Eye and Mind comments
that
Our fleshly eyes are already much more than receptors for light rays, colours and
lines…They are computers of the world, which have the gift of the visible, as we
say of the inspired man that he has the gift of tongues… the mind goes out
through the eyes to wander among objects (Merleau-Ponty, 1964:127-8).
According to Merleau-Ponty, the body is not an object or an empty shell but ‘the soul
thinks according to the body…The body is both the soul’s native space and the matrix of
every other existing space. Thus vision doubles’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1964:136). MerleauPonty considers thought and vision to be inseparable and speaks of a ‘composite of soul
and body’, and the body as ‘not a chunk of space or a bundle of functions but that body
which is an intertwining of vision and movement’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1964:124). This
research uncovered a supporting view of this in the minds of the interview participants
that the two cannot be separated, and that the self is a composite of soul and body,
centred on the eyes. ‘We never cease living in the world of perception, but we go beyond
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it in critical thought - almost to the point of forgetting the contribution of perception to
our idea of truth’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1964:3).
Merleau-Ponty’s description of the eyes as ‘computers of the world’ also fits with the
metaphors described by the participants relating to the recording of life experiences and
the potential for erasure. For them, the refusal to donate corneas is the equivalent to
“backing up” their very personal individual and private data, with the eyes as their black
box recorder at the time of death. The concerns that they expressed regarding erasure of
everything they have known, through transplantation to someone else, may also be
influenced by the concept of rejection of transplanted organs, that the host’s natural
immunological processes will not only be challenging the presence of the biological
material belonging to another, but in this process will also erase the information carried
by it.
The extent to which these beliefs have been affected by the historical and cultural
influences described in Chapter 3 is difficult to decipher. It is clear, however, that
powerful modern influences such as fictional literature and film have grasped this subject
as material to instil fear and horror and to fuel the concern of transference of identity.
Coupled with the ancient notion of eyes as windows to the soul, which was quoted by the
interview participants, is more likely to hinder corneal donation than support it.
In conclusion, the development of the practice created an understanding of the reluctance
to donate corneas, in response to the initial interviews and findings, the experiences in
making the work, and a dialogic relationship with the practice and follow-up interview
material. The follow-up interviews were important to validate the feelings I experienced
in making the work, that I had embodied their concerns and understood their relationship
with their eyes. The work has therefore achieved an understanding of the reluctance to
donate corneas that supplements other studies of this field. The eye was more than an
object with an essence, but a personal black box recorder intrinsically tied in with life
experiences and the self.
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Conclusion
At the start of this project, I set out to develop a new understanding of the concerns of
people who specifically do not want to donate their corneas, through the use of fine art
practice informed by primary and secondary research. Previous research had not only
revealed a common reluctance to donate corneas, but also a gap in the understanding of
the reasons underlying this.
The outcome was a body of creative practice that embodies the concerns of people who
are specifically reluctant to donate their corneas and has contributed to knowledge on this
subject. My relationship with the interviewees, the experience of the interviews, and
materialising of this in the artworks, was the first layer of evidence in ensuring that this
was achieved. The second was the response of the interview participants that further
informed the development of the artworks. The interview methodology was successful in
providing rich new material, experience and metaphors to investigate and embody
through creative practice, creating new insights into the concerns of people who are
reluctant to donate their corneas. The findings created the basis for recommendations
regarding corneal donation strategies and a transferable methodology for use in other
complex cultural and social dilemmas.
The journey was emotional for me as the artist as well as for the project participants. My
emotional response to the interviews and more so to reliving the findings in creating the
work was unexpected. The themes uncovered throughout the interview process were as
deep as they were broad. Some of these themes were new and had not been described in
previous research, although they may have been alluded to through association. Given
their complexity, and their entangling of physical, emotional and spiritual aspects, art
was the appropriate medium to investigate and embody this complicated subject. The
work examined the dialogue between the multi-faceted elements. The key themes that
were revealed included the role of the eye as a personal recorder (or personal black-box);
the fear of erasure of the self through donation; the equivalence of eyes with the self; the
location of the self as entwined with the eyes and a continuance of this association after
death; the deep inter-connection made between anatomy and lived experience; concerns
of ownership and the loss of identity; the perception of the eye as an object with more
than just an essence, and the meaning of the eyes in connecting with others. The findings
went beyond the notion that the eye is an object with an essence as described in Chapter
1 (Hood, 2009), as to some people it is much more than this, carrying with it the very
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embodiment of their lived experience. This practice-based approach has enabled these
new connections to be made and forced a deeper level of understanding of the concerns
some people have about donating their corneas.
It was rewarding to witness the emotional connection of the participants to the artworks,
after what was a journey of discovery for all of us. It was also gratifying to see how the
artworks connected with those who hadn’t been interviewed and could engage with the
exhibited work from either perspective, either potential donor or non-donor.
This new knowledge creates the potential for further avenues for research and provides
an insight for those tasked with seeking ways of addressing the organ donation shortage,
including the eyes. One pathway to explore further, for example, would be an
investigation into whether there is any relationship between differences in perceptions of
the location of the self, and willingness to donate corneas. Another would be to establish
whether there is a link between a belief in the principles of Cartesian dualism and the
desire to donate corneas. It would also be interesting and insightful to explore whether
recipients of corneal transplants experience the same sense of otherness commonly
described by heart transplant recipients (Shildrick, 2015). There is the potential to
reconsider, explore and open up a discussion regarding how transplantation is understood
by both donors and recipients. These avenues would provide insights though may not
always result in solutions to address a reluctance to donate, which this research has
revealed is very deeply held, for some, and may not necessarily be amenable to change.
Shildrick suggests that there is potential for reimagining this problem of intercorporeality
as a positive and even desirable outcome for the recipient (Shildrick, 2012). While this
might help to make recipients feel better about their concerns, it has the potential to
backfire for potential donors who are concerned about the idea of sharing, dissemination
or erasure of their self. The concept of the deceased living on in others is currently
alluded to in donation discourse, but not all potential donors feel comfortable with this
idea. It suggests dissemination or even a disruption of their identity after death, and if
they closely identify the eyes with the self as this research has shown, this concern will
be focussed on the eyes. The participants expressed anguish about sharing what they
know, and it being erased, and both these metaphors underpin the concern that is playing
a direct role in their decision. For some potential donors, it is inconceivable for them to
take the risk of diminishing their identity after death or to share or erase it. This
overwhelming concern is materialised in the artwork The Eye of the Withholder.
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The vehemence of the participants’ concern about corneal donation was profound and
was also disclosed to me by others who sympathised with their concern. One participant
told me that there would have to be definitive evidence of what happens after death
before she would ever reconsider her position on corneal donation. This would lead me
to offer the following advice to those who are looking at ways of increasing corneal
donation:
• Firstly, if the strength of concern uncovered in this research is indicative of a
wider level of concern in others who also don’t want to donate their corneas, then
the focus for increasing donation should be aimed at optimising the donation
process for those who have already agreed. Shermer proposed that beliefs are
very difficult to change (2011) and I am doubtful that any educational/publicity
campaign would have any effect on those who have made the decision not to
donate corneas, and would certainly make no difference to those that I
interviewed. A campaign would be more likely to be successful if resources are
spent on encouraging those who have already decided to be donors to either join
the register or to inform their relatives of their wishes.
• Secondly, I would also advise that when considering the opt-out system of
organ donation (where everyone is considered to be a potential donor unless they
register to opt out), people are given the choice to opt out of donating certain
organs. If this does not happen, then I am in no doubt that the people interviewed
for this research and possibly others like them would reluctantly decline to donate
all of their organs to make sure that they preserved their eyes – such is the
strength of their concern.
This research created a unique portal into understanding people’s thoughts on death and
the existence of an afterlife, and how this is imagined. Being asked whether or not we
want to donate our corneas, or any other organs, asks us in that instance to decide what
we believe about death, the body and the afterlife. The afterlife was present to some
extent in the thoughts of all the participants. Although they all struggled to describe it,
none doubted its existence in some way. This fits with the findings of Lawlor et al (2010)
who say that those who have a belief in the afterlife are less likely to donate. However,
this is not a black and white concept, and thoughts and feelings about the afterlife are
often hazy and difficult to explain. Some of the participants didn’t refer directly to an
afterlife but implied it in their use of language and assumptions of continuity after death.
Similarly, no association to religious beliefs was uncovered. Although one participant
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talked about being religious, she made no connection to this in the dialogue about
donation. One participant talked about heaven, and others referred to being somewhere
else. Cultural anthropologist Ernest Becker in a programme about death (Berkson, 2016)
argued that one of our major motivations to any action is our awareness of death and that
we deny death in many ways. Asking people to make a decision about organ donation
can, therefore, challenge this very directly. The fear of death may be influencing the
desire to donate, and this may have been expressed through the fear of erasure described
by all of them.
The research revealed common themes and subject matter to investigate within a small
sample. This is often the case where qualitative studies of small numbers investigate
complex issues in order to explore new areas of understanding (Marshall, 1996). As all
the participants were women, one would ideally repeat the work with a group of men, but
this presents a problem in that it assumes that this is the variable that could make the
most difference. It may be more relevant to specifically seek out groups that are known
to be more reluctant to donate in general, such as those from Black, Asian and Ethnic
Minority communities who account for 7% of donations despite constituting 11% of the
population (NHS Blood and Transplant, 2018b), or younger adults who are known to be
more reluctant to donate corneas (Uhlig et al, 2014). Another option would be to explore
the spiritual understanding of people who have no hesitation to donate their corneas and
investigate their understanding of self and mortality and how this might differ from the
original participants. However, even if this were to demonstrate that those who are happy
to donate have a decreased sense of self related to the eyes, this could not be used as
evidence to mitigate against the deeply held beliefs of others, which must be respected.
In carrying out this research, I encountered people who challenged my approach, saying
that it might in some way encourage people to reconsider their desire to donate corneas,
and possibly be detrimental to the quest to increase organ donors. Having worked in the
field of transplantation and organ donation for many years, this was certainly something I
would have avoided if I genuinely felt it was a risk. I have learnt though that anything
that opens the discussion is generally helpful in leading to registration (where
appropriate) or to understanding wishes within families. I was very keen to hear feedback
from visitors to the exhibitions to find out what they thought, and if there was any reason
to be concerned about this. What I found is that the work polarised people according to
their wishes and did open up discussion. Some were adamant that they would give any
organ including their eyes, and couldn’t understand the dilemma, and some completely
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related to the concern and would not give their eyes. They felt comforted by the fact that
others had felt the same, and had been able to express it, and that they could see it in the
practice. No-one reported that they felt that the work had tried to sway them in one
direction or another. It certainly stimulated a debate between people with different views
and the fact that it encouraged reflection on organ donation, in general, was positive. I
would add that the people who were adamant that they would like to donate their organs,
whether or not this included their eyes, were encouraged to tell relatives about this and to
register as an organ donor.
How potential donors are regarded, and a lack of respect for non-gift-of-life views, was
very clearly voiced to me by some people about my research, as well as by the
participants about sharing their views. Some people commented that it was superstitious,
selfish, and ignorant to withhold organs. The participants, on the other hand, expressed
feelings of embarrassment and guilt, and often kept quiet about their concerns with others
for fear of being seen as illogical, selfish, and squeamish. This isn’t right, and the debate
about donation must acknowledge that spiritual beliefs need to be respected, particularly
when they don’t fall into a religious category that can perhaps then provide an ‘excuse’
to not donate or even debate. These concerns are deeply held, and difficult to explain.
The desire to push through this, by introducing an opt-out system, is understandable, but
space must be created for alternative beliefs and wishes to be upheld, understood, and
respected.
The methodology used could potentially be applied to other complex cultural issues
underpinned by differences in beliefs and understanding, where materialising insights
could be helpful in opening up discussion. Here, it was successful in developing new
material to investigate through practice without the introduction of bias. This could be
useful in other situations where there is complexity and difficulty in understanding
difference e.g. across cultures or gender. Fine art is a rich and productive method to use
in this kind of research, exploring the complexity, materialising the findings, and creating
a space for discussion. As noted by Sian Ede in discussing the role of art in science ‘The
artist stands at the point at which the subjective and objective converge’ (Ede, 2005:135).
Ede also comments on the value of traditional (non-medical) media, such as drawing, in
practice-based research, in contrast to medical imagery, to create and communicate
connections so that the viewer ‘can enter the artist’s imagination and see through hers’
(Ede, 2005:138).
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This research takes its place within a long historical relationship between art and
medicine. For centuries, artists have created insights, and opened discussions, into
complex medical, cultural and philosophical issues (Ede, 2005; Saunders, Maude &
Macnaughton, 2009; Kemp, 2006; Fortenberry, 2015).
The relation between the body and the arts has been complex and shifting, over
time, from the classical period to the present, and across different art forms… The
story of the body and the arts both reflects and reflects on cultural attitudes and
changes in thought – in philosophy, religion, science and medicine (Saunders,
Maude & Macnaughton, 2009:1).
Marc Quinn’s exploration of the self, using his own blood (Fortenberry, Morrill & New,
2015; Saunders, Maude & Macnaughton, 2009) as the medium; Barton Benes’
exploration of the personal experience of AIDS through the collection of objects (Benes,
2002); Kiki Smith’s casts of the inside and outside of the body in paper (Fortenberry,
Morrill & New, 2015); Gunther Von Hagens’ exhibitions of real dead human bodies
(Saunders, Maude & Macnaughton, 2009); Jo Spence’s photographs of her own body
with questions of ownership; Orlan’s investigation of identity through manipulations of
her own body and Damien Hirst’s artworks reflecting on mortality and medicine
(Fortenberry, Morrill & New, 2015) are all recent examples of works that have achieved
notoriety through their ground-breaking use of media but most importantly have
stimulated discussion about what it is to be embodied humans. As Ede noted, ‘our
response to the world is physical and involuntarily emotional and so is our response to
art’ (Ede, 2005: 133), creating a unique space for art to develop understanding.
This practice-based research has led to greater understanding of the concerns of people
who do not want to donate their corneas and identified theories that can be investigated
further. It sits between the quantitative research into the factors that predispose to the
refusal to donate corneas, the gaps revealed by such studies that many people have found
it hard to categorise their concerns, and the data that repeatedly show that there is a
significant number of people who refuse to donate corneas despite being willing to
donate other organs. As noted by Graeme Sullivan ‘artistic research opens up new
perspectives that are created in the space between what is known and what is not.’
(Sullivan, 2011:93). The interview->practice->continued dialogue technique created a
space for expression for people who do not want to donate their corneas and to
materialise through practice their deepest thoughts on the subject, some of which hadn’t
entered their consciousness previously. The process provided rich material to investigate
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through practice, and an opportunity to ensure that the concerns of the interviewees were
embodied in the artworks through feedback interviews. The work materialised the
concerns and the range of themes that emerged in the process. It also demonstrated that
for some the eye is indeed an object with more than an essence, and is inextricably
entwined with the self, even after death. The work was also able to communicate the
concerns to others and to encourage discussion about the dilemma of corneal donation.
In conclusion, the investigation of this question through practice has revealed that art can
be used to reveal, materialise and embody the concerns of disruption and
depersonalisation created by the concept of corneal donation. Above all, it revealed that,
for the participants, the spiritual, anatomical, social and personal are embodied in the
eyes and cannot be separated. This supported Merleau-Ponty’s proposal that the subject
is embodied from the beginning, that we are already related to the past, present and
future, and that our experiences are placed in a human milieu of a social and cultural
context (Merleau-Ponty, 1964). Perception (visual and other) does not await rational
interpretation, as per the empiricist view, but happens in the moment and is related to the
past, culture and society.
Filling in the organ donor card, or completing the register, is a reminder that we will all
die and forces us to consider the meaning of this to ourselves, as well as to others.
Considering whether or not to donate corneas further reminds us that our visual
experiences will also die with us. For some, this combination of concerns, together with
underlying beliefs about the afterlife and the eyes, is expressed in the specific refusal to
donate corneas. This research has uncovered an understanding of the thoughts underlying
this view, as well as an insight into how these relate to thoughts about embodiment,
death, and the afterlife.
We never cease living in the world of perception, but we go beyond it in critical
thought - almost to the point of forgetting the contribution of perception to our
idea of truth.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 1964
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Appendix I: List of Practice
This visual list of practice includes all completed art practice, made during the course of
the research. The majority are reproduced in the text. They are presented here
chronologically.
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Ralph Inside and Out (2014) 18 x 25cm

Eye on Stone (2014) 40 x 60cm

Death and Judgement (2014) 18 x 25cm

Time2 (2014) 70 x 100cm

191

Danse du Temps (2014-15) 60 x 60cm

Time and Vision (2014-15) 25 x 25cm

Eve (2014) 18 x 25cm

End of the Day (2014) 18 x 18cm

Observed (2014) 40 x 60cm

Time Passing (2014-15) 50 x 80cm
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Looking Back (2014-15) 84 x 59cm

Aimee’s Time (2014-15) 35 x 59cm

Lyme Regis (2014-15) 43 x59cm Extramission (2015) 40 x 48cm After Muybridge (2014-15) 58 x 59cm

Moment (2014-15) 64 x 45cm

Eventually (2014-15) 59 x 84cm

193

We’ll never come through this alive (2014-15) 59 x 84cm

Roots (2015) 40 x 40cm

Bless English Humour (2015) 55 x 59cm

Time and Tide (2015) 28 x85cm

You Can’t Possibly (2015) 59 x 84cm

Britishness (2015) 80 x 110cm

194

Marvel (2015) 80 x 50cm

Britishness 2 (2015) 59 x 84cm

Pigs Might Fly (2015) 59 x 84cm

Dualism (2015) 30 x 45cm

Role Models (2015) 110 x 75cm

Daphne (2015) 59 x 84cm
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Lost Connections (2015) 150 x 150 x 150cm

Time and Connection 1(2015) 17 x 9 x 9cm

Time and Connection 2 (2015) 40 x 21 x 30cm Time and Connection 3 (2015)15 x 8 x 8cm

Detritus (2015) 7 x 7cm

Discarded (2015) 7 x 7cm

196

Gasp (2015) 50 x 60cm

We Can Do It (2015) 50 x 58cm

A Greater Knowledge (2015) 59 x 42cm

Hey Look (2015) 46 x 40cm

Road Map (2015) 48 x 56cm

Milou (2015) 44 x 35cm
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Time on glass (2015) 12 x 7cm

Eye painting on glass panel (2015) 6 x 9cm

Eyes Closed (2015-16) 7 x 7cm

Eyes Open (2015-16) 18 x 28cm

After Yarbus (2015-16) 18 x 28cm

Tray of Eyes (2016) 7 x 6cm
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Precious Harvest (2016) 18 x 28cm

Burnt Paper Mask (2016) 18 x 28cm

Eyes in the Curator’s Hands (2016) 7 x 7cm

Seeing and believing (2016) 7 x 4.5cm

These are Mine. I am Having Them (2017) 18 x 28cm each
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Life Mask (2017) 18 x 28cm

Sleeping? (2017) 18 x 28cm

Discarded (2016-17) 45 x 45 x 60cm

Occupied Space (2017) 14 x 7cm

Still There 1 & 2 (2017) 20 x 30cm

Still There 3 (2017) 15 x 8cm

Not There 1 & 2 (2017) 20 x 30cm

Audible Vision (2017)
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My Eyes are Me, My Eyes are Mine (2017) 50 x 50cm Animation Vision (2017) 18 x 18 x 18cm

Have They Gone? (2017) 18 x 28cm

Bunker Face (2017) 20 x 20cm

Precious Harvest 2 (2017) 18 x 28cm

My Eyes, My Map (2017) 18 x 28cm
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Leave My Eyes Alone (2017) 18 x 28cm

Red Connection (2017) 1200 x 120cm

Red Connection (2017) 1200 x 120cm

My Journey and Only Mine (2017) 60 x 45cm

Door Handle Face (2017) 20 x 30cm

Red Thread (2017) 70 x 50cm
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Connection Vision (2017) 40 x 40cm

Connection Vision 2 (2017) 40 x 40cm

Timelines and Black Boxes (2017) 100 x 100cm Isolated and Anonymous (2017) 120 x 300cm

What Am I? (2017) 20 x 30cm

Where Am I? (2017) 20 x 30cm
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Where Am I? 2 (2017) 20 x 30cm

Where Am I? 3 (2017) 20 x 30cm

Little Soul (2017) 30 x 30cm

Jeopardy of Life (2018) 60 x 80cm

Eye Flower 1 (2018) 15 x 20cm

Anatomy vs Psychology (2018) 60 x 40cm
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Seat of the Soul (2018) 120 x 90cm

To See or Not to See (2018) 64 x 94cm

Psyche (2018) 64 x 94cm

Eye Flower 2 (2018) 94 x 64cm

Wait Look! (2018) 64 x 94cm

The Eye of the Withholder (2018 – 2019) 500 x 30cm
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Lucia I and II (2018) 64 x 94cm each

All those experiences must go with you somehow - You can’t just Die! 1 & 2 (2019) 40 x 60cm
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Appendix II: Dissemination of the research
Exhibitions
2019 A selection of the works described in this thesis will be presented in the exhibition
Anything But the Eyes to take place in the James Hockey Gallery, Farnham in October
2018 Time and Vision, One Paved Court Gallery, London (solo exhibition)
2018 Fideles Oculi, CC Gallery, London (solo exhibition)
2018 Royal Academy Summer Exhibition, London (2 artworks selected including We Can
Do It from the research)
2018 Temporal Connections, The Maltings, Farnham
2018 Unlikely Perceptions, The Old Fire Station, Henley
2017, Continuum, The Menier Gallery, London
2016, Winter Exhibition, New Ashgate Gallery, Farnham
2016, Immateriality, Herbert Read Gallery, Canterbury
2016, The London Art Fair, London
2015, Artist in Residence, Watts Gallery and Artists Village, Guildford
Artist’s Talks
2018 Time and Vision, One Paved Court Gallery, London
2016, Immateriality, Herbert Read Gallery, Canterbury
2016, The Watts Gallery Research Group, Watts Gallery and Artists Village, Guildford
2015, Artist in Residence, Watts Gallery and Artists Village, Guildford
Television coverage
2016 Interview on Great British Railway Journeys, Series 7:17
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Articles
Print:
Transplanting Memories, British Medical Journal 2015; 305:h3230 (published 17th June
2015)
Big Picture, the flotsam and jetsum of life, The Psychologist 2015; Vol. 28 (published
December 2015)
Online:
Time and Vision, Art Week, https://www.artweek.com/events/united-kingdom/artexhibition/london/time-and-vision-jennie-jewitt-harris# (posted on 2nd October 2018)
Jennie Jewitt-Harris at CC Gallery, Forest Hill until 7th October, The London Grip
www.londongrip.co.uk (posted September 2018)
Fideles Oculi, London Art News http://www.londonartnews.co.uk/fideles-oculi/ (posted
July 2018)
Dr Jennie Jewitt-Harris at the Royal Academy, Watts Gallery News,
https://www.wattsgallery.org.uk/about-us/news/dr-jennie-jewitt-harris-royal-academy/
(posted 11th June 2018)
Stereo Photography to feature in art exhibition at Watts Gallery, London Stereoscopic
Society News, https://londonstereo.com/news.html (posted 9th June 2015)
Exhibition images, coverage and brochures
Time and Vision One Paved Court Gallery, London, solo exhibition
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Time and Vision, Exhibition poster

One Paved Court Gallery online posting
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Time and Vision

31 October – 10 November 2018
Artist’s Talk 10 November at 12 noon. The audience will be invited to join the artist on a
journey through the artworks, and to ask questions about her practice and research.
Time and Vision is a continuation of Jennie Jewitt-Harris’ exploration of our relationship with time,
connection with others and concerns about mortality.

Her intricate drawings and collages express what influences us over time. The closer you get to them
the more you find, with fragments of personal histories and childhood, from comics and maps to
family photographs and newspaper clippings, intertwined to create imaginary narratives. Look
closely and you’ll find a range of influences from Blue Peter to the Suffragettes.
Jennie has an MA in Fine Art from UCA, where she is currently researching for a PhD in Fine Art
Practice, looking at the relationship we have with our eyes. Jennie draws from her history as a
doctor, and some of her research artworks that are featured in this exhibition seek to understand
why there is a common concern about donating corneas after death. Jennie had two works selected
for this year’s 250th Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 2018, and has exhibited at a range of
national venues. She also appeared with her artworks on Great British Railway Journeys during her
residency at Watts Artists’ Village.

David Mach RA, on the selection committee for this year’s Summer Exhibition, spoke about her work

“This is a clever artist... There’s a degree of control, a mastery of handling to the point of delicacy that
holds her work together along with your attention. It’s no mistake her collages are not square or
rectangular edged. They make their own sinewy forms, hanging as they grow it would appear but
surely manipulated by her into shapes like organs, pieces that might all t together and work as one.
Is there a Frankenstein’s monster thing going on there? That’s perhaps too dark a description and
doesn’t necessarily t with the lightness and humour I also see in her work. It will be again be her own
history in medicine coming forward and if that’s the case, Good! She’s using it well. I like the work a
lot. Easy for me to admire how her pieces go together and easy for me to get excited about the next
stages they’ll go through. I’m already looking forward to their next episode.”
Jennie combines her art practice with her role as a doctor, and as CEO of international charity
Transplant Links.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fideles Oculi at CC Gallery, London, Solo exhibition 2018
Exhibition brochure
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Exhibition Images
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Article in Londongrip.co.uk
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fideles Oculi
Jennie Jewitt-Harris at C & C Gallery, Forest Hill until 7 October
This is a remarkable exhibition: Jennie Jewitt-Harris’s intricate collages, built in many cases on a
foundation of pencil and charcoal drawings of driftwood, are a delight to the eye. The huge range
of material – fragments of press cuttings, maps, tickets, illustrations and many more – draw the
observer into the works and compel them to find and build stories of their own. In one moment,
one may be transported by a piece of map to a remote (or perhaps familiar) spot, and in the next
be made to speculate about the lives of characters who have been frozen in time in a complex,
alien, environment. Perhaps they are observers, too.
Jennie is a doctor and many of the images are suggestive of anatomical drawings. In ‘Jeopardy
of Life’ the image suggests a human figure striding across a landscape, the sinews of the lower
limbs taut as it leans forward under a burden of collage including figures that stare out at the
viewer, demanding our attention and forcing us to view it ever more closely. ‘Seat of the Soul’ is
an image of her husband’s eye, and draws us deep into the body, emphasising the unique role of
the organ of sight in internalising our physical environment. In conversation, I learnt that while
many people are willing for their internal organs to be used for transplantation after death, far
fewer are willing to donate their corneas, the transparent part of the eye through which light
passes into the retina, itself an extension of the brain, a topic that Jennie is researching for a
PhD.
The quality of Jennie’s work is attested to by her having two of her artworks hanging at this
year’s Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. It certainly deserves to be more widely known. As
does the C & C Gallery, situated at the back of a bar only a couple of minutes away from Forest
Hill rail station, on the London Overground as well being served by as main line trains from
London Bridge and Victoria. William Marshall © 2018.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Watts Gallery Artist in Residence, Watts Gallery, 2015
Article in the British Medical Journal (Print and online)
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Article in the British Psychological Society Journal (Print and online)

Exhibition poster
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Exhibition Brochure
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216
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Exhibition images
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Coverage in London Stereoscopic Society News
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Conference Abstracts
Conference: Somatic Shifts: the body and beyond in creative and critical research, UCA
2017
Abstract title: Anything but the Eyes – what influences the special relationship we have
with our eyes?
Conference: Temporal Connections, UCA 2018
Abstract title: The influence of ancient perceptions of vision on the modern decision to
donate corneas
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Appendix III: Information Sheet and Consent Form

Research Information Sheet for participation in the project “Anything
but the Eyes”
Project Title: “Anything but the eyes”
Data Controller: Jennie Jewitt-Harris
Supervisors: Trevor Keeble, Jamie Dobson, Ed Chell
Nature/ Purpose/ use of Data:
Interview data is being collected by Dr Jennie Jewitt-Harris to investigate the common
reluctance of many people to donate their corneas after death (or to consent to the
donation of corneas by a deceased relative). The project is seeking to find out more about
this reluctance and the way in which people describe it. As you have identified yourself
as someone who experiences this reluctance, the interview will seek to uncover your
thoughts and beliefs that underpin it. This research project does not seek to make any
judgement, or to change opinions – just to increase understanding about the very special
relationship we have with our eyes.
You will be asked a variety of questions, and your answers will be collected by recording
them on an audio device and transcribing them later. The recordings will only be
available to the researcher. If you are in agreement, a video recording of the interview
will also be made so that your gesticulations alongside the dialogue can be recorded. The
video will be blurred, to make sure you remain anonymous. You can view the video for
your own reassurance.
The interview audio transcription and video data collected will be used as the basis for
artworks which respond to the findings. The type of questions that will be asked are
designed to uncover particular ways that people describe their thoughts, called
metaphors, and artworks will be made is response to these metaphors and the
gesticulations that accompany them.

The Use or potential benefits of the study:
The investigation will contribute to the understanding of the special relationship that we
have with our eyes that results in this common reluctance to donate corneas. The findings
will stimulate the developments of artworks in response to them, which will form the
basis of the thesis and are planned to be publicly exhibited. Whilst this may be aimed
initially at an art-interested audience, the work may also be of interest to medical,
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psychological and other related media connected to the subject of organ donation.
Summaries of the research may therefore also be used for publications in these fields.

Likely duration of the project and Location:
The interview is like to take 1 – 2 hours, and will contribute to a project that is being
carried out over a period of 5 years. The interview will be carried out in a quiet room, at
an agreed location.

Obligations and commitments of the participant during the study:
You will be asked to answer the questions as honestly and openly as you can. You can
stop the interview at any time, or take a break.
The recorded audio information will be used to transcribe your answers. You will remain
anonymous in the data collection process, and will not be identified by name in the
thesis.
The rights of the participants:
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to justify your
decision and without prejudice. In case of withdrawal of consent no further data
regarding your participation will be added to the project.
All personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the strictest confidence,
and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998).
In consideration for the research nature of the study participants shall not receive any
reimbursement, payment or rewards.

Information for further concerns or complaints:
Any concerns or complaint about any aspects of the way you have been dealt with during
the
course of the research will be addressed; please contact The Research Office, Main Hall.
University for the Creative Arts, Falkner Road, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DE
Tel: 01252 892922 Email: roffice@ucreative.ac.uk

Consent Form
Project title: “Anything But the Eyes”

Data Controller: Jennie Jewitt-Harris , MPhil/PhD Researcher, University for the
Creative Arts
Supervisors: Trevor Keeble; Jamie Dobson; Ed Chell
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Participant Name:
Participant Location:

•

I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study “Anything but the eyes” a
practice-based research project.

•

I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full
explanation by the investigator of the nature, purpose, location and likely duration of
the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been given the opportunity to
ask questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the advice and
information given as a result.

•

I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co-operate
fully with the investigators.

•

I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the
strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). I agree
that I will not seek to restrict the use of the results of the study on the understanding
that my anonymity is preserved.

•

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to
justify my decision and without prejudice and all records of my participation will be
destroyed.

•

I acknowledge that in consideration for completing the study I shall not receive any
reimbursement, payment or rewards.

•

I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to
participating in this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my
participation and agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of the study.

Name of volunteer

........................................................

(BLOCK CAPITALS)
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Signed ........................................................
Date

......................................

Name of researcher/person taking consent

........................................................

(BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed ........................................................
Date

......................................
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